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Woman Shot By
Former Husband
Mrs. Nell Stringer was Mut
today with a 22 caliber pistol,
allegedly by a farmer hu.sbend,
Alvin Brandon. She received
two or three bullet wounds in
the abdomen at her home at 212
Nerth 121h Street. ...-
The incident occurred this
morning at about 9:00
Over 1000
Are Killed
In Earthquake Brandon farms near the Green
TEHRAN, Iran — The gov-
ernor of Hamadan province tele-
graphed today that earthquakes
buried 1,100 persons in a single
village and that the toll still
was rising among homeless sur-
vivors caught in a sub-zero
freeze.
The disaster report came from
Farsanj, one of dozens of north- if severely 
Disabled
welt Iranian settlements rocked
by violent earth, trinnors before
dawn Friday -
• It 
said 200 bodies had been
recovered from Farsanj so far
Another 250 persons were esti-
mated dead in other areas but
communications were so shatter-
ed no accurate toll could be
assembled.
The governor of Hamadan tele-
graphed that Farsanj was leveled
—a field of tumbled masonry
and wood where several thousand
6 farmers and villagers had need.
Relief Far Away
Relief was far away for surv-
ivors suffering in the bitter
cold of the lonely hill country
stretching between the capital
and Iran's frontier with Iraq and
Turkey.
The British Air attache here,
Group Capt J. M. Petty - Fry.
surveyed the disaster zone from
an embassy plane.
S
Two Iranian Air Force planes
',airlifted tents, blankets and med-
ical supplies into Kermanshah
Province.
It was a race against Death's
second assault in the form of
exposure' to the cold and a
blanket of snow Which covered
the shattered area.
Casualty reports were arriving
here in such numbers that the
Red Lion and Sun Society—Iran's
...national Red Cross — refused
or to estimate a toll. It said only
the total would be "consider-
able."
Troops To Rescu•
Troops moved into the nearest
of the stricken villages as far
as possible with picks and
shovels to dig out the injured
and succor the living with food.
shelter and medical treatment.
Bahasbab village reported 75
Soltanatither 4, Chetabalah
36 and Kalbi 22.
British Ambassador Sir Misers
Stevens called on Foreign Min-
ister All Gholi Ardelan this
meriting to express Britain's
sympathy and offer aid.
Tremors still were being felt
In the area today.
Missile Base Is
*Planned For Maine
WASHINGTON ,IP — The Air
Ferce will build a new base
a: Maine for the nation's* first
scheduled operational intercon-
tinental missile capable of strike
ing deep inoi Russia..
The Air Force said the 12-
million-dollar facility would be
built at the Presque Isle Air
'',...Fairce Base to handle its 5,000-
'7tatile Snark guided missile.
The service said it would
begin acquiring additional land
to start construction at Presque
Isle next month.
The Snark, which is armed
with nuclear warheads, is a
pilotless bomber which travels
through the atmosphere at speeds
slower than that of sound.
About 50 of the "birds" have
Ariel test flown from the Cape
...'anaveral. Fla., missile test cen-
ter and the last two were re-
ported to have gone the full
5,000-mile length of the firing
range. They landed in the South
Atlantic only a few miles from
the target -center.
Mrs. Malcolm
Dies Tuesday
Mrs. Noel Malcolm of Route
2, Buchanan. died Tuesday at
hat- home. She was 56.
Funeral services were held
Little is known about the shoot- Wednesday afternoon at 1:00 at
ing except that Brandon is said the New Mt. Carmel Baptis
to have run after his former church in Calloway County, with
wife shouting and fired the pis- D. W. Billinkron of Murray
tot at her several times. officiating. Burial was in Beth-
Police were dispatched t„ the esda cemeteity under the direc-
ecene but Brandon had r a n lion of Milligan & Fidgeway
away. An ambulance went to the Funeral Home of Paris. and the
scene and took Mrs. Stringer to body was at the home until
the Murray Hoepital. time for the service.
She was in surgery at 9:30 Mrs. Molcolm was the former
and listed as in criticel condi- Blanche Norton. daughter of the
lion. Doctors were operating and late Arthur and Emma Finch
preparing for transfusions. Norton. She was born in Henry
Ny wrarrent has been issued County. October 19, 1901.
for Brandon, since none is need- She was married July 6, 1936.
ed on an attempted murder She leaves her husband; a sister,
charge. Mrs. Orene Garner, three broth-
ers, Bonnie Norton and Joel
Norton of Paris Route 5 and
Elwood Norton of McFadden
Street in Paris.
Plains area.
Mrs. Stringer formerly operat-
ed a grocery store in the Peoples
Bank Building. She continued to
operate the store after the death
of her husband, but then finally
gold out.
Apply By January 1
For SS Payments
Severely disabled workers 50
to 65 years of age who could
qualify for the new social secur-
ity disability benefits which be-
came payable last July, will lose
some of their monthly payman:s
if they do not apply to their
social security diarrict offices
before January 1, 1958. announ-
ced Charles M Vahitaker, dis-
trict manager of the Packicah
social wiettrfty office • tsiday.
wofters Who make
appiication for disability insur-
ance benefits before the end of
December can be paid benefits
beck as far as the month of
July, Whitaker aid. After De-
cember. rre hack benefits can be
paid.
To be ehtseble for social secur-
ity disability ineurance benefits
between 50 and 65 years of age,
worker must have a disability
so severe 'hat he cannot do any
substantial gainful work. In ad-
dition, he must have social
security credit for ..at least 5 out
of the 10 years before he be-
came disabled, including at least
a year and a half out of the 3
years just before Vs disability
began.
For those who meet the re-
quirements, disabikty benefits
can begin with the 7th month
id disability, but' no earlier than
July 1957, the first month for
which the new benefits became
payable. Mr Whitaker points
out, however, payments to dis-
abled persons wh,i apply for
these benefits after December ,31
of this year may begin no earlier
than the month in which their
applications are received, no
matter how long they have been
di gabled
s QUAD, *at BORN
LONDON tin — Mrs. Mary
Bennett gave birth today to
quadruplets — the first in this
country since the announcement
that a special bounty for mul-
tiple births established by Queen
Victoria has been ended.
The quads — two boys and
two girls — were born at the
East End Maternity Hospital.
Each weighed over four pounds.
Mother and all four babies
were reported doing well.
The quads' father, William is
• dock laborer. The Bennetts
have three other ehildreh. a boy
and a set of twins — boy and
girl.
Weather
Report
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky — Mostly
sunny today with high near 60.
Fair tonight with low of 40.
Sunday partly cl oudy with
change of rain by night, not
much change in temperature.
Some 5.30 a m temperatures:
Covington 39, Paducah 30, Lex-
ington 39, 'Bowling Green 43,
London 42 and Hopkinsville 24.
Evansville, Ind., 39.
Madrigal Singers
To Give Program
The Murray State College Ma-
arise' singers, directed by Prof
Hebert Bear, will present a
Ckristmas program Tuesday, Dec
IT. at 7 p.m. in the reference
room of the .Libiary.
The program will consist of
2arols of English, German. Welsh
ind Czechoslovakian origin In
•.tiuded are "God Rest You Merry
Gentlemen." "The Holly and the
I% y," "Carol of the Bells," "Som-
erset Carol," "Coventry Card.'
ind "pfteensleeves."
Contluding the list of numbers
io be': sung are "Puer Matus,a
-Joys Seven," "Wassail Song
"Poverty," "The Birds," a n
sPatapan."
The Singers will close with
"We Wish you a Marry Christ-
The Madrigal singers is com-
posed of sopranos Joyce Byrd
and Hilda Jordan; altos Millicent
King and Sue Howell tenors
Joe Prince and Jerry Douglas:
and . Sammie Orr and Robert
Bear.
Ike Arrives In
Paris For'Meet
PARIS gr —President Eisen-
heiwer seal today on his arrival
fer NATial rontre...-ie. h. ht"-
1.•,11.1 "eff,••••••pl," .e.1 'he
,hin 1 mop Russia and "meet
it in iiriev"
"It is fea es. oases/her to de-
termin• whether rrinn wOlelm.
'Wane to hue .r• a.d
Menthe 'or whether hey see te
here-erne mere e•-aela af an all-
powerful stiate"rtipriltriwer void
"We all know that fear alone
hoe neither the never nor 'he
nobility to fulfill the ultimate
deg inity of the Atlantic com-
munity" he 'aid in a statement
prepared for delivery in
arrival at Orly Aimort.
Eisenhower said 'hat in
forth coming meeting of
NATO heeds of states:
"We sersil br striving not only
to strengthen the NATO shield
but We thatl also address our-
selves to other expects of our
alliance."
War Of N 
Moscow, meantime, maintain-
ed its stepped - up "war of
nerves" barrage against the West
European statp Radio Moscow
tody quoted the official Soviet
newspaper Red Star as sayipg
"large scale Milttary oerations
In Europe with the use of nu-
clear weapons would convert
Europe into a huge atomic
cemetery and cause the death
of millions of civilians."
The Soviet Army newspaper
asserted NATO strategists "te-
gard Europe as the main battle-
field in the fuure oar against
the Soviet Union."
Eisenhower arrived in Paris
'for the ?SATO summit confer-
ence, opening Monday, after an
Overnight flight. from Washing-
ton. Planes arid ships patrolled
the route of his personal plane,
the "Columbine III." to guard
against any eventuality,- • A 
Flanked by some of his chief
advisers, Eisenhower told wan-
ing dignitaries at Orly Airport
he was confider* "that in the
supreme Streneett of balanced
unity we can snow move togeth-
er towards securit y and. peaces"
Hopes For Confidence
Observers said this phrase un-
derlined Eisenhower's reasons
for coming to Paris. He heped
that out of the three-day meet-
ing would come greeter !self -
confidence in NATO and t h e
possibility of 'peaceable relations
with the Soviet Union.
Eisenhower said the chiefs of
state of the 15-member NATO
nations were meeting " in Mir
beautiful Parts to .analyze the
challenge we now face."
"We shall meet it effectively,"
he said. "We shall meet it in
unity."
He said that when the NATO
council began its deliberations
he would be thinking of "Fran-
c's greatest words — liberty,
equanty and brotherhood,"
Then the l'readdervt restated
one of the basic principles of his
administration—that the Western
nations WP•t' seeking orris, their
ar-t all
noo•€, j..s. ep a n
r "
r/i• Frac,.
Mrs" r r•••••.n •1•••• ilVe•P de-
eesee ••••1',P 'or Franee.
/teener h" a* "‘•1•• on. of
}hp ;••••04
I sort ••••••••••••• err. ‘.,'•••'•-•••
•.4•44h 10.4 " •h found.., of the
.4..e.asioe 'Shield we know as
WAIT)."
"She reccernired that only in
tre• reartneretrio could the free
nations develoo and maint•On
the !spiritual. economic and mili-
h i s tsrv etrereerh needed to neutra-
rise she ae.notic and eantiniiing
the threat from the east," Eisenhow-
the er said.
The Columbine made a brief
etopover at Loring Air Force
Bose in Maine for refueling be-
fore taking off for the nearly
4 000 mile transatlantic flight
Storms Which lashed the North
Atlantic this week have abated
and good flying conditions were
reported.
A "safety" armada of Ameri-
can and Briti•ti warships patrol-
led the waters along the route of
the presidential plane. prepared
I,, race to the assistance in the
event of a ditching.
The exact route f the Colum-
bine III was secret.
Coty Greets Ike
The official greetmg party was
headed by President" Rene Coty
of France.
Eisenhower is the first Ameri-
can president to visit Paris since
Woodrow Wilson carne for the
Versailles Peace TriTY in 1919.
f/osfrita: News
Patients admitted from Wednes-
day 9:19 a.m. to Ftday 9:00 a.m.
Mrs. Billie Pat Scarborough
anti baby girl. Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Clifton Mason, Rt. 2,
:anangton; Mrs. Roy Hiat-
t, Rt. 3, Murray: Mr. W.
A. ckson, Hazel; 'Mrs.
W. * Kelly. Rt. 3, Murray; Mr.
Wiliam T. Reeder. 427 So. 8th
St.. Murray.
Patients dismissed from Wednes-
day, Dec. 11, to Friday Dee, 13.
Mrs. Loyd Tucker, 401 S.
12th St., Murray; Mrs. J. F. Dill.
Hazel; Mrs. Raymond Ray, 1310
E. Wood, Paris. Tenn., and baby
girl; Mrs. Euil Donelesson, Rt. 6.
Murray; Mr. Royal Dillard, 404
No, Cherry. Murray; Mrs. Joe
M.ikez and baby girl, 414 No.
6th St., Murray; Mrs. Gerald
Alderdice and baby boy,- Lynn-
ville; Mrs. Carlie Darnell (ex-
pired), Fit. 1, Hardin: Mr. John
Owen, Rt. 1, Puryear. Term.;
Mrs. Willie Vaughn. Rt. 5, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Gene Motiundro, 316
So. 15th St., Murray. Mrs. Dew-
ey Grogan, Rt. 4, Murray.
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WARRANT ISSUED AGAINST
ANDLER,  EARL WALLACE
- 1ra Estima. teFrost Damage
By UNITED PRESS
The Florida Citrus Commission
was to meet in emergency session
echia to estimate freeze damage
the 300 million dollar citrus'
crop frosted in a Dixie cold
snap.
Forecasters for toda',. however.
were for warmer weather over
the southern portion of t he
United States_ Only the fug- I
bound Central California Valley.
'he snow-whipped Northeast and
the rain-splattered West Coast
were left out of the general
forecast for warmer temperatures
and clearing skies.
Most of the nation enjoyed
fine weather Friday because a
huge high pressure area had
settled over America. A weak
low Pressure area brought snow
flurries to the Northern Grea'
Take,, realist}, awl eastward
throogh . New England.
Cool ale sweeping in from
the Pacific laretieht rain to
Washington and Oregon and held
'he fog-producing low nreseure
center over the Central California
Valley.
The weather bureau said tem _
,seratures row- hiehfsat Friday in
the area between the Missiasitapi
river and the Atlantic Coast.
The increase was from 10 to
ne degrees over Thursday's read-
in vs.
tre tr10,-1,4* it was fearen wt
lees, helf the crop had suffered
e•oeserete" One faioaeate saift Aga Kahn Seen
*hold PS million dollar, worth 
Teenageof  Beautyvegetahlea witheeed in the
two-day cold man Thursday and
Friday in the nortHern oart of
.he state
Farmers south of Miami how-
ever, renorted most of their
"„„ osorsiehed by the.. tree-se
Heiner T-tnoks aenerrel manager
nf the Citrus Commission. •sid
the freeze was the worst siers.
Dec. 11. 1934
Goy. A. B. Chandler
WICKLIFFE — Ballard
County Sheriff Billy Bob Crice
today bad on his hands warrefiTt
far the arrest of Gov. A. B.
Chandler, his fish and game
commissioner and two other men
on charges of illegal hunting
—but he didn't quite know what
to do with them.
"I don't know just how I am
supposed to go about arresting
the governor," Crice admitted.
"I think rm supposed to send
the warrants to the adjutant
general in Frankfort. and he's
supposed to serve them."
The warrants; signed late Fri-
day by County Judge Adlai
Small Girl Still
Missing From Home
SYCAMORE Hi. lIP —A po-
lice setsreh of !neer.' lanes and
narbswe ,hirtyrie e‘•44V heid out
rrim hossee if finding Maria Ri-
&Aril. 7 who dieae.earesi when
a strange man offered her a
laiesiehaek ride.
Th4 eurlv-haired girl. (hied
14 an I rvenvive scants by thou-
sands of officials and civilians
rime Dec. 3, was offered, the
ride by a man known only as
"Johnny." police were informed
of "Jefinny" by Maria's girl
friend, who was with her at the
time.
The playmate left the scene
to get a pair af mittens and when
die reurned, both "Johnny" and
Maria hadayanished
Officials Anrieuncorl the new
search Friday after reporting
they had abandsined previous
plans to dynamite hard-frozen
ponds where's" the girl's body
might lay concealed.
Richard Auerbach. head of the
Chicago office of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and one
at the leading police figures at
Sycamore, said the dynamite
plan would not "now be feasi-
ble" bemuse warm wee:her
probably will melt the ice on
the Kistywaukee River and near-
by ponds.
Police said no really "good"
clues have as yet been uncover-
ed. They 'said an area within 20
males of Sycamore had been giv-
en a "thoneligi search." except
for lovers' lanes and garbage
dumps.
"There is reason to 'believe the
girl may still be alive—hut I
can't — obviously — tell about
that now," Auerbacih asid,
He said "a cumbing" of !he
unsearched areas would begin
immediately.
CarlSbad Caverns, in south-
Crater Lake in sotithWestern eastern New Mexico, are the
Oregon is sax miles in circum- world's largest. with the Big
ference and has no visible outlet. Room atone a mile long.
With
LONDON In — The Aga Khan
and a teen-age Mexican beauty
danced into the dawn today
and sparked rumors that they
were altar-bound.
The Aga's 21st birthday par•y
waxed gayly until 5 a.m, at
the Savoy Hotel and the spiritual
ruler of 20 million Ismaili Mos-
lems kept the champagne flowing
to the end for the 300 guests.
His dale was Sylvia Casa-
blancas, a 17-year old Mexican
girl he has known for six years.
Sylvia flew to London from
her parents' home in Genoa.
Neither she nor the Aga — or
Karim, as his friends know him
—would comment on the pos-
sibility of an engagement.
Church To Give
'Pageant SundifY
On Christmas
A Christmas Pageant will be
presented . at the First Christian
church on' Sunday evening at
7:30. The story of the prophesy
and birth of Christ will be de-
pleted by-dramatic scenes and a
combined choir of 50 voices.
The 'brass quartette from Mur-
ray College will play Christmas
music prior to the program. Spe-
cial choral selections and a vocal
solo by, Miss Millicent King will
be featured. The public is cor-
dially invited.
PEP UP NATO — Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles tells
reporters in Washington that
NATO must be reinvigorated
and made more flexible to
meet the serious military and
economic challenge presented
by Russia. (intereatioisal)
employes of the Ballard County
Wildlife Refuge with hunting
ducks and geese after hours in.
'he refuge last Dec. 4.
The warrants were puled on
I the strength of affidavits filed
ny Kendall Thomas, former chief
hunting officer at the refuge.
elach is located here
Crice said he did not know
exactly how the warrants would
be handled. He said he probably
would mail the warrant f o'r
Choneller to Franklin County
authorities for serving. He said
his office had never been called
ar.-41 to serve warrants in such
cases but said he believed the
state adjutant general probably
would be called upon to serve
ahe warrant to Chandler.
Wallace said the allegations
made by Thomas were "just ri-
diculous charges by a disgrurstl-
el err..e.e.as e." He said he fired
'I S, ma s after the allegations
were made.
The commissioner said he at-
temoted to reason with Thomas
to explain that he had the right
to be in the restricted hunting
aage. ad, the Same ref uate bre-at-ea
ae. was studying th migration of
waterfowl.
"Thomas opposed the governor
in the Democratic primary and
in every other way possible and
he threatened to take a tasty
story to the newspapers," Wal-
lace added. -
Informed of Thomas's charges,
('banner said, "This seems to be
omething of a personal affair
aetween :his fellow (Thames)
and Wallace. I never violated
any law, or rulc, or regulation
.hat I know of.
"1 don't know anything about
hese restricted areas. I only
went hunting where the thief
law enforcement officer of the
Fish and r Wildlife Department
took me," Chandler said.
"This fellow (Themes) seems
to have been (tut to get Wallace
for some time now. Thomas has
been carrying tales to S a m
Sternberg fa member of the
elate Fish and, Wildlife Com-
mission) liver at. Nictioleasville,
trying to put Wallace in bad,"
Chandler added.
To a reporter's question "are
you ready to be served?" the
governor replied, "I'll be around
here if they want me. I'll come
down there to court anytime
ttley say."'
Atty. Gen, Jo M. Ferguson
/ate Friday informed Wallace
Firemen Called
Out Four. Times
Accused Of Hunting In Refuge
After Shooting Hours Ended
Buchanan. accuse Chandler. Corn- hat 'he has the right to autho-
onissioner of Fish and Wildlife rize certain persons to go into
Resources Earl Wallace: and two game refuges 'and other restrict-
ed hunting areas regardless of
seism.
Ferguson cited a section of the
statutes which gives the com-
missioner authority to make
such scl.entific studies as he
deems necessary to collect such
'data and information as is need-
Murray firemen were celled
out four times yesterday morn-
ing, Three grass fires were re-
ported and one house fire was
called in.
A defective flue in a house
in South and Street caused a
fire on the roe( according to
firemen. The house was sieved,
but considerable damage w a
done to the roof linemen said
the house belopg 1-to Pearl
Hudspeth.
The three grass fires were at
502 Whitnell, 1831 Olive and
one was reported on South 11th
Street.
HOW is Joseph of Arima-
thea connected wtih Christ-
mas tradition?
ed.
-Scientific research projeces
by qbalified personnel are nec-
essary for the proper guidance
of any conservation effort and
it is obvious that such studies
must not be limited to a n y
particular season of the yeer.-
Ferguson said.
Tension In
Middle East
Grows Worse
Sc' FLIAV SIMON
tteifea Pre.. Staff amiatrieWffililli
Tff T AVIV Ise-set ao —FAT-
eien Secretary Grade Meir tad-ay
field any attempt to slice off ter-
ritory claimed by Israel to ap-
pease time Arabs would result in
more trouble for the Middle
East.
Mrs Meir. in an interview with
Irroted Press. said IMMO had
not been notified of any phn
by the major powers to push
'he 1047 artition agremernt to
ease tension between Israel and
it' Arab neiehbors.
Reports circulated here earlier
this week that such a plan
would be discussed at the NATO
Summit Conference in Paris next
week.
"Any idea of slicing off Is-
rael's territory is an illusion
which harbors not peace but
greater tensinn and will defeat
the very purpose 'hese people
have in mind." Mrs Meier 'aid.
It was her first interview wince
'he was injured in a bombing of
thle Israeli Knesset Parliament
last month.
Can't Change Military
"It is fantastic that anybody
;should think history c a n be
turned beck and /peak as though
nothing had happened between
1947 and 1.067," she amid.
"It is eferally PeCullar on
the pert of people who refused
to implement resolutions in 1947
to speak .,f them in 1957
"There can be no doubt in
anybody's mind of Israel's desire
(or peace and for negotiation!'
for settlement of any 'Mid-East-
ern problems. But such negotia-
tions must take place with Israel
as it is...
Mrs. Meir was asked whether
:here were any laraels objections
to Russia 'implying Syria ar
ether countries with economia
aid.
"I am in faver of constructive
efforts in any Country by any
that iespeats the independ-
ence of that country." ate sail.
'We wouki like to see Rusela
as well as other powers work
towards peace in he Middle
Bast."
Negotiating For Loan
She said negotiations are con-
arming for a 75 millien dollar
loan from the export - import
bank.
"The loan has not yet been
received and this :5 raher sad".
she said. "Despite aur secures
difficultie. our rosin concern is
with development projects and
any delay in means to carry
thern out is a matter for worry.
"But I have reason to believe
that this loan will not, be tat-
plemented."
I Be Sure To Plan To Be In Murray On Monday, December 16, To Se'e Santa Claus And His Reindeer; 150 Silver 
Dollars Free!
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Murray High Loses To Trigg
In Close Overtime Encounter
JAM= C ILLIAMS, PUBLISHER By TED SYKES Wildcat tally, 46-45, at the end
The a riga County Wildcats of the third period.
slipped passed Murray High last Trigg County opened the final
night, b1-59. In an overtime stanza with four quick points,
effort the Tigers failed to pro- An attempt made by the Wildcets
duce the necessary points and to freeze tie ball failed as Mur-IIAT1ONAL REPRIZENTATIVES: WALLACE WITIP R CO, 11166 tusk .s.awnetsts ass the, evenly ray gained possesskon and tied
Munroe. Memphis. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave, New Vork; Mt N. Michigan rnatcited contest.
the game, 53-53, with one minute
See. Chicago; 80 Bolyston St.„ Bottos, Murray's Jerry Ruse opened left in the game. The game
the game followed b), Roberts reached its peak with both
and Hurt as the Tiger score fighting desperately for those
mounted. Murray's quick seven- winning points. Sills of Trigg
point lead was cut to three as County scored but was matched
the period ended, 15-. 12. by Danny Roberts in the final
The beginning of the second seconds. The final period ended,
e reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
w Public Voice items tabler in our opinion Sr. not us the beat
Merest at OW readers.
 teamsSnared at the Post Office, Murray, Kentuck,v, for triusszulanon
Second Clam Metter
•••
SUBSCRIPTION BATES: By Carrier in Murray, psi woes libc, pet
11011321 Ilk. In Calloway and adicoming counties, per year $3•50: NM-
"are. ILK
• SATURDAY — DEt'EMBER 13. 1)7
Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
period saw a see-saw battle With 55-55, which required an over-
the score tied four times in five time.
- minutes. The tide then turned Sills of Trigg County opened
as Trigg County began to cap- the overtime with a field goal
nalize on Murray's mistakes and which was matched by Farris
drummed up an eleven point i of Murray. Farris fouled out
lead, 35-24, as the halftime horn i with two minutes left in the
sounded, i game, weakening the Tiger pivot
The second half saw an inspir- position. Sills of Trigg County
Murray High School opens their basketball season ed 'tiger team take the floor.' and Wells of Murray connected
tonight against Cairo. III., in the Murray gym. frigg County's eleven point lead bringing the score to 59-59 with
The probable starting lineup for Murray will be: began to vanish as Pugh and I 22 seconds left in the game.
Miller. Clark or Hargis at forward; Alexander at 'center; hocierts continued to rip the Lawrence was issued a free
net. Murray's fast break brought 'pass to the charity lane andand Jeffrey, Stewart or Shroat at guard.
There will be a Christmas Candle Light Service at 1 them within one point of the put the Wildcats ahead, 61-59.
the First Methodist Church, Sunday night. December 
 Murray failed to match the shots
"as the horn sounded, ending the
14th at 7:30. game.
Mrs. Hall Hood is leaving tomorrow for' San Diego. Forty-eight fouls were called
to visit her daughter, Mrs. Wm. H. Sisterhenm, who has during the game with Murray
a new son. David Hall, born December 12. blamed ' tor '26, and Trigg 22.
Mrs. Herbert Halpert. Firl scout leader, and two 'the Tigers attempted 27 free
senior scouts, Julia Fuqua and Frances Horton. are in tkrows connecting on 11 while
Lexing;on today attending the Senior Scout Planning the Wildcats attempted 38, mak-
Board Meeting for Kentucky. ing 38. Murray's Dan Pugh was'
The Lynn Grove P.-T.A.'s tenth anniversary banquet, 
high point man for the night
with 19 tallies. Sills of Trigs
held .Thursday night at the school,. was a successful County followed close with
event.
Meet
The
'Breds
••."'"
Kentucky High School
Basketball Results
by Lr ted Press
Oneida Tournament
1
0v.-sley C iunty 50 St Kee 40
Trner 54 Oneida 40
- Beryl Waleson
Beryl Willmore: 6-0; Guard;
Junior. Carlsbad. New Mexico.
This boy 'is better known as
Joe to his team mates. He moved
up to 'their rangi after Being
an opponent last season. He
played for the University of
New Mexito and in their en-
counter with the Racers last
December he scored 18 points.
He is probably the hest ball
handler at Murray since Howie
Crittenden. and his early a'. fl
play has indicated that he will
add much to the team. He
possesses good speed. good shoot-
ing ability, and a tremendous
desire to excel He is married
and has one, child.
Ken Wray
Hazard Invitational Tournament
Carr Creek 64 M C. Napier 57
Breathitt CO. 76 Dilce Combs 48
Forty-Niners
Favored To
in Title
By UNITED PRESS
The San F ra'ncisct, Forty•Min.
ers are f a cored to win the
Natianal Fiutball League West-
on DIVIS1, in title Sunday and
grab a berth opposite the Cleve-
land Browns in the 1957 cham-
pionship game.
The ,Forty-Niners, tied with
the Detroit Lions' and Baltimore
Colts fur first place, are whip-
Ping. 1412 point favorites for
their home game with tht crip-
pled green Bay Packers. All
three Western Division leaders
Regular Games 
end their regular season's Sun- L
day.
•
Murray Training 65 Alms) 35 • Detroit and Baltimore are on- .
Trigg Co. 61 Murray High 59. ot derclog.s in road games against
Lynn Camp 78 Middlesboro 61 rugged rivals. The Chicago Bears,
hail County 85 Knox Central 59 who haven't lust to Detroit at
7a !e 56 Shawnee 47 home since 1953. entertain the
!Manual 61 Atherton 42 Lions and are 24 point favorites.
t.rn Creek 60 Valley 45 • The Rams have won only one
tfaylcr County 64 Fialletil road game in the last two seasons
rratity 62 Southern 61. GI
Butier 68 Ahrens 36
Eastern 65 Lafayette 58
Henry Clay 53 Estill County 50
Lexington University High 50
Wilreore 40
Athens 79 Midway 55
Owen C. 71 Grant Co. 70 '
Western 86 Willisburg 40
Paducah Tilghman 78
Fulton County 54
Paducah St. Mars's 72
Headersan Holy Name 62
North Marshall 82 Hat. 55
Benton 78 South Marsr..... 41
Symminia 79 Sedaaa 66
New Concord 88
Btschanan f Tenn i 56
Ballard Mernarial eV
Clintiin Central 48
Peignoir, 98 Kirksey 65
Fancy Farm 100 Lynn Grove 57
Fulton City 62 South Fulton 45
Mayfield 53 Hopkinsville 48
Cowes 78 Farmington 49
Crittenden County 60
ingston County 49
Henderson City 52
Morganfleld St. Vincent So-
t:amatory:a 54 Salem 40
Henderson Co. 54 Providence 41
Lewisport 47 Sebree 38
Dixon 84 Clay 52
Henderson Douglas • 89
Princeton Dotson 32
South Hopkins 81 Nebii 59
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Maryland Threatens To Enter National Rankings Today
By MILTON RICHMAN the Steel Bowl Tournament,
United Press Sports Writer battled Its way into the moan
Maryband's unbeaten Terra- with a 68-69 victory over Geor-
pins, generally overlooked in ge Walhington. Julius Pegues
ma' pre - season calculations, paced the winners WI *I 24 paints.
threatened to cresh the national In the other first round clash
rankings today while Cincinnati, Duquesne, led by guard Fritz
Pittsburgh and Mississippi State Binder's 27 points, licked Miami
haosted their basketball stock ,4 Ohio, 77-86, to set up an
also with -first round triumphs all-I'ittsbalrgh final for tonight.
in holidaY nitrnaments. Mississippi State, spearheaded
The Terrapins first caused the by their All-America candidate,
experts to take notice when Bailey Howell, topped Miami
they' whipped third-ranked Ken- Flei, 66-'63, to gain the final
tucky, 71-62, last Monday night round of BirmInghain classic.
and they made it four victories Howell scored 19 points and will
In a . row Friday night when be the man to watch tonight
they walloped Wake Forest, 72- when MLssissippi State meets
58. Auburn in the final. Auburn
Cincinnati, the 17th ranked team whipped Texas Christian, 75-63,
in the country, trampled in its first round contest.
Bonavenure, 81-68, in the firs Fifth - ranked San Francisco
round of the Cincinnati Invita- d an easy time beating out-
tiona/ Tournament as Oscar manned California, 66-54, at Son
Robertson tosweci in 23 points for Francisco. Gene Brown sparked
the Bearcats. R ich Piontek's the Dons to their third straight
hook in the final two seconds win with 17 points.
gave. Xavier (Ohio) a 70-68 de-
cision over Marshall in the other WMesotunriringeinersia 
Hto,ea)kd 
over the
the
first 
meet XavierXagi:imere,will for
r) the unaCinctfrinr t_i Southern Conference lead with
aS 66-52 victory 
over Williammen: title tonight, and Mary. Don Vincent wired
All-Pittsburgh Finalists 17 points for the Mountaineers
Pittsburgh, the host team for
- 
s they broke a three-way tie
Murray tuysit, the e team game,
35-28, with Knight and Walden
the officials.
Trigg County ....12 35 46 55 61
Murray High ....15 24 45 55..19
Trigg County (611
Hendricks 1,3. Bogard 5, Grasty
6, Lawrence 16, Silts 16, Graham
4, Sanders 1.
Murray High (59)
Hurt 12, Wells 5,.. Pugh 19,
Farris 3, Vance 3, Roberts 8, Ruse
a.
nn Grove
ses 100-57
The Fancy Farm, Golden Gop-
hers came out of their hole long
but they are as hot as Cal.fornia , enough to wallop host Lynn
sunshine in the. Los Angeles ltrove, 100-57. last night.
Coliseum: and are four point , Kenny Dalton. forward, hit 17
choices- to whip the Colts. ' field goals and 14 of 17 foul
Ni play-off games for5 the shots for a 48-point performance
Western title will be needed iii 'leading the Gophers to the
if the ciddsmakers are right, even century mark.
But Detroit and Baltimore fans The Purchase's leading scorer,
shouldn't lose hope', and San Rodney Warren, paced the los-
Francisco 'rooters shouldn't be ing Lynn Grove team with 29
too cocky. Bettors who put their Points.
money on the favorites failed to Fancy Farm held a first period
collect in 34 of the 63 games 
hut
tcl 
had 
omnloyv
edfuurintpoolants12-1poe-ilnet.played so far this season.
The latest example of the I aydanacnytatg.aerm, 45-33, by 1h8a14f5tim65e.100
fate that has befallen stout fav-
orites this year came last Satur- Lynn Grove  14 33 49 37
Faday when the Pittsburgh Steelers ncy Farm (100)
handed Cleveland :he Eastern Forward); Dalton 48, K. Cash
2. • •
Centers: Hobbs 19. Ballard 2.
Guards: Kilcoyne 19. A. Cash,
L. Cash, Sutherland, Hayes 5.
Lynn Grove (57)
Forwards: P. Butterworth 1,
Manning 1), Adams. I- McCallom.
Centers: Lamb 6, 'tarry 2.
Guards: Warren 29, J. Butter-
v.orth 8, Moffitt.
Fulgham Is Winner Over Kirksey
The IMaink Oats of Fulgtram
plucked the feathers from a
visiting Kirksey Eagle five last
night with a romping 98-65 vic-
tory.
'Fulighem ran up a quick 23-9
for the conference lead by mov-
ing past idle Richmond and The
Citadel.
The Arkansas Itazuroacks beat
Mississippi, 61 - 58, as Harry
Thompson sparked the winners
with 19 points.
Wyoming scored its first vic-
tory of the season by defeating
Tulsa, 74-61, at Laramie. Wyo.,
and Oklahoma State topped the
University of Washington, 46-
39, at Seattle, Wash., despite a
20-point effort by center Doug
Smart of the Huskies.
first period advantage and never
trailed as they dropped the Cal-
loway cagers by ss pdlalla. 98-
65.
Gerald Clark toenail in 21
potnts, to lead. ...gPsdLit
victorious Cats and, Dark
led the Kirksey quintet at44Ih 22
markers
Fulgham  23 9 39 61 98 op,
Kirksey  9 20 37 65
Fulgham (98)
F—L. Stewart 9, J. Kirkby 4,
Lynch 15, Bennett 1.
C—Clark 28, Boyd 6,
G—Doan 8, Kennel 4, Whit-
lock 11, J. Stewart 12.
Kirksey (65)
:F—Junes 7, Tucker 2, G. Key
9, Parker 5.
C—Reeder 10.
G—Bdwards 22, Bazzell 10. 4
(4 
PRESCRIPTIONS& Stubblefield Drug )
PRESCRIPTIONS
crown by upsetting the New
York Giants. 21-10. That result
turned this Sunday's Giants-
Browns clash at Yankee Stadium
into just a championship warmup
for Cleveland. The Giants are
four point favorites.
In Sunday's other game, the
Washington Redskins -are seven-
point choices to beat the visiting
Steelers.
- The weekend action begins
Saturday afternoon when the 10.1tS Stun(4
Philadelphia Eagles i play host
to the Chicago Cardinals. The
Eagle sate favertellay, one point.,Almo 63-'35
Ken Wray: II-4: Forward; Jun-
ior, Mingo. Kentucky. Kenny
was hampered by injuries so.,
erratic play last season. How-
eaer, he had some outstandine
ganies.^ he Should be able
to lea f and perform well
all this season. Ken has great
dessze.,_and aaridertul atatude.
Kentucky College
Basketball Results
ay -Unaevl Press
Wanimattin 73 Centre 66
Linctsey-Wil,on JC 124
Lee's .1(' 96
•10•M•L
Atomic Schedule
Neat allonlay's Schedule
K
--
51tir... nighta vs. Feast •Con-
sti..o . •n at- Sharpe
Hugg The Druggist- ta. Pesaum
1
Trot. at Sharpe.
Hardin at Benlon Merchants.
Lyon Copnty Merchants. vs. May-
field at Milburn -
Cunningham' vert-rrinieton a t
Fredarna '
—
SCOTT DRUG
Will Be OPEN This Sunday
for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs.
WE WILL BE CLOSED fro
11:00 a. m. to 1:00 p.m. for Chore-ft
4
-1 1
For The Best In
'Sports Read The -
Ledger Sports Page
DRASTIC REDUCTION!
BARGINS! BARNS!
MUST VACATE Building
We have to vacate our building and liquidate our stock! We must move new and
used tractors, implements and parts between now and December 31, 1957. We are
selling for cash at drastically reduced prices! Buy NOW! Take advantage of the
low prices we "$ making in this close out sate. Come and see for yourself! Make
us a reasonable offer and haul it away!
NEW TRACTORS & EQUIPMENT
1 — John Deere 940W Tractor
1 — John Deere Side Dressing Attachment for 'John
Deere A -8-G- 50-60-70 Tractor
1 — Front Mounted Cultivator for 420W Tractor
1-3 Point hitch Rear mount Cultivator, 2-row
1 — Cultivator for 40 or 420 Tricycle Tractor
2— John Deere LF Fertilizer Distributors
3—Cardinal Elevators, 16 and 32 feet
6—John Deere Disc Harrows — Drag — Wheel Car-
ried — Pickup
• 1 — 801 John Deere Hitch
2— John Deere ,.NR, 5 blowegi .—...643.
1— No, 16 Join Deere Pan Breaker (Bulktellsr)
3—John Deere No, 100 C• orn Snappers
2-4)5 Jbhg, Deere Plows — 2 Bottom for 3 Point
*WA
1—No. 416 John Deere Plow — 3 Bottom for 3 Point
Hitch
1 — No. 402 Trailer Disc Plow — Powr Trot
1 — 214 John Deere Rotary Hoe Pickup
1 — No. 43 Corn Sheller for 3 Point Hitch Tractor
3— Rubber tired wagons — 943-953 and Electric Wheel
NEW JOHN DEERE PARTS
Check your equipment NOW. Buy your parts now at
great savings.
1 — 1955
1 — 1952
1 — 1951
USED TRACTORS
John Deere Model 40 tricycle — like new
John Deere Model 40 tricycle — new paint
John Deere Model MT with Plow and Cul-
tivator
1 — John Deere Model H with starter and lights, with
plow,- Dist, and Cultivator
2— John Deere Model T tractors with some equip-
ment
1 — Allis-Chalmers Model B tractor with slow, Disc
and Cultivator
USED IMPLEMENTS
1— No. 66 New Holland Hay Baler with Motor • 1954
Model
1— John Deere 1164.41/ Hay Baler with motor
—John Deere 12A Combine with John Deere Motor
1—No. 64 John Deere' Forage Harvester PTO
1—John Deere No. 200 Series Plow for 801 Hitch
2—John Deere Trailer Plows on rubber Powr-Trol
1 — John Deere Trailer Plow Clutch lift
3—John Deere Cultivators for A-B-G-50-60-70 Trac-
tors
3—Corn Drills
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
17— Bales Baler Twine
1 — Wisconsin Motor 31 HP with Clutch
1 — John Deere LUC Motor for 12A Combine or LA
Tractor
1 — Lot Used Parts for late Model B John Deere
Tractor
1 — Lot Used Parts for John Deere 12A Combine
1—Lot Used parts for John Deere 116W Baler
1— Used 12 x 38 — 6-Ply Tire
1 — Coon Foot Harrow
100 Ft. Log Chain
Assorted Disc Hillers
Many Items of Light Hardware
Hale Tractor & Implement Co,
South 6th St. Mayfield, Ky. Phone 1646
College Basketball
Results The %suiting Murray Training 'Schaal Colts of Coach Garrett
atesnear raced across the hard-
By UNITED PRESSwoiar4of the Almo Warriors last
night tor a stunning, 65-35, vac-
(  
East 
Steer Bowl- T 
'Duquesne 77 Miami (Ohio) 66 period lead. of six points, 16-10,
At Pittsburgh,o4ast Round Murray moved into a first
pi tisburgh 68 wa,hin61,, , 59 tout commanded only a shaky
Wein Virginia 68 Wil. & Slaty 52 'two-point lead, 24,22, at half-
Moravian 63 Swarthmore 39
F & M '75 Rutgers (S. Jersey; 59 'frie Colts moved into the
. second half with•victory in mindProvidence -71-.St. Fran. (N.Y.)
Rider 72 Fairfield 67 as they raced to a' third quarter
advantage of 14 points, 45-31.
B Inn ingSehawinth Murray Training ran the smite
At Birmingham, First•Round up to a climaxing 30-point vic-. .
Mississippi St: tr.ty, 65-35, in the last canto,86 Miami (Fia.i 63
Dependable Billy Rogers pavedAuburn 75 Texas Christian 63
Maryland 72 Wake Forest 58 the way for an eight man scoring
attack on the helpless Warriors,Georgeton 101 Baltimore U 65
tossing in 18 points. ThomasAmerican U 86 CatholicU 63 a
, Lamb topped Alma's effort with
Cincinnati Tournament 13 points. •
At Cincinnati, First Round Murrayi  Training ....I6 24 45 65
Cincinnati 81 St. Bonaventure 58 Alm') 10 22 31 35
Xavier (Ohio) 70 Marshall 68 Murray Training (65)
Western He's. 51 Wayne St. 50, ot Forwards: Sutter 9, Vaughn 6,
!Harrell 4, Thompsint 6.Kent St. 85 Baldwin-Wallace 72
kron 104 Lawrence Tech 77- .1 'Centers: 11, Winchester 2.
I- -fin 74 Allegheny 62 • -•-• I . Guards: 8M-oat 9, Rogers 18.
Almo (36)Seuthweet
nard-Sims 85 David Lipscomb 641 Forvirds: Ferguson 5, Lee 12.
-Arkansas 61 Mississippi 58 Center: Lamb 13.
Guards: Bucy 5, ',mien 8, Gil-Arizona 82 Col. of Pacific 74
liam 2.West "
r•Wyming 74 •Ttilsa 61
Montana 'St. 75 Ptah St. 66
Washington S. 67 Montana. 59
Popperdine, 80 Arivina SI. 74
• Idaho 71 Nevada 52.
1Oklahoma St. 46 Washington' 39
San Francisco 66 California 54'
/NISH
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3. per went for tons day, minimum ef 17 word. for SO. -Is par weird for three daya."Claseffled Ms are payable la silvelhea.
FOR SALE 
For 
-. PhuLln OW.
FRISK P1811. Leonard Wood, 1
lp trifle ea Ooldwaler Rood. Phone'
1067-M. Open from noon during
week days, all day Sat. J1C
Cushman Motor Scooter's. Place
your orders n o w. Excellent
Christmas gifts. See M. G. Meti-
ers:Won, or call 74, Murray.
DI 4C
_ IDEAL Christmas gift. Beagle
•
•
•
•
pots or
D14C
4 BEDROOM brick, two baths,
air conditioner, electric heat,
dining •iom, tiring ro, en, and
dream kitchen. Cell 72.. D14C
PORTABLE Electric heater. 3
KW, 220 volts, Eleetrornocie. $25.
1630 Partner Ave. Phone 1126.
Dl 4P
LOOK! Ten Alum storm win-
dnws with Alum screen and one
door, $189 installed. We also
have the triple track. N down
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Punctilious
persons
11-leach
31-Snail
13-Smaller
14-Girl's name
15-Make amends
17-Three-toed
sloth
18-Ertiploy
19-Racktatml
do-Macaw
di -CnedunctIon
21-Metal tubes
23-A state ialibr.)
24-Expels air
!meth!
throurb nom
26-Initial
27-conde ding
took
2S-Father
29-Magnificent
31-Hurried
314-Itodents
36-Young salmon
(n1.)
36-Sun god
37-Consumed
38-Kind of foot
race
39-Man's
nickname
40-iialist 'abbr.)
41-Muscle
42-Flower
43-Country of
Central
46-Rents
-14ta ir post
43-Satisned
DOWN
0
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OA w
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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0
2-Ceremony
3-Necrito
4- Proceed
L-Pood fish
C- Short Jacket.
7-Climbing plant
6-Compass point
9--A state (abbr.)
IV-Long., for
11-sliundle
13-1.auxhIng
16-Cravats
l9-Fornied a
j111Iff Men( of
coil. ,q.
20-Vent noted
22-Points of
hammer
23-Dosts down Ill
mud
.2S-l'uff up
26- Fla Ming
2.-Spreads
Irregularly
*9--Grip
3u-climbing nalm
31 -Traneaction
32-Wiped out
33-Small valleys
.1-Pertaining to
punl.hmeat
311-lioarfrost
33-Stockings
41 -Oboe ed
42-Rodent
44--Compass
44-Itrit.vionlari
deity
payment. 124) to 36 months to
pay. Home Cksnfort Co.. 18th and
Main Street. Ph. .303. D17C
6 BEDROOM
17th St. Write
Sooth Karlov
29, Ill.
AUCTION SALE
house in North One of Murray, Kentucky's
Cody Bray, 6718 largest gores is going out at
Avenue, aocagp busiravis and will it up for
D17C auction Monty night, Decem-
ber 16 at 7:00 pin. all of our
GET YOUR fireworks et Joe
Dills &ore in Model, Tennessee.
D1 TP
MODERN log cabin on Sledd
Creek Kentucky Lake lot 45.
Write R. C. Cauer, 427 Minerva
Place, Paducah Ky. D19C
NOTICE
FOR TOYS, hobby - craft and
household gifts, shop Starks
Hardware "Where parking is no
pn.blem." 12th & Poplar. Phone
1142. TF
SINGER Sewing Machine sales
and service on all makes. us
flute on Lynn Grove Road. Leon
Hall, phone 934-J. Dl 4C
WE WANT to hire some help.
Buys 10-14, hunert, dependable
and willing to work. Edward
Perry, phone 1659-J. Jimmie
Williams, phone 1103 or call 55.
TF
BRITT'S Gun „ Repair. Antique
guns rebuilt and repaired. Most
all ports available. FOreign and
antique a rronu rut ion available.
Nickel plating. Lamaurr Brit't,
214 North 13th Street. Phone
155-W. D1SP
ALL WOOLS $2.49 yd. Suede
hannel for robes and shins 390
yd. Bates materials MO (one
week only). Retsina:no 3 yenta
$1. Greenfield Flabnics, Hwy. 94.
D16P
enoct's the life of the young des-
',crack, razed soothern
New Mexico it. the 1870'a and
'8Us.
 EUZABETH SEIFERT'S NEW NOVEL
The Doctor
'
s Husban
dl
0 1167 by Elisabeth Seifert_ Reprinted by permission of the severs pubilabier.
Dodd. Mead & Co. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.
111171 0P/411 It K WI alter midnight when at
Tracy Vau....... athl itosalle Clbssn last. she pulled nersea wearily
are young inlets' al Childien • tars
pits. Is SL Louis. niece is • rumor to tier feet, 
undressed, and got
that riser is going to marry to into bed. She would not sleep,
hi 11.11Alel Loren. Senior Resident at the „
hospital. Michael tells Tracy of tas out s
he was tire(' as she nod,
untie', y drat marriage and asks am never been t i r e d before, n
erl
to oeItis wife. She accepts.
Michael becomes pediatrician in Um
offices of Dr. O'Connell eminent WM
thority on allergies. Also in the of
Ores are Dr Howard Nisnet and Or.
Shale Rogers Tracy is to isto lustre-
ant Resident at Children s The am.
bit loos Mi. Intel whose parents ere
a enithy. rents an expensive apart-
ment
Or. Rogers and his site ens a
prt patty for trm
and there they meet Mrs. Carol
Rainey. a beautiful oionde who
niono=aeswilitti:ch t M hael. t s. itcami:zirey:
l' 
w
he nest day Mrs. Rainey calls at
Micilsell °Dice. Michaes forgets that
Its and Tracy are to go for their mar.
nage itcense that atternoon and Is
turipus wiles Tracy interrupts to in-
itial that be seep the appointment Gn
the way tack from toe license bureau.
Michael breaks their dinner date to
malt Mrs. Rainey and her children.
A perilous Triv-y returns to duty. Two
days tater Michael takes Tracy to
(linnet and mks that the wedding be
postponed Tracy refuses. The next
afternoon rust y receives a surprise
visit from Carel Rainey. Mrs. Rainey
tries to get Tracy to Postpone the
wedding but Tracy firmly refuses-
even though the conniving blonde
hints that the may .Conllnue theieg
ligretisel *flee Ire wiorrum Tracy. Mi.
flia."1 And Tiscy are married and have
a fIght on their wedding night Mi-
chael walks out
CHAPTER 11
/-1IE WIND bowled dismally in
I the stone chimney, anti the
air was Chill trom the lake water.
Tracy took • deep, shuddering
breath, and another. But ahe did
not weep.
When the waiter brought her
dinner on a tray, she admitted
him, and fished In her purse for
a coin. He left, and she picked
up ner hat and walked into the
bedroom with it, tossing the pret-
ty thing upon the bed.
So Tracy sat In the cabin re-
served for their honeymoon; And
she knew that she must occupy
it alone, she knew that Michael
would not return to her that
night.
She sat for an hour, staring at
ISOthing. But when a sound of
footsteps and voices reached hi-
the scrambled to scrape some of
the food into a plate, carried it
It) the bathroom and disposed nf'
ft. so the waiter would not know
that she nail not eaten.
Beginning there, she reached
her first determination -that no
one would know her alituae or her
hurt. Not Michae I, nor her
friends, nor anyone. Michael
%%amid apologize, or-or-
Now she sat shivering, COM-
plotely appalled at the situation
which she had on her hands-
and, shivering, full realization
came to her. She would not be-
lieve that a man could do such a
thing! Or that a woman could be
treated so!
lifter the waiter had come and
gone away agaln, she dropped
to her kneea beside the bed, and
roonded her flats against the soft-
ness of it,
strength entirely drawn from ner
Now she would rest. and then
with strength returned, she too
would inflict hurt. As tired as
she was, she moved restlessly
upon the bed. ner limbs tense,
her eyelids reddened with her
vengeful wish to ntirt-to
Michael-Carol Rainey-herselt.
After an hour of this, she fell
Into troubled sleep in which she
murmured and moaned . . pro-
testing .. pleading
She was awake at dawn and
rose, still dry-eyed but numb now
with acceptance. She put on the
denim dress and the sweater
which she had brought with her;
she tied • scarf around her head
and went outside, into the misty
dawn. Again the lake reflected
the sky and the hills and the
tree.s. She began to walk, away
from the hoteL She'd go as far
as he path led safely, for she
roust somehow fill this day. She
should eat-and she would-later.
Life must be resumed. Feeling
would' return, and emotion. Now
that she knew the extent of her
injury, she would make her first
try at planning a way to live with
it. Last night's thoughts were no
good. Tracy Vaughan, M n., was
not the person to do murder, nor
was she one ever to destroy her-
self.
She was a person of honor,, one
to recognize and fulfill the obli-
gations which the gift of life
had put upon her. She Wan a
woman of pride: inwardly and
outwardly. She wanted to appear
well before the world, but more
particularly she wanted to con-
duct herself so that next Week,
and next year, she could look
back at the Tracy of this day
an,i not be ashamed. For these
on:1111.1MS she had one great bul-
wark of strength. She was pos-
sessed of great religious faith.
This was a personal achievement
for her.
There had been little religion in
her home; her parents were di-
vided In their faiths, but she had
been allowed to go to Sunday
School with the other children of
the neighborhood. When, at six-
teen, she had wanted to be con-
firmed in the church, her mother
had consented. "I don't care," had
been her way of granting that
consent_ But Tracy had cared.
And, caring, she had found hap-
piness in faith and a Strength
which she often had needed.
The burden of a loveless and
tincortglIMITintbd marriage must
be taken up and carried-some-
way, somehow. Tracy hoped that
it might be borne with a degree
of dignity.
She knew of course that she
had had a hand In laying this
load upon her shoolders But sup-
pose she nao not trisisted on M.-
chaers going through with tip
marriage - with the wedding f
Would it have been any eitsier
to let hint break the engagernent,
and thee watch him belong tO
Carol Rainey. to nave the world
know-her world-that she had
been plted ?
She made an Driftatient gesture
and walked on.lWhy seek to piaci)
blamer Why consider the might-
have-been? The thing was done:
the cross was laid upon her. She
lifted her eyes again to the
clouds; still touched by a child-
hood belief that cox. did Indeed
dwell "on high,- she sought there
for strength and reassurance.
Suddenly. Tracy was hungry.
And she laughed at herself. Of
course she was hungry! She'd
eaten nothing since noon yester-
day. and how could she solve
problems or go on with life un-
less she ate 'F She must go on,
God would tell her th4t/ She must
live with this thing which had
come to her and her life's work_
Resolutely she turned back to
the hotel-She had walked more
than a mile around the lake's
shore. But now she could go back
and Make her plans, for the next
hour, for the rest of today, for
the days to come. She would go
on-she had to go on. She would
do her work whether Michael ad-
mired her Way of doing that work
or not. She was glad that she had
het tort of work to do, work that
she loved.
She would make her work fig-
ure as a mark of all honest,
clean things. To that purpose she
would pick up her pride from last
night's humiliation and go on,
really doing her wort, really try-
ing to make good a life for her-
self.
She would make few personal
plans, for so much could happen,
it seemed, beyond her control or
plans. She dr•w her "tweeter
about her, frightened again and
chilled.
In that state, it took real
effort to pass her cottage and
go on to the hotel dining room.
She could have ordered her break-
fast brought to her, but she need-
ed the discipline now of facing
strangers. She hoped that she
would not meet Michael-and she
did not. Sive was able to order
her breakfast, and then eat it:
she spoke to the waiter and to
the hastens. Head erect, she re-
turned to her cabin where she
would waft wail Michael came to
drive her back to the city.
Her main effort now would be
to keep her head up, her face
calm, lest anyone Should guess
at her hart. Never, she vowed,
never, never, Revel', must Michael
know of last night's agony, or
her frustration-or of her wish
to kill-
(To be conlinurd).
fixtures. and modern.
Suitable for most any type store,
gift, jewelry, hardware, alit/a,
d'ry goods, grocery. Aliso cash
register, addirvg machine, water
cooler ,two ceding fens, Sling
cabinets, scales, two glass show
oases, and dlozere of wall, floor
and Center fixtures. N. B. Mils
Co., at Main St., Murray, Ky.
D14C
SERVICES OFFERED I
DEAD STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days a week. Call long distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union CillY
1808. A7C
WILL DO ironing in my home..
Satafaction guaranteed. Phone
1913. D I6nc
Male Help YVanted
LOCAL concern has openings
for three men age 25 to .40 wilds
to train for new program,
never before used in Calloway
County. A dignified and profit-
able Job that should appeal to
anyone marring something new.
Reply in writing P.O. Box 270,
Murray, State time you wi
be evadable fur interview.
D14C
FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM house, at-datable
IPLAV Hyran A‘e. Gliridel Reaves,
plin.r.e 184-W. D16P
5 ROOM House north of Lynn
Gooe. Sec Ray Wuudworth,
mile north of Alroo Heights, left
bret road. D1SP
The citizens of Lincoln, New
Mexico. present a colorful "Billy
the Kid Pageant" every year.
The exciting pageant, full of Oki
West gunplay and color, re-
The first school of dentistry
in the world was in Bainbridge,
Ohio.
Scientist Seeks
Use.s For
COLLRGE STATION, Tex. -
epl_ Uses for the billions of
pounds of trasih tisk caught an-
nually by commercial fishermen
are being sought by Dr. W. W.
Meinke, head of the Chemurgic
Research Laboratory of the Texas
Engineering Experiment Station
here.
In shrigna fishing in the Gulf
Coast, various bottom fish are
caught at the rate of about five
pounds to one pound of shrimp.
The fish are generally consider-
ed unfit for human consumption
and are used to a limited .ex-
tent as bait.
After being caught in dragnets,
they are usually returned to the
sea along with the shrimp heads.
In laboratory experiments, Dr.
Meinke hopes to develop a pro-
ccess for using the trash fish in
the production of a high quality
protein supplement for poultry
feed and possibly industrial use.
He has made evaluations which
indicate the presence of about 18
pounds of protein in 100 pounds
of fresh fish. Based on annuli
shrimp catches, a catch of five
pounds of trash. fish to one of
shrimp would produce 1.750,0007
000 pounds of trash fish.
This would mean a potential
protein supply of 315,000,000
pounds for the market1. if collec-
tion and processing problems
could be met, Meinke believes.
One Dispatcher
Controls Area
CHICAGO - - The Chica-
go, Milwaukee, and St. Paul
Railroad recently completed the
world's longest eection of central-
ized traffic control operated by a
single dispatcher.
The installation covers an area
in Iowa between the Mississippi
and Missouri Rivers between
Green Island and Council Bluffs,
a distance of 331 miles.
Electronically operated equip-
ment permits the dispatcher, who
is located in the Milwaukee road's
Ioe.,a division headquarters in
Perry, 1,, run all switches and
signal lights.
Controls are interlocked to pre-
vent conflicting train movements.
First installation of centralized
traffic control on the Milwaukee
was established on a 60-mile
stretch between Council Bluffs
and Manilla, Iowa, in 1942
One of the meg important
sacred Fyrnbob used by the
Pueblo Indians of New Mexico
is Awanyu the plumed serpent.
According to Pueble Myth...4ov,
Av.anyu is the guardian of
springs and streams, and thus
the preserver kfe. Awianyu is
Aso said to have "thrown him-
self acmes the sky", and left
has trail in the Milky Way.
11:00
11:30
12:00
1230
3:30
4:00
4:30
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
1005
12:00
TV SCHEDULE • -
SUNDAY, AM-PM
This Is The Answer
Faith For Today
Terrytoons
Wild Bill Hickok
Pro. Football ,
Federal Men
Family Conference
'Twentieth Century
Assignment Foreign Legion
If You Had A Million
Lassie
Jack Benny
Ed Sullivan Show
G. E. Sunday Night Theatre
Alfred Hitchcock Presents
$64,000 Challenge
What's My Line
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)
AM, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:00 Town & Country News
7:15 Speer Family
7:45 News Roundup
8:00 Captain Kangaroo
8:45 c.R.S News
8:55. Morning- News & Weather
9:00 Garry moore
9:30 Arthur Godfrey Time
(Except Friday, Garry Moore)
10:30 Strike It Rich
11:00 Hotel Cosmopolitan .4
11:15 Lk% ve of Life
11:30 Search For Tomorrow
11:45 The Guiding Light '
12:00 Bugs Bunny Party (Noon)
PM, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
1220 Telescope
12:25 cts News
12:30 As The World Turns
1:00 Beat The Cluck
1:30 House Party
2:00 The Big Payoff
2:30 The Verdict Is Yours
3:00 The Brighter Day
3:15 The Secret Storm
3:30' The Edge of Night
4:00 The Big Show
5:35 Newsbeat
5:45 Doug Edwards & News
PM, MONDAY
&00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Robin Hood
7:00 Burns and Allen
7:30
8:00
8:30'
10:00
10:10
10:15
12:00
Talent Scouts
Danny Thomas Show
DuPont Show of Month
Shell Big News
Weathervane
Muon El_ollar_ Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)
PM, TUESDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Dupont Show of the Month
8:00 To Tell The Truth
8:30 Red Skelton
9:00 $64,000 Question
9:30 Silent Service
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
14:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM, WEDNESDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 I Love Lucy
7:00 The Big Record
8:00 The Millionaire
8:30 I'Ve Got A Secret
9:00 U.S. Steel Hour
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM, THURSDAY
6:00 Popeye and Friends "
6:30 Sgt. Preston of the Yukon
7:00 Harbourmaster
7:30 Climax
8:30 Playhouse 90
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
1,2:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM, FRIDAY
6.00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 LeLeve It To Beaver
7:00 Trackdown
7:30 Dick Powell's
Zane Grey Theatre
8:00 Mr. Adams and Eve
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
10:40
10:45
12:00
Harbor Command
The Lineup
Person To Person
Schlitz Playhouse
Shell Big News
Weathervane
Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)
AM, Il-i-ADAY
8:30 Captain Kangaroo
9:30 Mighty Mouse Playhouse
10:00 Santa Claus
10:30 Saturday Playhouse
11:00 -Jimmy- Dean
12:00 Big Show (Noon)
PM, SATURDAY
1:30 The Visitor
2:00 Gunfighters
3:00 Profeisional Hockey
5:30 Annie Oakley
6:00 Death Valley Days
6:30 Perry Mason Show
7:30 Dick and the Duchess
8:00 Gale Sturm Show
8:30 Have Gun Will Travel
9:00 Gunamoke
9:30 The Gray Ghost
10:00 Million Dollar Movie
11:30 Sign Off
Man Turns Out
Indian Drums
When Ray Ball was a boy in
Tennessee, he always wanted an
Indian drum. He has so many
now he is running out of room
for them in his house.
Ball started making the drums
here last winter when things be-
came dull on his farm. His
Lb rst effort took abottt five days,
but now, he is able to bat them
out at a rate of one a day.
The disabled veteran said his
family tree shows he is about
one-eighth Cherokee. and his
drums are modeled after Chero-
kee tom toms.
Ball said he prefers to cover
:he drurne with deer-skin, but
he has found that calf and goat
hide also works. His preference
for deer hide curtails the hobby
except during deer season, he
said.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St. Phone 262
,
Frazee, Melugin & Holton
INSURANCE AGENTS
AUTOMOBILE - FIRE - CASUALTY
Telephone 331
Murray,
Gatlin Building
Kentucky
Does Make A Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
NANCY
2,
OH, NANCY, I I-4EAR
YOU GOT A TOY
BEAUTY KIT FOR
YOUR BIRTHDAY
•
DID YOU TRY
IT OUT ON
HAZEL 5J
YES,
WHY?
/L‘ ..
INL45-041044/4.
1.• A. II I P.00 all • IF, ••••••,11
C. .111 A.
by Ernie Boahaniller
 Ia
AERIE an' SLATS
THAT KIND OF STUKF HAPPENS
ONLY IN MOVIES, AUNT ABBIE -TWO
PEOPLE LOOKIN' SO
tilliCH ALIKE THAT
EWN THEIR
OWN MOTHERS -
CAN'T TELL
'EM APART.'
I GUESS (SIGH) YOU'RE RIGHT,
SLATS. STILL, SEER42- OMNI'
THOUGHT WAS THE REAL MORSIDA
DAWN ON THAT TV SHOW DID
GIVE ME ra,
SAD START;USWnee
ODOM:
111111W.17.
ewes as. is 24 I seem
wanser•.... sense
sem OOOOOO ...,D seen
111111•••,.• • wee. ammo
auseir. .1. ..81111111000
111111•Piablbil D5UU MEM
111111.08•••2111,..so Mpg.
a.
•.la I ea Iles.:.•••• 'MOO
••• se - gm.
4..".11
`\.1117--ar-o-NIGHT
I SUPPOSE YOU'VE BEEN
UP TO YOUR OLD TRICKS!
WELL, YOU BETTER
FILL ME IN ON SOME
OF THE LURID
DETAILS-50
I'M NOT TOO
SHOCKED WHEN
I HAVE TO
FACE THE
TRUTH:
l I., 1./ S P▪ e OA •••.•••••11
C., IPS} I, Uo.••A 1••••••• 4.4a
by Ibusbare Vim iholtes
LH.' ABNER
WE GOT E9G
(,..)TANISLOUSE!!
TIVI MlY.7,T BE HIS DOLL," THE5---..
LADY IN RIED"." 
• 1"
01-1,NO,FELLA5!!
AN IS A
PERFECT
QTRANGER!!
by Al Capp
'&JPL DYING, BIG STANIS-
LOULL,S0 FOR ONCE N
LYING LIFE, TELLTHE TRUTH!!
IS THIS 'THE
LADY"?
Dvir\i' MAN CAN'T
NOT LIE?!-"?ES,
BOVS.rf-SHE !sr!
•341 PY
•••••• ••
I
••••••• • •AO
oathoo-,aSm
^
•
•
• es-.
••
.11
4.
•
•
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WOklEN'S PAGE
Lochie LandoIt, Editor Telephone 1685
• Weddings Eocals
Club News Actiyities
I:astern Star
Meets For .Vmas
Party Recently
The  S
(WS had its regu ar 
•
meeting and Carrel:ells-vele. announce the bi rth
PERSONALS
Murray \.ar Quipter 433 lefr and Mrs. Buddy Hewitt
Mir:minas party -Tuesday eeens of then- daughter. Susan Lynn.
Tselagellsessabareseeseti-thesMssimieesbe treirekets,- 'Deeerrefer -10,-
weighing ex pounds 11 ouncesMrs Mary Louise Baker. wor- re the Cambeileville Generalthy matron. presided and Cletus Hiesieud. maternal cend,peretes
Fair served es associate worthy aro me and John Whitnelipatron. The flag was presented of Murray.
and the pledge of alleglance
was seven. The regular business Mr and
meeting ivars cunducted with the Feeterzo„.e
Mrs.
• • . *
Mrs. Or-is Cahoon.
Roacl. had as recent
feliseletni Pra tern officers serve guests. Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
the
George Wilhans, associate-
- Anderson from Califorrea.
3 • • a
Petr'rei Inet Sicerbon'imeli. aeso- Mrs. Hattie Steele had Mr.(-sate conductress: Lucy Stranak, and Mrs. Lowell Steele as hole.Marta; OLa Winchester, Ember; day guees. Mr. and Mrs. SteeleRum. Willarr.s. Marshall; Mildred
ehand. chaplain; Sam Rogers, 
live in Detroit, MiteL
ff .• • •
temente 
Mr. and Mrs. Rafe Jones
Following the meetang the 
Chrtwerams party began with glee ee  --- -
from the decorated Christmas Business (Jolla
tree exchangeci between the pries
mernbere. Gnomes a n d contests " Rev. Nichols
were under tele direction ad Mr. Guest Speaker
and Mrs. Az Crawford.
Otos er Cothern and Urbene I The Rev. Helarard Nichols was
Koenen were ei charge of the guest speaker at the meeting id
clecciratereu for the tree and the ele Busa.'"'s , a CWF
group of h e Firs. Christian
Members steed to send Christ- Church- meeting WednemiaS De-
nies baskets te setst_se mem_ cember 11 at the horn, of Mrs.
errs The essitees elm be, de_ Maurice Crass, Sr. •
livered bs Lacy Stranak and Rev. eeekee 
wokeInet Searborough
Refreatiments of eggnog and Peace On ga-Areths•nstrnas stake were sened by the re-
freisnmers COITUTIlttee• Ora Lee
e ntitle! Rath Wiliir,. Prance,
Mulvihill. June Crider, In ez
Scarborough. and Nettie Klapp.
• • • •
re-
to \the
Story—
Mere Pee, lieetee reed the de-
-Votatinal taken from PSSITIS' /03.
A short business meeting was
conducted by the group's presi-
dent. Mrs. Louise Jellison.
Me! Minnie McKee: end Mrs. At the ckse of the meeting.
B.bbs. ease made a Imp tie the refreshments were eerved to the
Packesat Fkispeal where Mrs. ten members present by the
Mien McKeel is taking !mescal heresies. Mrs. Crass and Mrs.
t reser:ems. Geerge Hart.
eurned to Murray aftee a dsort
trip to Padua& to Villat MIS.I.
J iriese. ean.
Mrs. Fran Weimer; a n d
&uielrer, Alice Lee, of Liberty,
Ks.. are in Murray this week
visiting Mrs. Wan-tele parents,
Mr and Mrs. Ira Lyons.
* • * •
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mikez. Jr.,
ann once the birth of a daugh-
ter. Christy Anne, born at the
Murray Hospital. December. 8,
weighing eight pounds. The
elikees have one other child, a
sen. Joey. Mrs. Mikez is the
fernier Ann Koerner. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert C.
Keertner of North 8th Street.
_11-11.:11 .
Ralph Franklin Kenton. was
born November 22 at the Mur-
ray Hospital weighing • seven
pounds 15 ounces. His parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Viril 'Kenton,
Murray. Route 1.
• 4 S •
A datigteer was born to Mr.
and Mrs. 'Jackie Lee Cele, No-
vember 28 weighing six wends
FIX ..XITICeF at the Murray Hos-
peal. Mr and Mrs. Cole live
at 309 East 14th. Benton.
• • • .
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Frankbn
Barnes, Dover, Term.. announce
the.. blr111.• ol a .on, teary _Martin,
weighing seven pounce 12 ounc-
es a: the Murray Hospital No-
vember 27.
• • .
Gary Wade was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Elbert Thurmond.
November 27. at :he Murray
Male:al. weighing eight pounds
rifle .einces.
fi'eek Of Prayer
Observed, Cherry
Corner Church
"For God So Loved" was the
theme - for the week of prayer
programs at the WMS of the
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
the first week in December. The
Lottie Moon Christmas offering
foryoreign Miseions was includ-
ed in the v.mek's'program.
Mrs. Lon Outland. prayer
chairman. At in charge of the
programs. A poster was prepar-
ed announcing each day's pan.
Mrs. Outland led the group in
Raying JAn 3:16 in unison and
Mrs. Ruby Forrest gave verses
of the hymn "Love Devine."
The scripture meditation for
each dey's pregrain and prayer
direction was led by Mrs. Out-
land. Aseisting in Monday's pro-
gram were Mesdames Roy Las-
siter. Sallie Jihneen and R. J.
Burpoe. In charge of Tutibdey's
worship was Mrs. Ruby - Forrest;
for W ene ;day Mrs. Jessie Hill-
man and Mine Maggie Downs;
Thursday Mrs. E. D. Winchester
and Mrs. Ofte Outland; Friday,
Mrs. Wells. hestess, served a , 'Fivo new members w er e the closing day. Mrs. Ruby For-
cokirful dessert plate to the 32 among the 21 answering roil rest. Mrs. Eunice Outland, and
call They ale Mrs. Hitde Row- Miss Maggie Downs were the
program leaders.
Rev. and Mrs. Len Outland
America since the growth ef conducted with Mrs. Mildred taught the Mission Study Book
Ithe lending Wirers and lex • Mans presiding. Foltowsrig the several days previous to She
emancipetien ef women accord- Priem:am. "Sunshine Friends" week of prayer program.,
Mrs. Jessie Hinman will be
leader of tho January Royal
Service pregrem .
-
ing to a study recently publish-
ed by the University of Cali-
fornia Pore
were revealed during the ex-
changing if gifts form the
Chriernatt tree
4-R The Ledger & Times
Farm News Aod Other Items Of Interest To Our Roads
FARM PAGE
Rural Areas And Communities Of Calloway County.
Hunting knd
• deer Small fur anima:s. suer.
as rabbits, foxessiend racceene
are also on the increase in
fish in the United States today
than there were when European
settlers first arrived here, ac-
cording to a wildlife authority
writing in the November issue
of Sod Conservation. afficial
rnagazine of the USDA Soil
C...aservation Service.
The pannier pigeon and bison
are gone. says A. E. Borell. but
in their stead we have pheasants.
chuckar5 Hunganan par:iridge.
and tremendous PePtiltilienk of
SURGICAL
HOSPITAL
INS UR  AN  CE
11167-W
H. R. SCOTT
1604 Calloway
Local Bepreeentat.v•
•..a,•••• mews Assn. Co.
t
e many areas. And while many
streams and natural lakes nave
declined, we now have thousands
ef acres of manmade ponds
lakes, and reservoirs that pr
vine good fishing where little
or no fishing existed 100. 50, or
even 10 years ago.
Even waterfowl — the wildlife
resource which was supposedly
being destroyed by drainage
projects —*has been on the up-
grade tck several years. due
.let, pert to manmade ponds which
provide drinking water and rest-
ing Places fie migrating birds.
Reports indicate overpopula-
tions of deer in a number of
greater numbers of game and %states. including Pennsylvania,
Fislung_Are
Much Better
Despite some gloomy predic-
tions of the past that America%
wildlife was being wiped out
by growing human population
arid modern farming methods,
hunting and fishing are actually
getting better and better
There are more kinds and
Wisconsin. Michigan. Texas. West
Paginia. California. and Arizona.
Some states are making efforts
to attract out-of-state hunters
to help harvest heavy numbers
of deer and. in some cases. elk
and antelope.
In general, modern farming
methods and soil consersation
practices arep roviding more food
and betel' distribution f elver
for many- kinds of wildlife. ac-
cording ii, Borell. •
•7"
Ni tharges rnourr.a.n
ers an airiness 4.... fee of $630 eo
asmoubt 29.0284...e Warr. Ever-
est. the Sate,nal Gs-Agra:tic
ne A.Veneeeetange
ting to scale 26.811-Vest Dhaule-
gut the earth's highest known
unquered peak. must pay the
same, beat )'ever peaks may be
tacked for bantam prices.
Wyoming is known as the
FAIIZIlle State
Temperature
Time Affect
Frozen Food
LEXINGTON. Ky. — Changes
in quality of frozen foods he:d
under a wide range of tempera-
tures — from zero degrees or
lower, up to defrosting and
higher — are being investigated
by the USDA with industrial
cooperation.
Researchers point out Ph a t
frozen foods decline from top
quality as a reult of several
kinds of change, all increasingly
faster as temperatures rise. In
fact, some' of them double in
rate several times between zero
and 25 degrees, !Sports Miss
Elizabeth Helton, UK foods Ex-
tension specialist.
. Frozen poultry loses both flav-
or and attractiveness with in-
creasing speed as the tempera-
ture rises, turkeys in general
being more sensitive than chick-
ens. A frozen bird held only
for 1 to 2 weeks at 20 to 25
degi+es1w'tl*vty_io Even-
in froren food feer sblid. losses
may continue to occur at 15 to
25 degrees.
Cut-up poultry is more likely
,to be damaged than whole birds,
and- isreLmited poultry Is gen-
erally even less stable. While
flavor- changes may not be de-
tectable in some lots of cut-up
fryers within nine to ten months
at 10 degrees F.. other fryers,
paeticiAarly if poorly packaged.
may show flavor changes in
a month at 20 degree', and
SMZEMEAZFAZFAZFAZFAVAWAW-A"'"JAW:ClarcAliMilEAWAWAZIY
TOY SALE
FINAL CLEARANCE
BUY AND SAVE AT
BILEIREY'S
areisees—
SATURDAY — DECEMBER 14, 1957
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Saturday, December 14
The Golden Circle Case of
rhe First Baptist Church will
meet at the Baptist Student
Center for a supper-Christmas
party at 6:30 in the evening.
5.55
The Murray Jaycees will have
' a Christmas dance at the Ameri-
can Legion Hall at 9 p.m. All
easve.es are urged to attend and
may bring guests.
• • • •
Sunday, December le
The First Christian Church
wee- present- it's annual Christe
.11agazine Club
Christmas Program
Given Dec. 12
Mrs. Howard Olin and Mrs.
C. C. Lowry entertained t Is e
Maggeine Club Thur.:etas' after-
non. December 12, with songs
and stories of Christmas tradi-
tions. The club meeting was held
at 2:30 p.m in the home of
MN. 0. C. Wells.
Mrs. Olia sang a Christmas
solo and led the group in sing-
ing carols. She told the history
ofeeech carol bet-Tire the group
sing it.
Mrs. Lowry explained how
traditional Christmas symbels
such as bells, helly. misletoe,
the Chrisurtas tree, candles and
Santa Claus came into existence.
Following her talk, Mrs. Lowry
Sting "Santa Claus Is Corning
To Town."
Mrs. Olita and Mrs. Lowry.
eincludect their program by
singing We Wish You a Mer
Christmas."
Mrs. E. C. Parker gave Ioth-
am par. of the program, a story
"Let's Keep Christmas", written
by Peter Marshall.
Mrs. 0. C. Wel, president of
the club, presided at rhe ebusi-
ness meeting. Gifts from under
the Chrietrna.s tree were given
each member by Mrs. Jack Ken-
nedy. chairman of Christmas
srraneemeflts.
members present.
• •
The novel has fearehed -in
in three months at 10 degrees.
Loss of "freshly-cooked" flav-
or is the change first detected
in rooked poultry meat. It is
followed eventually by staleness
and finally by _rancidity. At 20
degrees, flavor changes are de-
tectable in fried chicken within
less than 2 weekc. and staleness
or rancidity may develop within
six weeks to three months.
livestock Report
ST L0L1/S 'Le
Heirs 12.000 Active, harrows
and gilt, generally 25 cents
hagher; StAV6 steady to 25 cents
higher; bulk U.S. 1-3 180 to 240
Rae 18 25 to 19; some 19.35; sows
1-3 400 lb. Clown 15.50 to 1625.
Cattle 3.200. Calves 700. Mod-
erately active and fully steady
on mixed yeerteepere 24 to 25;
cows very adive and firm; utili-
ty and commercial 14.50 to 16e0;
bulls unchanged; utility and
orimmercial 15 50 to 18; veelers
$1 higher; slaughter c a Ives
steady; geed arid cheese Vealers
25 te 30; reel and choice slaugh-
ter naives 18 to 23.
Sheep 1,200. Lambs about
steady: etthersi steady; grad and
choice native waled slaughter
lambs 19 to 21.50; choice and
prime 21.50 22; cull to choice
slaughter ewes 5-8.
Manure On Cover
Crops Aids Land
LEGINGTON, Ky. — When
cover crops don't cover the land
as intended, 'manuring the bare
spots will help, says Lyle Leon-
ard. Kentucky Agricultural Ex-
tension Service conservationist.
If put on early, manure will
stimulate growth; sometimes it
will spark growth fast enough
so that bare spots covered will
do better than--ftedings put on
better ground. This stimulation
is present even when manure is
put on later than desired.
Second, manure itself supplies
a sort of cover for the bare
spots. preventing — or at least
slowing down — erosion, and
acting as a mulch to absorb the
rain.
'Applied manure should be well
shredded by a spreader, and
should be put on lightly, as to
heavy a concentration in spoo
tends to smother the coming
cover crop.
Manure cover can and should
be applied anytime during the
winter when the ground is hard
enough tu supper equipment.
•
Christian Cantata
Giveii At WSCS
Circle Meeting
A Christmas canter "Ctalde
Joe's" try Joseph Ceokey and
Hazel Kirk was presented at
the Merle> Belle Has'es Circle
meeting, Monday evening. De-
cember 8 at 7:30 p.m. Taking
part in the musical program
were Mesdames Howard Olila.
Clergies Wallis, Elliot Wear and
Rsy Farmer.'
The meeting of the WSCS
gniup was held in the educa-
tional building of the First Meth-
odist Church. .
Mrs. Paul Lyles gave t h e
evening's devutiontil. Mrs. Lyles
took letters that spell Christmas
and read an appropriate - scrip-
ture and spiritual thought for
each letter.
Mrs. Men Sparkman, chair-
man of the circle, presided at
the business meeting. The meet-
ing was closed with prayer by
Mrs. Sparkman.
During the social hours. re-
freshments were served by Mes-
dames Donnie Faust and Jack
Frost, and Miss Mary Shipley.
* o Si •
Mrs. Owen Hostess
To Goshen WSCS
Mrs. Hoyt Owen was hostess
to the Goehen WSCS Tuteiday
evening. December 10.
Mrs. Trucele Kemp introduced
the program, The Work of Mis-
sions In Evangellisine The devo-
tionsil, "You Are My Wianess"
was 'given by Mrs. Ruth Wilson.
Program talks given were
"Our Home Missionary" by Or-
ken Parker. "Missionary From
Korea" by Oberza Hale, a n d
-Missionary Fran India" by
Ernestine Venable,
lend arid Mrs. Frances Adame
A Mort business meeting was
December 30 'Ham Curing
Last Day For Tips Given
Seedlings By UK
By S. B. FOY
December 3tith will be the
last date in which orders for
tree seedlings can be placed.
Varieties such as loblelly pine,
white pine. shortleaf pine, black
locust, yellow poplar and white
oak can be ordered at $7.00
per thousand, cash with order.
Scotch pine suitable for Christ-
mas tree production will be $10
per thousand.
'the setting of
By going -fohe A.S.C. office
and indicatin 
trees as a censervation practice
you' can draw $16.00 per thous-
and to cover the cost of the
purchase of the trees and the
cost of setting them out.
By contacting your local PTA
chapter you can deal with them
to set them out at what you
will draw through the AS.C.
program. This gives you a tree
planting program without any
coat to yeti.-- -----
Remember after December 30th
will be too late to order trees.
Place orders either at the A S.C.
office or County Agent's Office.
Shut Feedi▪ ng
Calves To Cut Lou
LEXINGTON. Ky —It' S easier
to keep cows about to calve
in condition hither than to re-
store it once it is lost, says
George Pendergrass, Krntucky
Extension Service beef specialist.
When cows are not expected
to calve until mid-wirfter, feed
them to prevent weight loss
after they come off pasture.
Beef cows may be fed 5 to 6
pounds of a good legume per
day and- have free choice to a
por type roughage, such as corn
fodder, grass hay or straw.
Pendergrass also points out
that a geed mineral supplement
is_needed in winter as at.other
times. Feed a bonemeal. lime-
stone and salt mixture, or feed
these items in separate contain-
ers_ The mixture should be of
equal parts, he says
When washing w....o:en gloves,
stick the round end of clethee
pins into each glove finger. This
will kep the= from shrinking.
LEXINGTON. KY -- Ken-
tuckiars buying their own
hams for curing ah 'tee keep
several things in mind. -says
Grady SeParde. swine specialist,
Kentucky Agricultural Extens-
ion Sservice.
Well-reinrieherti hogs weighing
not more elan 220 to 230 panda
yield hams of abet'. 15ato 16
pounds. Chill carcasses after
aleugteer. preferably at 34 to
38 degrees; if purethaseci trete
peck e r or sloughs ere r. select
those killed not more than a day
or two presnotiely, *nee exten-
d• chilling iif earcesees increases
the amount of speilage in hems.
For curing: Use 71•1 rounds of
sett, 214 pounds of sugar and
two ounces of saltpeter for every
100 pounds of weight of :he
ham to be cured. Rub this 'cu-
ing lame byreiseKentienOWd .fl
mg-mix into the hens at three--
day intervals; use is if he Mix-
ture each time NWT:: weighing
up to 20 pounds Should cure
in about three weeks; if hams
are heavier than that -- mere
than 20 pounds in weight --
increase curing time by one-half
clay for cacti pound over 20
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mita pagent ia the church base-
ment et 7:30 in the evening.
Vistiore are invited to attend.
• • * •
Monday December 16
The Gladys MeElratih Business
Women's Circle will. meet for a
dinner and program in the pri-
vate dining room of the Ken-
tucky Colonel-Dairy Ann at 6:30
• 4 Ti •
The Murray Manufacturing
'Wfves Club Min meet at the
guest tiotsac.. Main Street,. at MX
o'cluck. Hostesses are Mrs. Rob-
ert Smith, Mrs. Chester Thomas
and •Mrs. Gilbert Searles. •
• • o
Circle IV of the WSCS, First
Methodist Church. will meet in
the %well hell for a pit luck
dinner, at 6:30 in the evening.
* * * o
Tuesday, December 17
The Lydian Class of the First
Baptist Church will meet in the
hark of Mrs. B. C. Harris. at
six o'clock, for a dinner party.
Groupe III and V are in charge
with Mrs. Mac Thomas' Tarry
end Mrs. Noble Farris traders.
Gies will be exchanged.
0 • 0 0
The Es-a Wall Circle, of the
Mernional Baptist ebsirch will
meet at two o'clock at the home
of Mrs. Crawford Ray. Syca-
more Street.
• • *)•
The Christian Worrferes Fel-
beweitet 4 the Fire: Christian
Church will meet at the church
at 2:30 p.m. for the Christmas
program.
• • • •
The Murray Assembly al
Beiribow for Girb will meet at
the Masonic Hell at seven
o'clock.
.• • •.•
Wednesday, December 16
The St. John' e Episoopal Wo-
men's Auxiliary will meet at
the home of Mrs. Walter Mc-
Oord, Woodtawn, at one o'clock.
• • • •
The Akar Society of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will have es
Christman party at 8:30 p.m.
pounds. Thus. a 25-pound ham
*sold cure in 37 le days.
Wash hams at end ef curing
season in lukewarm water, dry
them with a cloth. then smoke
time hams turn amber in cuter.
Wrap hams in several layers of
-paper. and then store them in
ash begs, to keep down in-
sect attacks. Store cured hems
in a dry, warm pace.
at the American Legion Hell.
• Ti o •
The Zeta Department of the
Woman's Club will sponsor their
annual children's Christmes pJ
iy at 4:00 p.m Members are
asked to call 291 on or before
December. .13 to give number
children bringing. Hostesses
for the meeting are Mreciamse
J. Lacy Hopson, L. K. Pinkley,
Lewis C. Ryan, Pat Wallis, T.471
Rewire, and Mew Madeleine
Lamb, • a • •
South .4 men can •
Missionary Speaks
To -1.1-arel -WSCS 
Miss LuoiTle- ItieWliii-4181firr 
from South America, was guest
ststaker at the Christmas meet-
ing of the WSCS, Hazel Metho-
dist Church at tAa...„O'Clocit,
Wednesday. December 11.
Miss Hicks was introduced he
Mrs. D. C. Clanton, prognag.
cheinnian. Miss Hicks told of the
life of the Curia and Chaco In-
dearer at Panama. Several articles
made by these in-di-anis were
ahown to the group.
- Mrs. Carsten read the scrip-
ture taken from John 3:16. The
members sang Silent Night with
Mrs. Clantiin accornpaning the
group on the organ.
A shoe( business meeting wit
c.nctudIed by Mrs. Robert Tey-
ler, president. Mrs. Careen clos-
ed the meeting with' prayer.
A parts plate, of cheese sticks,
nuts, tiny sandwiches, and red
and green iced fruit cake cute,
was served to the .members and
gu. et%
The iefreseweenite were rerved
from i si table decorated with
a Ohne:mars arrangement of reel
and *ad centered by tall mg
eundles. Mrs. J. E. Underwood,
Paris, Term., presided at the
coffee urn.
Hoetesees for the Meeting
were Mrs. Underwood and Mrs.
Carlton.
• • e *
NEW TEETH REPLACE OLD
MOBILE. Ale* t — A dentist
is fighting a losing battle with
the teeth of 17-year old heusseli
wife, Mrs. Katie Cordell. Two
of Mrs. Cordell's permanent teeth
were extracted and new teeth
grew in to fill both vacancies.
Max. H. Churchill
Fu I Home
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
Friendly Service —
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
Ifiraffer
*ENOS TONITE *
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,Mothers Wait
For Red OK
To-See-Sons
WAS-141NMTIN t — Three
Amsriesn mothers ass awaitinea.a ea-ahead fsom the Chinese
Reds to nay Ohrietrnas visits to
their sone imprisoned in Com-
munist ChMa, it was disclosed
today.
The Sate Department, revers-
ing nrevious milky, recently
aereed to permit dose relatives
of six Americans jailed in Red
China to visit their kin.
a. Mothers of two of the Amen-
Weans have received U.S. pass-
ports for Qhirrs. it was learned.
A third is awnitins Communist
permission before asking to have
her pas9aort validated for travel
to the Red China mainland.
The three mu hers are: .
—Mrs. Mary V. Downey, of
433 Munroe St., New Britain,
Conn.. whose son. Jahn, a form-
er civilian employe of, the Army,
was sentenced to life imprison-
ment for alleged spying. His
brother. William Downey, said
his mother hasn't heard from
the Red Chinese and "nothing
definite is see..:' on her trip.
—Mrs. Philip D. It ecteau, of
15' Wyman St., Lynn, Mass,
whose son Richard. was sentenc-
ed to 20 yeers in jail also on
alleged spy charges. Mrs. Fee-
1, teau said She is waiting for a
vies from Red China. She ap-
plied for one about two weeks
ago to the Chinese Red Cross.
The American Red Cross origi-
nally made the application but
it was turned clown.
—Mrs. Hugh F. Recknong, of
43 Argyle Terrace, Yonkers. N.
Y, whose eon Hugh V Sri arrestde
in Shanghai April ,21, 1951. gewl
sentenced to .4e irnpriennefeent
frar alleged spying. Mrs Red-
mond said ste has applied for
• Rid Chinese visa and will
see whether he gets it
be• -fire applying for a 1: S. pass-
port.
Children Enjoy
*Music Concert
School children from through-
out Calloway County responded
to the Christmas season at the
second Children's Concert pre-
sented by the Murray State Col-
lege Orchestra last Thuraday in
the College Auditorium,
Professor Richard Farrell di-
rected the .,reheatra in a num-
ber of selections including "Peer
Gynt Suite" and favorite carols
which the .children sang. These
concerts are sponsored by the
Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Ciub. The third con-
cert in April will feature the
Murray State College band.
William Girard
*Back In States
SAN FRANCISCO RP - A
military transport docks today
at Fort Mason. bringing with it
the young man whose trial for
killing a Japanese woman caus-
ed international repercussions
early this yuar
He is Pct — formerly S3C —
William S. Girard. 22 He and
/his Japanese bride. Haru Gandy
Sueyama. 30. are en route to
Fort Sheridan, Ill., where the
Army will discharge him.
A Japanese court gave Ginard
a three-year suspended sentence
last month for killing Mrs. Naka
Sakai, 46. on Jan. 30.
Weather
Report
By UNITED PRESS
S orthwest Kentucky — Cloudy
a rid con? mu,d warm with oc-
,asional rain mr drizzle, high
in upper 50s Clods and Warm
tonight, low near Fio. Cloudy
Aland mild Tuiesda is th rain in
"wthe afternoon or eii•ning
Some 5:30 ain tem pera t ores:
Covington 52,' Loubville 55, Pa-
ducah MI,' Bowling Green 54,
Lexington '33, Lohdonr, 5) and
ilopkinsvIlle 59. ' '
Evansville, Ind, 55.
Don Paul Collins
To Visit In Murray
liaacted A. A Beet All Reund Kentucky Community Newspepis
v.=
Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, December 16, 1957
9K1VIULGEE, Dec. 16 —Don
Paul Collins from Murray. a
-•••••Ir• uoderrt-  in industrial - etecer. kat
maintaince at Oklahoma State
Tech, Okrnulgee, will visit rela-
•ives during the Christmas holi-
days.
The vacation will begin of-
ficially a: 5:00 p.m. December 19
and will close at 8:00 a.m Jan-
uary 8. 1958.
One of the main goals of :he
e...udents in their holiday tripe
is :he preservation of .their tOO
percent accidentless vacation
record.
Students will visit threueheul
0k:whom-a and in several other
states and foreign countries.,
Ike Has Difficulty
In Pronunciation
Of Some Words
By MERRIMAN SMITH
United Press White House Writer
PARIS en — President Eisen-
hower showed some difficulty
in pronouncing certain wi rds
today in his 18-minute speech
at the opening session .of ,,the
NATO Council. The difficillty
was not serious but there were
at least 10 noticeable mispronun-
ciations_
The President did not seem
at all disturbed by the situation.
On Nov. 25 Eisenhower suffer-
ed a cerebral occlusion in Wash-
ington due to either a clot or a
spasm in one of the smaller
blood vessels of the brain.
One of the after-effects of
the illness was a slight difficulty
in selecting or pronouncing cer-
tain words.
• Speaks Vigorously
In dozens of speeches even
before this most recent illness
the President also frequently
stsunkled aft words and repeated
or reworded some phrases.
He spoke vigorously today.
seated at a large table with
the heads of the other 14 NATO
nations. When the President ar-
rived he was smiling broadly
and shook hands with a number
of old friends who date back
to his days at SHAPE and during
World War II
Early in the speech. which
he read from small typed sheets.
the President first stumbled on
the word "assets." He. placed
the accent on the last syllable
then changed his mind and re-
peated the word with the first
syllable accented.
Abhorrent Trying Word
He got genuinely tangled up
on the word "abhorrent" and
smiled fleetingly as he finally
abandoned the word after tries
and proceeded with his address.
He also had what seemed to
he difficulty in pronouncing the
words "assumption . dictate
. !Inevitable \--decay . . ir-
resistible."
Some Americans here for the
‘onterence and familiar with
Eisenhower's pre-illness mannag-
et of speech attached no great
significance to most of the mis-
pronunciations and stumbles to-
day. On the contrary, they were
Impressed by the force with
which the Chief Executive spoke.
Wave Of Mild, Moist
Air Covers Most  
Of The Country
By UNITED PRESS
_A—wave 2-of—mild. -moist air
overspread most of the country
today, shrouding the Ohio Valley
in heavy fog and bringing rain
to other sections.
The overnight fog blanket
reached from eastern Kansas
through Missouri, across the Ohio
Valley and into lower Michigan.
The fog, which is expected to
last until mid-morning in some
areas, made driving hazardous
throughout the region.
Light showers hit the eastern
third of the nation 'during the
night, occurring from northern
Georgia into the lower Great
Lakes and east to New England
The rain changed to light snow
In northern New England.
Overnight readings ranged from
the 20s in the northern plains
and • New England to the 30s
(Porn the central plains to the
Mid-Atlantic states and the 40s
and 503 from Texas through the
Gulf states.
Forecasters predicted mostly
cloudy stiles for most of the
nation today except in the Ohio
Valley where skies will clear
after the fog lifts.
AIRSORN—A mother leaves a
trans-Atlantic plane by stretch-
er at New York, and steward-
ess Lillian Slegerwaid causes
the baby, born dorm?, emer-
gency tending at Shannon.
Ireland. The plane was on a
nonstop night from Velgiz•ile
to New York with 75 Hungari-
an refugees when Mrs Eliza-
beth Raics, 72. knew she was
going to have her baby —right
now. The pilot shifted course
to Shannon. then had to cir-
cle the fogbound airport to, an
hour. A doctor radioed insi t.c.
bons. rinsilly the plane could
land Less than four hours lat-
er it took off again, one pas-
sepger heavier lilt,
T. Underwood
Passes Away
Toy Underwood, age 77. if
Siuth Th Street. passed away
on Sunday at 12:30 p.m Death
was attributed to complications
following an illness .if several
months.
Survivors -Melia& :iis
Mrs Mary Underwood; cue eon,
Joseph T Undetwood et Mur-
ray; one sister, Mrs. C. H. Jones
of Lynn Grove; three gram:Whit-0
then. Charlotte Sue Daneleon,
Carkatta and Patty Jane Under-
wood
The funeral will be held at
the Max H. Chur hill Funeral
Herne chapel at 2:00 pan. on
Tuesdas wile Rev. T. G. Shel-
ton and Dr. H. C. Chiles officiat-
ing. Burial will be in the Las-
siter Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Cohen
Stubblefield, Burman Parker.
Brigham Futrell. Dewey Rags-
dsle, Carl Kir/gins. Charlie Marrs
and Lawton Alexander.
Friends may call at the funer-
al home until the funeral hour.
Hearing Set
In Shooting
Wednesday
A hearing is set for 10.00
o'clock tomorrow morning in the
chambers of County Judge Way-
Ion Rayburn concerning t h e
shooting of Mrs. Nell Stringer
Brandon allegedly by her es-
tranged husband. Alvin Brandon.
The hearing was originally set
for tnday. but Suttgr -Rayburn
said this morning he would con-
tinue it until tomorrow' to wait
for fuller reports on the condi-
tion of Mrs. Brandnn.
Alvin Brandon who confeased
to the shooting, is being held
in the county Oil/ on an open
charge pending the outcome of
the hearing.
He w a s arrested Saturday
morning b y 'Sheriff Brigham
Futrell and State Policeman Joe
Hill. Brandon was at his home
when he was-arrested, and Sheriff
Futrell said he oifered no resis-
tance and "reactry confessed"
to having shot his wife several
times earlier in the morning.
The Murray Hospital lists Mrs.
Brandon's condition as "critical"
or "very poor" this morning.
She was admitted shortly after
the incident occurred Saturday
morning at her home on North
12th Street. She received two
or three bullet wounds in the
abdomen.
English ex 1 ore r Bartholomew
oGian.ad founded a colony on
Cuttythunk Wand. Mass., in 1602,
18 years before the Pilgrims
landed at Plymouth. A town on
M-arsha's Vineyard Island, now
is reamed for the early !WON e'r
Police Have Narrow
Escape From Thugs
cor.u.TrsvuLE III. a+
h ul.s. kidnaped aws. a:elk-e-
rn n handcuffed them to a tree
and argued about killing them
an early morning fog, it was
-eported today.
A conversation in Italian pro-
''y raved the live; of Dominic
fre. 36. a merchant police-
man. and John Cat:Iola, 32, a
member of the cellinsville Po-
lice department.
Gicfre said he and Cagnola
were patrolling Collinsville in a
heavy fog early Sunday morn-
ing. Four men in anaher oar
hsllei them to ask directions
lc a "hydroclectrie plant." Gio-
fre said.
He tald„ them here wasn't any
in :he Cc:lilts:idle area.
Then, pparenly afraid t h e
m :icemen hal recogeized them.
the men pulled guns. Two of
them e: 'armed p:.::cemen
and el!mbesi into ,he police car.
te:',ng Gisfre to drive to a high-
way.
The other two forced Cagnola
Into their car and trailei the
capaired squad car
The twe owes turned ireto a
side real near a plant
where the gunmen handcuffed
ht policemen to a tree
"If we kill them :hey won't
identify us," Gicfre quoted John-
sen. A scuffle between the
clifflinialSis broke out, and John-
sen warned the others -get out
of my way, or I'll kill you, too:"
• Johnstan pumped a shell into
a riot gun taken from the patrol
car arid aimed it at the two
policemen.
But true of the gunmen spoke
nervously in Italian to Giofre
and :hen talked to Johnson, try-
ing to persuade him net In shoot.
Johnsen. a 6-footer about 30
years .ski, lowered the riot gun.
Gicire said later "I owe my life
to that Italian fellow."
.2iolre said .the men, armed,
101.1% their awn weapons phis
the guns taken from the patrol
oar .fled in a 1955 or 1956 hard-
top,. convertible with Mal-Igen
license plates. They headed to-
ward St. Lauts. just a fee nreles
wee: of here
Gicfre managed to reach bend-
ouff keys in his pocket, removed
the handcuffs and ran to the
police car which had been left
100 feet frem the tree. A radio-
ed a la mt established ruadhlocks
in the area without success.
Cousin Of Mrs.
Rip Fuller Dies
Mrs. Rip Fuller of 408 North
6th Street raid today ,lhat she
received a call Tbureday telling
of. the death of her cousin, R. D.
Foster of Lovehaceville. Ky.. in
Ballard County ne- r Kevil.
She said her family had suf-
fered four deaths in the past
year.
Mr. Foster left five grand-
children. two aim, one daugh-
ter, his wife and hne sister.
The _funeral was held on Fri-
day. Mrs. - Fuller attended the
funeral and was taken to LOUia-
v Me by Mr. and Mrs. T o m
Hughes 4 North Fifth Street,
close neighbors.
Date Extended 
On Contest
-----
The Murray wornan's clubwas xt.ende.3 the date t in the
Christmas Decoration curates( for
the homes. The date was De-
cember 16. but it has been Mov-
ed up, an official aid.
Residents arc urged to enter
the contest to be in line for the
Money pec7ex which are being
donated by the Murray Electric
System
A blank is being run in to-
day's issue if the Ledger and
Times 1' stiouki he filled out
and mailed quickly as poseible.
James Overbey Not
To Be Brought
Back To Murray
The body of James Wallis
Overby. who passed away last
week at his home in Los Angeles
following a heart attack, will
not be returned to Murray.
The funeral services were held
in Los Angeles, Friday, December
13th. Athel V. Havens his former
Murray pastor officiated.
-
Annual Party
For Children -
Planned Friday
The Me*. 'dist Men's C I u b.
Chsirch. Murray
'! f fonteh time enter-
, n he children of the county
o-d city an Friday. December
211 at 700 pm. The party will
I-- held 'on Maple Street in front
ot the educational building and
gifts will be available for all
y ungsters. Santa Claus will be
'resent in pete•on and distribute
The food and toys to all whs
yeah to participate. •
Th's is not a Methodist affair
snd all denominations are condi-
?My inveed end expeetettl. if
erd and enjey the fes!iv7ie-
' the fo'lest extent. The mean
of the c 'limy churches are
ssged to 'be present with their
farmilirsi so that thee younga.eri
can take part and receive gifts.
▪ Plans are being made to en-
ruin from 400 to 500 children,
the' street will be blocked off
Is, traffic, Christmas carols will
be sung and the Yuletide season
abserved to the fullest extent.
The time has been fixed so
hat there will be conflic.s
with . ether parties or ji,her
ssatiecings assjohiss will be limits'
ed to 30 mirades, beginnina
promptly at 7:00 so that all who
have other ctinuni.ments m a y
have no difficulty.
R. L. Ray
Dies Saturday
•
L "Red" Ray, age S, passed
away on Saturday afternoon at
the Murray Hospital at 3:1.0
o'clock after suffering a heart
attack.
Mr Ray is survived by three
daughters. Mrs. Ceylon Myers
of Murray route one. Mrs. Dewey
Suiter of Murray route two. and
Mrs. Harry Potts of Paducah:
one son. Ralph Ray of Murray:
fourteen grandchildren; nineteen
great grandchildren.
He was a member of the
Union Grove Church of Christ
where the funeral was held
today at 2:00 p.m.
Conducting were Bro. J. B
Hardeman and Bro. J. L. Hicks
with burial in the Goshen Ceme-
tery.
' Pallbearers were Roy Ray,
Ronald Ray, James Suiter, Ray
Suites.. Rob Marine and Taddie
Potts.
Honorary Pallbearers were
Luther Robertson, Johnny Rob-
emerge,. Will Nanney, Lubic Thur-
mond, 011ie Tidwell, James Bran-
don, Grover Cunningham, E. G.
Moody.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home was in charge of arrange-
ments.
OPPORTUNITY — Senator Theo-
dore Gre-n (D), Rhode Island,
who just returned from a
NATO tour in Europe, tells
reporters in Waahtngtod that
President Eisenhower has a
great opportunity to demon-
strate leadership at the current
NATO conference. Green, 90,
mid he thought Ike et to con-
tinue his job. (international)
a
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Free Picture Show
For The Kids To
Be On Saturday
1Chandler May Appear
The children of the city and in Ballard Courtcaunty will be treated to a free i'e'er,: !hi w n Saturday morn-
'ng, December 21 at 10700 a.m. 
WICKLIFFE IP -- Ballard receive an appointment as head-i: the Varsity Theatre. according County officials said today Gov. of the game preserve.
A. B. Chandler and state Fish
and Wildlife Resources Commis-
sioner Earl Wallace either would
"appear or be represented" here
Wednesday at a Quarterly Court
hearing into alleged violations
of hunting regulations at the
Ballard County Wildlife Refuge.
County Judge Adlai Buchanan
said over the weekend that the
governor. Wallace and two em-
playes of the state Department
of Fish and Wild Life Resources
will appear' in Ballard Quarterly
Court Dec. 18 to answer the
charges. -
"The governor and Mr. Wallace
will be here for !he trial."
Buchanan said.
County Attorney' Hayden
Owens said today, however. "All
I know is that they (the governor
and Wallace) are supposed* to
come or be represented here
Wednesday."
Owens said that an opinion
from state • Atty. Gen Jo M.
Ferguson relating to the case
was expected in the mail today.
He said as far as he knew the
lopinloii related to Wallace's right
Ito be on the refuge. which he
cid is not questioned.
I -The only question is whether
they acre hunting in violation
regulations." Owens added.
, Kendall Thomas. hunting offi-
cer at the game refuge, last
, Friday signed affidavits charging
the governor. Wallace. Otis T.
Throvnorton, a hunting officer
on the refuge, and J. M. Mc-
Clintock, a refuge .employe. with
hunting duck and geese after
legal hours Dec 4
Buchanan signed warrants for
the arrest of the four late Friday.
and Throll seta, sad IfeClintrick
picked up their warrants at
the Ballard County Courthouse
Saturday.
Officials here indicated thai
ns efforts would be made to
serve the warrants on the gov-
ernor or Wallace.
Chandler said in Frankfort that
he didn't knowingly violate any
laws, but that if he did, he was
willing to come to court here
and face the music.
Wallace termed Thomas a "dis-
gruntled employe" and said he
cooked up the accusation out
of spite because he failed to
Bob Cravens. manager.
The snow will open at 10:00
'deck sharp and all the chit-
'men of :he county have been
invited to attend the free show.
The feature will be Roy Rog-
!es and several cartoons will
thawn. The employees of the
cure show will donate their
rvices for this annual event
.:ed the thea managtmen:
• ill , donate the /pictures. Every-
hing is free a riling to Cray-
as.
Chldren are urged to be on
me at the theatre party so that
se ARAVS can be star:ed on
h dule.
Christmas
Parade Set
The stage is set thia afternoon
for the Ohrietrrilia parade in
Murray at 4:00 p.m. Santa Claus
be .on hand with his rein-
icor and will threw out candy
'o the children as he makes his
say an rind the square.
As an added attraction 150
silver dollars will be given away
free with fifty silver dollars be-
ing given at 10110 this morning,
at 200 this afternoon and 5700
p.m. this evening.
Tickets may be obtained at
the stores of many Murray mer-
chants with no purchase requir-
ed.
All Murray merchants have
put into stock Christmas items
cat (Peery description. Must mer-
chants will be open until 8:00,
p.m. each night until Christmas
eve.
Murray Hospital
Mr. Jim Williams, Publisher
LEDGER AND TIMES
Murra, Kentucky
Dear Jim:
I have read with great pleasure
and satisfaction„, the special edi-
tion at your fine paper which
was dedicated recently to George
Hart In the first place, I am
sure that your paper never
has had nor will have a better
subject for a tribute.
George Hart has an meshed
his days and years with the
progress of Murray and Calloway w d
County that time will in no
wise erase it, but will rather
embellish and enlarge upon the
foundations he has laid. I am
sure that George himself got
more thrill . fedm this public
acknowledgement of his services
than any formal honor which
has ever come to him. - By the
same token, his countless friends
are deeply and unspeakably
thrilled.
In the midst of these exulta-
lions, however, some of the
more thoughtful may recount
that you mutt have done this
piece of work not only at special
effort and work on the rt of
Y-otThrtrelf- $ a t also that
in all pronability you may have
incurred extra expense This is
in keeping with your spirit of
edeliceetervice ,which has. been
manifest on so many occasions.
But. 'nevertheless, I want to
express the thinking that I know
is in the hearts of so many in
extending sincere thanks and
congratulations to you.
I have long since embraced
the philosophy that the freedom
of the press is as sacred as the
freedom of the pulpit; and to
many, the editor who sits down
to publish a periodical holds
in his hand along with his pen.
so to speak, the possibility of
bringing dreams and hopes into
realities for individuals and for
communities.
It is in this vein that I wish
Ii, express to you my sincere good
wish for continuing progress and
growth of your publication, for
extended phases of service from
your corner, and for much health
and personal happiness to you
and 'your tribe.
Most sincerely yours,
Max B Hurt
A 130-dout memorial tower
marks the Duxbury hiorne site
of Mules Standish f rom 163.2
until his death in 1656.
Methodist Men
Meet
e nesday
The Methodist Men's Club of
the First Methodist Church,
Murray. will be entertained at
their regular December meeting
11- 1110 pot in the educational
building ilf the church on Wed-
nesday. December 18 with a
musical program directed by
Mrs. C. C Lowry.
The members are urgently
requested to make reserva tions
early as this will be the last
meeting of The year all assign-
ments for the Christriala rLy
— bre held on the following
Friday are to be giuen out and
in older tied there be no mis-
takes the officers sincerely re-
cipes. t the presence ef allamern-
bars.
Joint Christmas
Meet Held By PTA
"Sing Ye Noel" was the in-
spiring theme of the joint
Christmas meeting of the Mur-
ray Parent-Teachers Association
under the direction of Mrs.
Charles Tolley, Thurechly night
in the high school auditorium
Featuring the sixty-three jun-
ior and senior choruses, t h e
program brought beatiful Christ-
mas music to the audience. Miss
Lillian Walters played the organ
actoorripannhent with Miss Dian-
ne Elkins at the piano. Mrs. A.
A. Doherty. PTA president, pre-
sided Mrs. Bill Nall introduced
the pr,,,grant.
Memberfhip awards for No-
venaber went to the lowing
grades, Miss Patterson 9513';
Carter School:- Mrs. Wear, 77 77%
Austin and the eleventh grade
for the high school.
Wallace said he fired Thomas
Friday after learning of the
accusations.
The commissioner said that
what he and' the governor we're
doing was entirely legal. "We
weren't within four or five miles
of the refuge. We do have a
ler:illation that no waterfowl
shall be hunted after noon, but
we weren't hunting. We were
trying to scare the ducks and
geese off the river and see if
they would fly to the three
iakes on the reservation," he
added.
He said the attorney general's
opinion forwarded here over the
weekend showed his actions were
perfectly legal.
Conviction on the - charge of
hunting after hours carries a
tine of $15' to $100.
Mrs. J. Story
Dies Saturday
At Hospital
Mrs. John Story. age 72. pas-
sed away at .11:30 Saturday
morning frarn complications fol-
lowing an illness of six months.
Drell came at the Murray Hos-
pital.
Survivors include her husband
Rev Jekin Stery of Stella, one
step-dsrugh'er. Mrs Thomas S.
leanrinee. Sae • Anialib. Tama
Iwo Awn Stoi'y -or
IOU .
cry dt •
Mrs. Jesuit Phil** obi Ws.
Deft Pidlies al iligwolda. Mrs.
Herbert Haynes of Detroit, and
Mrs. B. G. Miller of route two;
one sister-in-law, Mrs. J. a
Chambers of Murray, one broth-
er, Amos Chameers of Detroit;
Iwo grandchildren and twe great
grandchildren.
She was a member of the
Sinking Springs Baptist Church.
Hie funeral will be held at the
West Fork Baptist Church today
a 2:00 p.m. with Rev. Norman
Culpepper officiating. Burial will
be in the church cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Festus
Story. Harvey Story. Mahon
Jones. One Key, Albert Key,
Clesus Enoch.
Ff,rsorary paithearers will be
Johnnie Warren. Gary Myers.
Elmer Rioherson, Bud Bbgard,
Ed•Jones, Connie Hall. The Max
H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge if arrangements.
Earthquake Killed
1200 In Mongolia
TOKYO I?! ---Mosietyw Radio re-
ported today that an earthquake
Friday the 13th killed more than
1.200 persons in Outer Mongolia
But later it asked the stta,oralty
figures be eliminated from the
report since it was unsure ef
the numbee of casualties.. It said
at least 200 persons were dead
in the village 4 Alen,' Sande.
14 was the second earthquake
to hit Outer Mongolia this
month. Deep snow made it dif-
ficult to assess the full propor-
tions of the disaster, it said.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
• by United Press
Kentucky — Temperatures fir
the five - day period, Tuesday
through Saturday, will average
10 to 15 degrees above the ‘'ate
normal of 37 degrees Warm
Tuesday and Wednesday and
again about Saturday, with cool-
er Thursday or Friday. Precipita-
tion will average one-half to
one inch as rain Wednesday or
Thursday. and again about Sat-
urday
' WHAT popular carol vsas
written by the composer of a
famous wedding march!
6
•
•
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A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR ,j-ODAY
I have blotted out as a thick cloud thy
transgressions, and as a cloud, thy sins; re-
turn unto me, for I have redeemed thee.
Isaiah 44:22.
Nothing, then, stands between us and the
Father. Even the sorriest prodigal may re-
turn and exchange his rags for a spotless
garment and take his place in his Father's
house.
011111P-
Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
Mrs. Fannie Sylvester died at Bowling Green this
morning.
"F. Mrs. Sylvester was the sister of R. R. Melone. Mur-
kty, and had lived for many years with another brother,
Perry .Melone at Brownsville, Ky.
The Murray High School Tigers won their. first game
on the 1947-48 net schedule by downing the Cairo quin-
tet' 38-26 on the Murray floor Saturday evening.
John Miller, head coach of the Murray College
Thoroughbreds. has asked that he be . rglieyed of his
coaching duties so that he clin -devOtetfull time t.o.,teach-
intl. Miller is assistan? professor of health and physical
Ptlocation.
.. Mrs. .Chelcie Downs, 31. ied of a heart attack at
the Houston-McDevitt Clinic. Saturday evening 30 min- NICE. France Frenchutes after she gave birth to an infant daughter. police announced the arrest today
,4 two Corsicans accused of
dollars in Americen $100 bills.
counterfeiting nesirly one million
AIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIW
I
OUR H melt - L'WNED LOAN CQL,„' 
. vPaliecter 
an
said the men, Paul Guidi-
cel:i. 37 and Jean-Baptiste Pao-
meney in the port cities of Nice,
letti. 30. had distributed the
chi.. Marseilles and Geo-
Ttilepisone 13CSOS W. Main St.
noa. Italy. .., .
ADJUST SATEUITE—Technicians
at the U. S. Army ballistic
silatitalegie-ar Huntsville,
e the earth satel-
lite and final stage rocket de-
signed to orbit as one unit. This
satellite, a 20-pounder, is sched-
uled for launching sometime
between the first of the year
and end of March as cart of
the International Geophysical
Year. (1ntesnationa)
Balky Car Feels
Owners Wrath
A :re., - ic losol youth
arreer ed Ic smashing all
windows :n ait automobile
•
41•
'Susan Rogers
iVouid Rather
work For Self
By ALFRED LEECH
United Prom Stall ecerespond•nt
CHICAGO UI — Suakin Rogers,
Who Wrote a book on "How To
Get Along With The Boss,"
would rather work for herself.
As a working girl, she said,
she never made much money..
Now she's a free /Mee writer
end she has twq more _books
ferthcoming. "The Fine Art Of
Supervising Women"- "How To
Sell To Women."
Miss Rogers offered these tips
to the working girl, based on
her own experience and inter-
\ :ews with scores of business
,xecutives while gathering data
tor her books:
—Don't eat or put on makeup
at your desk.
—Don't indulge in office gos-
sip.
—Don't abuse the coffee break.
Don't Abuse Breaks
"Most employers today recog-
nize that the coffee break boosts
morale and, efficiency," she "Mid.
-But if you want to get in
the bass' hair just stay away
too long."
Emotional stability. Miss Rog-
ers said, is one of the prime
requisite an employer looks for
in hiring. •
"Nobody wants a flibberty-
gibbet female." she said. "A
good secretary must have poise
and be able to respond to busi-
ness pressure calmly.
-And no *employer wants a
gossip, especially for a secretary.
Su a girl must be able to keep
her mouth shut, something a
lot of tbem find difficult."
a tare iron. Overcome Pettiness
.Women vire prone to pettyHawever. he was later re:eas-
jealousies, Miss Rogers said, anded after telling detectives that it
they must overcome it.was -us car and he siqs "real
n5ad-15enea use If would n.d - Staff:
FORGERS ARRESTED
was
the
with
MURRAY LOAN CO.
1 1
We certainly hope Santa brings you just what
you're v. ishing for, whether you're young in years
• or young in heart and may the happy memo-
ries of a wonderful Christmas be yours to treasure.
NOTICE
We are happy to announce that Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Enix have obtained our stock and have franchises on
all the patterns of China, Crystal and Pottery which we
have handled and they will be able to serve you in im-
mediate future at their shop on South 4th Street.
there's.- -anything a man
Advertising In •
Newspapers
Exceeds Others
•
01 New:spa pe rs are ateracting
more adverasang than ever be-
fore, James S. MeAnulty, chair-
:mars o( the Newspaper Food
Editors Conference, told mem-
bers of the 'National Macaroni
Ma redact ure ns Assn.
McAnulty said that since 1942,
newspaper advertising has risen
from one billion lines to almost
three billion lines, and total
nv.o.paper circulation has jumped
frem 43 million to 57 million.
M.,ney im-ested in newspaper
adverto:ng, he said, exceeds the
air-abated total of TV, magazines,
rodio and outdoor boarcies.
He - noted that large food
ehaans are spending between 75
arid 95 cents of every advertising
ckelar in nwspapers.
PRIVATE ENTERPRISE
TOKYO — Chen Chi-Huo
was in jail for defacing and
destroying public property today
because he wanted a side en-
trance to his coffee shop under
eleveted train tracks. Figuring
the, door would boost business.
Chen_ proceeded to knock an
eight y six feet hole right
through a concrete pillar sup-
porting the tracks.
can't stand it's an obvious display
of feminine antagonism," she
said.
The working girl should dress
appropriately, with the emphasis
on simplicity and basic colors,
and she should keep jewelry to
si minimum, Miss Rogers said.
"And* before she puts on her
'hat to dash for the 5:06 she
should ask the boss if there's
anything else she can do."
What should a girl do if the
boss makes a pass?
"She has two alternatives,"
Miss Rogers said.
"She can run or stand still,
- depending on what she vianti.''
•
•uoseas snohof
sm Jo ssauidarry ay:
tistia It4141 LIE314
atiStiq aAaaCsa puq ay Aetu
'auloy slim( oi dist lemma sal
sa)iew clues pio Allot uailzi
East End Service Station
.0. Outland,-Owner
Jackie Newberry Carlos Hicks
Diner On Wheels
Tough Opposition
traffic accident repeal tiled by,
Walfrd A. MarteW., 60, showed
he lost a duel with a diner.
Martelle sad he wee driving
along Montgomery St. when he
saw a diner approaching. He
said he Mopped his oar at the
side of the road to let . it go
by but the rear of the eatery
hire off his rear fender.
The diner was being hauled
by a truck to a new lecation.
Problem In
Research, Picker
If you want to and ar. easier
witty ea pick a peck cif pickles
check with Michigan State Uni-
versity
The sellout received a $12,000
grans from a cucumber-harvest-
ing group t,u- do bas.c research
an, a meohlarliCiti cucumber her-
It seems cucumber gr,wers are
Linehan,/ it increasingly di afticult
to obtain hand Labor for har-
vests.
LARDY'S MARK FALLS
MELBOURNE, Australia IP
Albert Thomas,
bettered John
three-mile
Sunday when
in 13 minutes, 25.9
a -dual meet. His time was
seconds off the world
by Sandor lharos of Hungary
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ROBBED" Of SPEED MARK—Maj. Adrian Drew Is congratulated
by Gen. Chester McCarty (right) after (tying that McDonnell
F-101A Voodoo over a measured course at a speed faster than
Britain's 1,132-mph world record—but the mark cannot be
counted because of malfunctioning of one of the recording
cameras. Drew actually hit 1.190 mph in the test, at Edwards
Air Force Base, Calif. He looked to another try, (haternaticrtiai)
GRAYSON McCLURE
record
22,
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by
he
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Merry
Christmas
I and
Happy
I New
Year
from the
Hope
of the
Hawks
PORTER JENKINS
W. R. WISEHART
THE SUPERCHARGED
GOLDEN HAWK
... the pace-setter
in style and engineering.
•
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CHARLES JACKSON g
CHARLES "Bertie" DODD
JACK STARKS
MIDWAY MOTORS
Hazel Highway Phone 84
111•15A111•163 ZS MOMS% 711111•111111071611WriiiM11.13151INIT 1130111112•1254 3eS4 3ema 11•11•1•1•Z:1 " AO
CLOSING
Saturday, December 21
7:30 P.M.
THE FINAL DAY THAT
'N. B. ELLIS COMPANY
Will Be Open For Business
THANKS
My wife and I want to take this opportunity to thank
our many friends and customers for their patronage the
last three years. We don't want to miss the opportunity
to thank our friendly competitors for their consideration
and assistance. We are sincerely grateful.
N. B. ELLIS COMPANY
0
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LIONS, 49  prs IN TIE BROWNS CLINCH NFL. TITLE
Will Meet Murray Tomorrow
Robert Groom, on the left, and Art Travis are the starting guards on Coach
Bill Scott's Hardin-Simmons basketball team this year. Both are six feet even
and each has earned one varsity letter.
Hardin-Simmons meets Murray here tomorrow night at R:00 p.m. in the
new gymnasium.
arootiTs is quick and fast and moves well on the floor. He played in 18
ball games last-year and hit 19 of GO field goals and 46 out of 49 free throws.
Travis is also 'very speedy. He is a A student and saw only limited service
last year behind All-Border Conference guard Barry King.
Murray State Victory Over
Eastern "Best" Defense Game
Murray State College's 69-61
victory over the Eastern Maroons
last week was called by
Thoroughbred Coach Rex Alex-
ander "the best defen•ive game• I've ever had a team play"
The win. coming after two
straight road losses to Florida
State and Alabama, evened the
Murray record at two wins and
two losses. It also perched the
Thoroughbreds at the top of
the Ohio Valley Conference, a
perch expected to become ex-
tremely preearioua when t h e
tough, evenly matched conference
teams get going at top speed
• after Christmas.
The Thoroughbreds, behind 39-
36. at halftime, came out full
of steam the second half, solved
the Eastern screen that had given
them fits the first half, stepped
Ito rebound play, and outscored
the Maroons 33 to 22 points._
. Chief point-maker for the
Racers was Guard Joe Willmore.
who scored 18. and played the
excellent game Coach Alexander
has been expecting of him all
season. Center Quitman Sullins
made la rebounds, 13 in the
last half, to lead both teams in
that department.
Other standout players for
Murray were Ken Wray, and
Gerald Tabor and Guard Sherrill
Marginet.
The Racers will have a much
needed rest before their next
- game, a tilt with Hardin-Sim-
mons University Tuesday night.
The Hartitn-Simmons: Cowboys
4
-New Concord
Wins Over
c Buchanan
et,
Ilnst their onener to Centenary.
87-47, hut they too, won last
week. beating Howard Payne.
72-62.
The Cowbovslenk second place
in the Border Conference last MEMPHIS - Bob Savander,
Year and renresented the loon senior Memphis State. guard from
in the NCA A nItt,offq. Coach Yorktown. Ind., has been credited
Bill Scott, -the 1956-57 with the "slickest trick in colle-Flor-i
Conference coach of the Year. giate basketball" this year.
began the season with two regu- Bob was designed to carry the
tars and four other lettermen ball in for Memphis State against
from last year's team. Mississippi State. He had the
He is counting heavily on two ball sot of bounds under his
returning big boys. 6-8 Carl
Knight and 6-7 Doyle Edmiston.
for 'the nucleus of his team
Knight led his conference in
rebounding last year and scored
196 points Edmiston was third
In rebounding, and he scored 240
points.
The Cosi/boas employ a single
nost type offense and a rone
defense.
Last year the Cowboys heat
the Thoroughbreds. 87-60 In the
only other game in the series loss and the lowest point total
sbetween the two schools, Murray ince they met Western Kentucky
won. 87-72. at the Hilltooper school in 1954.
The game. which begins at Swander. however, hit 6 of
8 o'clock, will be preceded be 
10 from the field to climax a
a game between the Murray wek in which he connected for
Freshman team and Bethel Junior
17 of 25 to skyrocket his fieldI
goal percentage to .654. a figure
that should lead the nation's
college stars.
The Tigers' inability to hit
from the free throw line and
their lack of powerful rebounding
certainly cost them a victory
over Mississippi State. The Ma-
roons cleared the boards with
44 loose bails to 24 for Memphis
State. They hit 22 of 28 free
throws, compared to the Tiger's
12 of 22.
he Citadel invading
Memorial Fieldhouse tonight and
a trip to Manhattan Saturday.
Coach Bob Vanatta has had his
Regular Games Tigers Working in both depart-
mesele- -arielyeeejo 87- piaraege-gyr,-ments• - la ims talk that
Auxier 72 Wayloo; 5, ithis year's aquad has less desire
Newport 74 Ashland 53 1 than last. "They're just green,"
Sacrameito 61. IV. said.
New Concord encountered little Owen: born Tech 57
difficulty_in trouncing visiting Olive Hill 74 Inez 62
Buchanan, 88-56, Friday night. Daviess Co. 103 Calhoun 50
Bob Swander
Pulls Trick
With Ball
College.
Kentucky High School
Basketball Results
by United Press
Nelson County Tourney
At Bardstown
Final
Bloomfield -59 .Hardsdown 32
Hazard OF Hindman 66
Breathitt Co. 86 Carr Creek 56
Big J. W. Willoughby, Red-
bird center, led all ,scorers with
26 points. Culpepper racked up
21 for 'the losers.
Concord moved from a two
point first period lead to a 16
point margin at halftime. 44-28.
The second half was a reproduc-,
tion of the second quarter scor-
ing 'trend as•the Redbirds con-
tinued to shove their margin of
safety upward.
New Concord 17 44 64 88
Buchanan 15 28 45 58
New Concord( 88)
Forwards: Green 2, Eddie Row-
land 6, Eugene Rowland 19,
Si Finney 4.
Centers: Wiloughby 26, Parker
2.
Guards: G. Hendon IS, Stubble-
field, Brawner 3, 0. Hendon
11.
Buchanan (66)
Forwards: Culpepper 21, Wil-
Hams 12.
Center: Lax 11.
Guards: Wright 4, Little 8.
Morehead 78 Breck Trng. 53
Elkhorn City 75 Belfry 62
Betsy Layne 63 McDowell 43
Beaver Dam 61 Hartford 49
Coy. Grant RI Maytown 44
Oil Spring 88 Morgan Co. 56
GROZA ADDS TWO ,
NEW YORK flS - The two
field goals Lou Groza of the
Cleveland Browns kicked against
the New York Giants Sunday
gave him a total of-1,148 during
his 12-year professional football
career.
RACE DRIVER KILLED
COSTA MESA. Calif. 45 -
Stan Smith, 22, of Glendale,
Calif.. was killed Saturday when
his sports car went out of control
and overturned at ‘the Orange
County. Fairgrounds. Smith was
the third sports car driver killed
in one week in Southern Cali-
fornia.
•
own goal. The Maroons had his
four teammates,invered Bailey
Howell. the Maroon All-America
candidate, was lined un about
three feet in front of Swander,
his back turned to the Tiger
All-America candidate.
Swander bounced the ball off
Howell's rump, took the ball on
the rebound. jumped up and
scored two points.
Despite this, the Tigers lost,
56-54, their second consecutive
High School
Cage
Schedule
Atomic Schedule
Next Monday's Schedule
Murray Knights vs. Feast Con-
struction at Sharpe
Hogg The Druggist vs. Possum
Trot at Sharpe.
Hardin at Benton Merchants.
Lyon County Merchants vs. May-
field at Milburn
Cunningham vs. Prinieton a t
Fredonia. a..
•
•
College Basketball
Results
By UNITED PRESS
East •-.- -
:olumbia 60 Army 56
Lafayette 71 NYU 63 •
-Ienn State 71 Colgate 58
leton Hall 61 Scranton 60
'ennsylvania 73 Rutgers 64
'ordham 83 Rhode Island 58
-rerifple- 75 Bucknell 59 - ---
Dartmouth 81 Williams 46
Boston College 82 Connecticut 68
Colby 7t Brown 50
'-iouston 77 Canisius 70
:Senses 66 St. Josephs (Pa.) 54
Nitagara 82 Florida Southern 61
larvard 81 MIT 61
r.aiSalle 72 Manhattan 59
Westminister (Pa.) 75 Geneva 66
Yale 80 Holy Cross 75
CCNY 62 Adelphi 58
60 Syracuse 54
Steel Bowl
at Pittsburgh
Final
luquesne 81 Pittsburgh 64
Consolation
Miami (0.) 66
George Washington 84
South
orinceton 61 Navy 53
Alabama 70 Baylor 60
Virginia Tech 54 The Citadel
North Carolina' 70 S. Carolina 58
Yurman 95 Florida State 89
v:rginia 66 Wake Forest 61
N. Carolina St. 78 Eastern Ky. 75
Richmond 65 VMI 59
Tex. Tech 67 Georgia Tech 64
Western Ky. 101 Morehead St. 70
Duke 60 Villanova 53
Birmingham Classic
Final
Mississippi State 52 Auburn 37
Consolation
Tex. Christian 82 Miami (Fla.) 59
M id west
Kentucky 73 St. Louis 60
Texas A&M 72 Ohio State 89
Michigan State 84 Colorado 44
Michigrn 88 Wash. (Mo.) U. 58
Bald.-Wal. 1013 Lawrence Tech 72
Bowling rGeen 65 Ohio U. 60
Dayton 69 St. Marys (Cal.) 50
Missouri 78 Indiana 73
Marquette 78 Notre Dame 64
Kansas State 86 Iowa 69
Butler,73 Wabash 63
Purdue 76 Nebraska 61
Creighton 67 DePaul 55
Seattle 82 Bradley 76
Steubenville 84
Highland (NM) 72
!Detroit 68 Louisville 66 ,
I Yaungstown 80 Marietta 73
Cincinnati Tournament
Final
Cincinnati 79 Xavier (Ohio) 68
Consolation
Marshall 87 St Bonaventure 68
Southwest
SMU 72 Vanderbilt 58
Texas 75 Tulane 64
West
Idaho 85 Nevada 48
UCLA 73 DePauw 48
Oklahoma St. 43 Washington 39
Iowa State 72 Wyoming 51
Montana 68 Washington State 58
Utah 94 Tulsa 55
Oregon State 71 Gonzaga 63
Utah State 82 Montana State 70
Stanford 66 San Jose State 59
Brigham Young 63 Portland 51
Sunday's Collage Basketball
Long stand U. 93 Quinnipiac 61
Belarmine 95 Villa Madonna 82
S. Marshall
Falls To
Benton 7841
45
The South Marshall Rebel's
drew the ill fated lot of stepping
down from the throne of the
unbeaten by virture of a lop-
sided, 78-41, defeat at the hands
of the host Benton Indians, Fri-
day night.
It was the eeventh consecutive
VichirY for the Indians and the
first defeat in nine outings for
South Marshall. The game had
been billed as a thriller as the
two powers were the district's
only unbeaten powers, with the
exception of North Marshall.
Benton took an early lead and
was safely ahead by the halftime
period. Their defense was work-
ing well as the Rebel score
would indicate and with 10 In-
dians entering the scoring column
the decision. was never in doubt.
J. D. Grintnsek contributed to
Benton's success 'Arith 20 polo's.
York managed 10 points for the
South's top effort although nine
Rebels entered the scoring
Benton 20 41 57 78
South Marshall   8 17 30 41
- Benton (78)
Forwards' Dailey 14, Gold 17,
Walston, G. Jones 2.
Centers: Gemmel 20. Peek 1.
Guards: Peck 12, Duke 5,
Anderson 4, Morgan 1 E Jones
2.
South Marshall (41)
Forwards: Green 6, Bohannon,
Lovett, Jones I.
Centers: Mathis 4, Weaver 4.
Guards: York 10, Mr rgan 4,
Lynch 2, Wlikins 6, Nanney 4.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
signed the 20 per cent of income,
p19a4y3-as-you-go tax bill June 10,
:tr
•
Jets Defeat
Heath 82-55
The North Marshall Jets de-
feated host Heath. 82e55, Friday
night to stay within the narrow-
ing circle of the unbeaten dis-
tricts,- rovers. It was the sixth
straight victory for the Jets.
North led by only three points.
19-16. at the end of the first
heriod. but roared into a 39-24
halftime lead. The Jets upped
the margin to 24, points, 58-34,
at the end of three periods and
continued to pour in the points
in the final canto.
Iteath was led by Duke Van-
nerson with 18 points. Doyle and
Hall notched 26 points each for
the Marshall Countians.
It was the second defeat for
the Heath squad this season,
their first being a gift from
Ballard Memorial.
North Marshall   19 39 58 92
Heath 16 24 34 55
North Marshall (82)
Forwards: Doyle 26. Lampley
11, Larimer 6, Heilila 4.
Centers: Hall 26, Spiceland
Guards: Powell 3, Ricks 4.
Slice 2.
Heath (55)
I Forwards: Dowdy 17, Crass 2.
Centers: Jett 10, Ingram.
Guards: Vannerson 18, Byer
4, Hutchinson 6, Scott.
Tourney
Climax Put Off
MONTEBELLO, Calif. el -
The final round of the $5.000
Montebellow Open Golf Tourna-
ment, rained out Sunday, will
be played Wednesday. Gene Lit-
tler of Singing Hills, Calif.. has
a 36-hole score of 134 to lead
John McMillan of Sacraniento,
Calif , by one stroke in the
54-hole competition.
North Maps
Tactics
MIAMI 45 - Foortball coach
Duffy Daugherty of Michigan
State said today that he will
teach his multiple offense to
the North All-Star team. Both
the North and South squads
will start tvoi-a-day workouts
Wednesday for their Shrine All-
Star Game Christmas night in
the Orange Bowl
Meet
The
'Breds
Eugene Herndon
Eugene Herndon: 6-5; Forward-
Center; Sophomore; *Alm°, Ky.
Big Red as he is known to his
team mates is moving up to
the varsity from last years frosh
team where he was tree leading
rebounder. Gene had a sparkling
high school career and probably
is the best big boy to come
After Playoff Next Sunday,
Title Game Set For Dec. 29
By EARL WRIGHT
United Press Sports Writer
Zlhe artx•Nin-
r• •"'"•'-^ team of the Nation-
al Fr-' 4 att League's richest see-
s-in. are three-poin• faie.2rites' to
win mere sield next Sum41Y by
wh'rming th ̂  v lee fng Detroit
;ens in a reayeff game for the
Western Division title.
The winner will play hoe' to
paol larowees Cleveland
Rreeen: Ea••cre Diei•i--n cham-
pions. in the title geme Dec. 29.
Dr' rol t and San Francisco
forced, the first playoff game
since 1952 when they rallied to
win their final regular season
games Sunday.
The 1-g4eantel T.ons !railed the
Beare 141-0 at the tralf in Chi-
Coro bait rebounded b eh i n
noraroa-ebea Tobin Rote to wife
10-11 Three heer• later at San
-lerarseics--s initf nuartertilick
Y. A. Tittle hobbled onto a
out of Calloway County since eeeteey field in 'he third quarter
Ned Washer of Kirksey and •eearked a rorty-Niner rally
Murray State fame. He moves rosool a 90-in Green Rey
well and has good timing on °seise,- lasd and ar-xhiced a 27-
rebounds. Since he is only a ,f) vienry.
sophomore without varsity ex-
perience, he probably will not
reach full potential this year.
However, he should be -ar good
spot man the later part of the
season.
Ralph Teter
Ralph Teter: 6-1; Guard; Sop-
homore; Middletown, Ind. Ralph
is also moving up from the
frosh squad where he compiled
a 25-point scoring average. He
proved last year that he could
play with the best‘'-and he is
expected to contribute much to
the varsity this year. His team
mates class him as a "clutch
player." since he seems to be
able produce when the situation
demands it. His best shot is a
one-handed jump at the head
of the circle, and he also can
drive and rebound. If his de-
fense can come up to his offense
he could earn a position on the
traveling squad.
INK
Today's Sport Parade
Ibr MICAS nuusv 1
Iliad Om Ilipat4 11.11.c
NEW YORK Itr - John David
Crowe became a man at an
early age, which may help to
account for the fact that today
that blond Texas Aggie grid star
is everybod:i's All-America and
the Back of the Year.
John David. as he is called.
is a 215-pound halfback who
hits like a bulldozer. The only
phase of football where he is
better than as an offensive threat
Is when he clabbers a guy on
defense
It's all part and parcel of
his very beginning.  
Because when John David was
born the forceps slipped and
since the left side of his face
has been paralyzed. The left
eye never closes. noL even when
the violence of his "play" buries
it into the sod. When he smiles
his face is lop-sided, for the
inert left side of his mouth
stays where it is as the right side
raises.
"He would be a very handsome
lad," somebody once said to
Coach Bear Bryant, "if it wasn't
for that affliction."
Fits "Nice" Description
Bryant stared the fellow in
the eye and said:
"When he carries the ball,
he's the Most handsome lad I've
ever seen."
Underneath that lop - sided
smile, John David Crow is a
handsome young man of 22 who
fits the description "nice." He
is easy - going, down - to - earth,
modest and yet, with it all, a
very self-possessed young roan
who stands a tall, straight 6 feet
2.
Youngsters can be very acid
and unkind. They were to John
David when he was growing
up with lop-sided smile and
the eye which never closes. So
!through grammar school and
through high school he had to
"take it" with the grin which
grows on you the more -you see
It.
Receives Heisman Trophy
Proof of how far he came
with that early maturity and
reciprocal drive is the fact that
Crow got his start in the tiny
paper mill town of Springhill.
La.: a hamlet up in the northwest ta
corner near Arkansas. He tried
for West Pont but never heard I
from the Academy after they
'received his transcript' They' w
probably made a mistake,' be- .11
cause John David carried a B
average in math through Texas
V. wheielie-inircirecrin -busi-
ng/se administration.
Today he is the toast of the
football World. having received
the Heiman (Memorial) Trophy
award, Wednesday night as the
Player of the Year. Next, after
an appearance in the Gator
Bowl against Tennessee and the
All-Star game at Honolulu. he'll
appear in the livery of the
Chicago Cardinals,
eve. prattirre.4 Colts eteeices
ehe (inv tied for firs* with De-
tre- and San Francisco b u t
mg of the closest division
rare in leetree history by dross-
rang a 37-21 decision to
Paine at Los Angeles. Noern Van
Rrecklin ended Baltimore's
retearn'of its first title by throw-
ing four touchdown passes iq
the rain.
Cleveland clinched Eastern
Honors Dec. 7 when the Pitts-
berg Steclers upset the New
York Giants. But the Broesins
appeared set on proving they
would have won without any
heilei as they came from behind
twice at Yankee Stadium to
edge the Giants, the title' and
flaetc•n rhernoionc. 34-28.
In Sundavs other game. Sam
irkticer scored all the points in
leadingt the Redskins to a 10-3
victory over the Steelers at
Washington In a Saturday come
'hie Chicago Cardinals edged the
Eagles at Phiradelehia, 31-27.
Eastern Division
W L T Pct.
a-Cleveland  9 2 1 .818
New York  7 5 0 .583
Washington   5 6 1 .455
Pittaburgh  5 6 0 455
Philadelphia   4 8 0 .333
Chicago Cards . 3 8 0 .273
. Western Division
W L T Pct.
Detroit  8 4 0 .667
San Francisco 8 4 0 .667
Bok i ma° re  7 5 0 .53.1
Los Angeles  
Chicago Bears
Green Bay  
x-Clinched title 
Yesterday's Results
Cleveland 34 New York 28
Washington 10 Pittsburgh
sa•
. • '. • .• re,
• 
, ease
rostartaa.
Detroit 21 Chicago Bears 13
Les Angs-eTs 37 Baltimore 21..
Sae Francisco 27 Green Baer -154
re&eXigo Cards 31 Philade1phia4M
Next Sunday's Games -•
Detroit a: San Francisco, playoff-
Pit:sburoh at 'Chicago Cardinals
Champs Move
Farther Ahead
Of The Pack
Bs MILTON RICHMAN
I I noted Press Snorts Writer
Naticnial champion North
carolena theeed a bit farther
ahead of the osok be running
ie• winnire eteeek to 35 games
ossisy so-en as eoot. •-•I' the coon-
• s, a- ba skein:all lights
e ttle'r o W Ti
sostfiee thee tourna-
eneeits seneioos, traeete. o :IS
The aas• -4so we n 19
• in • "ear. lpftqW4
"en thie- *Arai oi i v70,4711
-1 r tn.-orre •••,, by /1 fItOett.
VS I T11 oi_-P4 Charkite.
AT r• • f1,0
T, ag, n Naas rimin
• • T ; ram! as .
- n11•4,-. t ,...,a5vO55r5a
--•••• 
iwa-
(".-'.----dsWOOle XaVier fat
nne
i'eloboole TonInht
r". C. ".1 TSnwl tr. ralloarnercIt Lea
rreeeri-oti .eteo 'ono", t't•InOtlit
• an,„„„ 77,nat Iraq Wien's(
.-• roe-. en,. 0.•,..01, aro*, lar•femia
tv-aelsossition. stt.t
n *h.. r0e'Trah.,,T1 riolowie
a.,..i.riv-ovvvrt4 pa-4,c unetcarway at
sess.eliwalcsen Ala‘47;14h M
og,r0vi Ce..14p nlovtne MtaMi IVICI 1.
Panel kateirn tieing Texas Chris-
He,
Pose Rrerrosn. sax-foof. six
se frf.fn Brooklyn and-,
Lee Soh tier of North
(1-aro1rra clomirated the back:-
Is-so-I* 'ohm-stray night Brennen
twist 31 points and Schaffer had
28.
Iowta State -survived a rocky
fro' half ro beat Brigham Young
a4-45 at. Provo. Utah. J o h is
Crawford mem, the winner!
witi 20 points.
Dartmouth Won
Daitmouth spurted to an early
lead and won its fourth game
in a row by beating the Univer-
stay of libireton 84-64. at Han-
over, N.H.
St. Jan's of New Orleans
made it four in a row with an
85-73 triumph over Washington
and Lee at Madison Square
Garden. In (the opener of the
twin-bill, the University of
Louisville won an 85-65 decision
over Iona of New Rochelle, N.Y.
lr-Ar-gr-ttr-rWAWAWIWAVAW
Kentucky College
Basketball Results I
if
Bellarmine 95 Villa Madonna 82
Kentucky 73 St. Louis 60
Detroit 68 Louisville 64
Western 101 Morehead 70
N. C. State 78 Eastern 75
Centre 70 Union 64
Lincoln Univ. 73 Ky State 60
by United Press
GALENTO TO WRESTLE
ENAV'ARK, N.J. V - Willie
Gilzenberg, manager of twoeton
'Many Galento, one-ti' heavy-
weight challenger, is negotiating
with Promoter Emlie Caaja for
Galerstio to make a tour of
Sout hease Asia wrestling rings
Caaja has offered a guaran.Iee
of $10,000.
6 6 0 .500
5 7 0 417
3 9 0 .250
WORLD FAMOUS
Bell E, Howell
MATCHED
MOVIE EQUIPMENT
voF1J7.84T ,
Bell E. Howell
Complete 0-Pleo•
MOVIE OUTFIT
_
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO TAKE AND SHOW
YOUR OWN HOME MOVIES ... lust sat-sight
-and shoot. Your amazing Sun Dial none
camera takes beautiful color movies the very
first time.
Grant 30.40 Camera SPOil* Cri1 Cartoon
Tripod Screen
Show them in all
their natural, life-
like coax with the
matching Mont-
trey 5 -watt pro-
tector that makes
your movies come
alive with BIG.
SCREEN brillo
SOUL
SCOTT DRUG
WALGREEN AGENCY
Milltatat2MV211
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sa.
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Weddings Locals
Club News Activities
St. Leo's Choir
Honored 1i'ith
Christmas Party
S:. Leo's or et St. Leces
Catielic .Churrh was hanured.
Wednesday. Dececber 11 with a
Chrinnme , party _in _the elkinie._
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jetinson„
bleyfieid Road. _ _
The !seethe was decorated in
the tradetional• Christmas colors.
• Arrangements at mistle toe and
gurn drop trees added to the
colorful decor.
A song fest a Christmas
Imams was led by Ed Fen: an
violin played by Mrs. Ed Fenton.
Piano aocempaniment _by Mrs.
.Chrence Rohwedder.
Games were played and
Chnstiniae gifts exchanged. Mrs.-
Ed Sesackleford was recipient of
the d(se prize.
'Refreshments were served
train buffet table overlaiei with
a Chrietrees, cloth.
Guests' at stik..pary were Mr.
and Mrs Ed Fent.ta. Mr. and
Mrs. • Lee Mahr. Capt and Mrs.
Breen and Mary Leu. Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Rohweddei, Mrs.
Jelin Shr eke Jerry Shrew., Mrs.
Ed Shack•.-e: ire' Robert Br.nk-
"tan. Charies Prunew. Lain
.Winget.\ Ilene Rehweicicier. and
the hest and heestess
• - •
.11rs. Clifton Key •
. Mrs J.Ahn Curtis Hubbard
Program leader ants einee :he eneegernent an1a
C
p-
ircle III preactung. marriage( her sister.I or '"lallMos -E Jaciluni.n Davidsiri0;fart.
Mrs cht, n Key wee ;, -17-302 Owensbere, : • C.ir.ein Ray Boa-
1-s gi or 44 v.-Itu,..i:tte• sAn_. ..Mr. ePs1 Mre ReY-
first Baptist Church. December int 13(i'`1°-- B,.4% Be4a:l'a•
10 at 230 in the afternoon. The ' The weoo.ng • s- : .k
group met in the home 4 Mrs. ' the G̀-'.•'-k1.1 Mel
Fred Ging:es. • Stella. et 3311 inereeon
Deee-misk -r 27 erande
Mrs. Key's subject was '.1estis...11....r. Ow.ixt. Sital:i). and J. C.
. . Of he Worki" Mrs. lie.ociare. Nast:seer. wtii .f'fic:-
• W. Crawford led the open- ale
ing prayer. Dovids,d 0.L•as gra:hinted"
from Wis: War. High Setio(01.-4
Leuers fr rnissienaree is ere west p ana 41;ondi.d
reed by Mesciarnes Carl K.ngins, biorra) state (..„4ege.
K T. Crawf,.rd. and Gr..,:e Mc- afh, .00 id with Sigma. Mph. lo al
Clan. 
murk 4raternaty. The -ider 0
- The devotional. tak
Matthew 2:1-12. was
Mrs. T. W. Crawford.
flegagelnent It/trounced
from :s curreri.ly teeetung nabie
'111.1r- Lem. Owensboro Ky.
Ae• Owensboro City School vs-
die Catney. chairrnan ' the
group. presided at :he nmeting.
The program was cloied with
prayer led by Mrs Grace Me-
CLain.
During the FAJCI.: .3 Air. Mrs.
Gingles served ref reser: :ents tu
erele members
• Mr. Bos-:-..c las Jr-dusted from
Murray State L'alli•ge with a BA
doseee in citeerus.rs-, . May, It.. 5:
He was selected fer Wiles Vele
in American C..1:tges and Via-
verse:es in the L.11 4 1.'16
While at Murray SAVC he as
e. h Tau Kappa Allele
f rkreec fretirrety. and *he de-
bate milted. He is current's el
the staff • at 11"Lesterigton Unit er-
say en Se. Louis and is wurking
en_____hae _Mee:ere Degree there
Frenc f *he c aip:e are in-
veeet • • .•-• :le the cerern
.1 •
li'esleyan Circle
Has Pot•Luck
Dinner ll'ednesday •
. -;-:. W • '-tan Circle of the
Fete . dist Church met in
the ert.i s ‹,a1 halt fir a pot
luck dnner. 'Wednesday. Decem-
ber I 1 a: 6:30. H istesses were
Mrs. Gordon Moudy (and Mrs.1
Built Scott. '
Preeding at the business met4-
ing was the chad-man. Mrs. Jim
Cu...van. Mrs. Jahn Iran was
the :ceder for the Christmas
pr -rem. She was assis:.d by
Mrs Itar n West.
gr am exchanged white
• !cement g.f is enii die meeting
•
er.twAwg•ottwA.g.
TOY SALE
FINAL CLEARANCE
BUY AND SAVE AT
V.
t;m:ilzaitZiat:M.M:=20:4"..:»WArrar....43=g;
BILBREY'S
Sit. 
tti)
%\)‘
P-4 fp1 1*alf \:4417$,#ft
'114
A id
I toe
.••••••
•
•
May the spirit of Chr.sfrras lie in
vour heart zad bring to fell and your family
spiritual happiness That is our w
for a. our many friends for nag and always.
I.
liax IL Churchill Funeral Home
WSCS Of South
Pleasant Grove
Meets Recently
The South Pleasant Grove
WSCS met for its regular. meet-
SOCIAL CALENDAR
1 nre Miee hediet Cherce w i 1 I
meet in the Sunday Soho! roorn
A pot luck dinner will be served
Of the education building at 6:30.
Monday. December 16
The Allce Waters Circle ..4 the
and each member is asked to
bring a $1.00 gift for the Christ-
Mae tree.
• • • •
The Gladys McElrath Business
Wornens Circle will meet for a
dinner and program in the pri-
vate • dining room of the Keat-
ing recenuly at the Methodist lucky
-Church: _
. Mrs. Justine Story, president,
evened the meeting. Minutes The
were read by Mrs. Hester Chart- pewee
ton and the secretary-ireasurer's
report ems teen by Mrs. Festell
G.esch .
Mrs. Frances Erwin and Mrs.
Hill were in *charge of
::e Christmas prograln.
The meeting room was dec-
:-..ited with Chrisunas -colors.
he Worship center was table
covered W•12•1 a scarlet cloth
with the Bible as a centerpiece.
Hells, was laced on the Bible
and An-rounded by candles. The
p.ano was covered with pine
u Aws and Christmas oaLLs.- A
.arge red Santa's . head topped
:he Christmas tree.
Refreshments were served by
Mesdames Myrtle Cooper. Est-
:ter Gouch. arid Ellen Orr.
Mrs. Ivan Guthrie closed the
:1;..t:ting with prayer.
• • •
Airs. Sam Kelley
• Honoree At Stork
Shower Monday
Mrs. Sam Kelley was honoree
at the stork shower given Mon-
day evening. December 9 at the
Murray Electric Building. Host-
esses for the event were Mes7.
dames •George- Steele. Pete 'Far-
ley, Everett Wheeler and Porter
White. . 
.„,
Mrs. Kelley was presented
with a corsage of pink mums
surrounding a tiny wth:e stork.
Gifts were epened by the
honoree and dispiayed on a table
with a large stork serving as
a . cen:erpieee. The hostess pre-
sented Mrs. Kelley with baby
bed.
Games were led by Mrs.
Steele with prizes being won
by Mrs. Larry Parker and Mrs.
ley Leaning.
Refreshments of cake, coffee
and Snits were served by the
hoiltaares to the 35 guests at-
tending the party.
• • • •
ROSI. BUSSO MATCHED-
NEW YORK IP -Lightwe.ght
i'Altenders Pa.,10 Rost and John.
x.y Buse, have been diteched
fer a 0-r -kind TV bout at Mach-
- to Square Garden, Jan 3. This
feint alreeey ere been peatponed
:• -tar eines becsiuse of injures
and ailments 1,, both
Did ey,u know that America'-
first war fatality was in 1773
a: the Bartle id Lexington?
Did you know that the autos
did in 51 sears what it took
17f; t•:ir. to do?
CHANGE SPOTS?-The way Hol-
ly-wood starlet Shirley Jones
leelre here, you hope these are
t eolaird spots that can't be
C. gad. einfersiatiesele
PAIL 
-
fee:awl-Detre: Ann at. &Sal
•
Murray Manufacturing
Club will mete at the
guar. house, Main Street, at Six
o'clock. Hoe.esses are Mrs. Rob-
ert Smith, Mrs. Ohestvr Thurnes
and Mrs. Gilbert Seartisi.
• • • •
Circle IV of the WSCS, First
Meehetest Church, will meet in
the social hall fur a not luck
dinner, at 6:30 in the evening.
• • • •
Tuesday, Dezember 17
The Young Women's Claes of
the First Batiet Church will have
its dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m.
at the Woman's Club House.
Each member is asked to bring
a 92 g.ft.
• • • .•
The Lydian Class of the First
Baptist Church 'will meet the
bourne uT :dm.- B. C. Harris, at
six o'clock, for a dinner %tarty.
Groups III and V are in charge
with Mrs. Mac Tte`FIVIS Tarry
and Mrs. Noble Farris leaders.
Glees will be exchanged.;
• • • •
The Eva Wall Circle of the
Memorial . Baptist Church will
met': a: two o'clock at the home
of Mrs. Crawford Ray', Syca-
more Street.
• • • •
Tek- Chrie-tlan Wemen's Fill-
kw op of the, Firs: Christian
Church will meet at t'he church
at 2:30 p.m. for the Christmas
progrem.
Jo,• • • •
The Murray Assembly of
Raineew far Girls will meet at
the Masonic Hall at seven
Wel. es.
. • • • • •
Wednesday. Deesnibar 18
Th._ St. Scents Episcopal Wt-
mSn's AUX1130PY will meet at
the iiorne of Mrs. Waiter Me-
Chen Woodlawn. at one o'clock.
• • • •
The Altar Society of St. Leo's
Catzeseic Church will have ee
Ches./11as party at 6:34./
The Zeta Department of :he
Woman's Club will spurasur the.r
at the American Legion Hail.
• 0.55
annual chadren's Chreerna.s par-
ty at 4:00 p.m. Menibers are
asked to cat 291 on or ht.:- ie
December 13 to gave ntin. be r
of &Leiden bringing If e•.•-s..-
Butterworth Horne
()pened 1.rnn
I for the ineoting are Meadumes
I J. Lacy Hopson, L. 'K. Pingley,
Lewis C. Ryan, Pal Wallis, Tom
Hewlett rat Miss Madeleine
Lamb.
• • • •
Thursday, Decembetalle.
The 13usines sand Profession-
al Women's Club will have its
dinner meeting at the Murray
Grill (Sue and Chaelies) at 6:30
p.m.
• * • •
The Paris 'Dietric Suzannahis
in FU4,...dt. at 11„,
• * •
'The Tri Sigma Alumni will
meet at theiheene of Mrs. James
Parker, North 10th Street, at
7:30.
• • •
(Saturday, Dece na be r 21.
The United Daughters of the
Confederacy will meet 'at the
Murree Electric Building for a
pot luck iurschevn at 1 p.m.
• • • •
SCHULTZ TO MANAGE
YORK, Pa. ail -Joe Schultz
will manage York when t h e
White Roses return to organized
baseball in the Class A Eastern
League nexe season. Schuirtz, a
fernier catcher with lila St.
Luttla Browns and -.he Pittsburgh
Pirates, managed San Antonio of
title Texas League last season.
MONDAY - DECEMBER 16, 1957
HAZEL FFA
News
The Hazel' Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America
met Wednesday morning, Dec.
11th at 10:30 in the horsy min-
unlike room.
. President, Janice Bucy, opened
the meeting with FHA opening
ritual. A very effective devo-
tional using the Lord's Prayer
was given by Suzanne Curd,
Judy White and Margie Williams.
Mrs. • , Loretta Wy a ft, home
economist tor the West Kentucky
KEA was . the guest speaker.
Mrs. Wyatt gave a very interest-
ing talk and demonstration on
ehristmas lighting and safety.
She stressed - toeing very careful
and planning ahead tot Xmas
decorations. tier attractive deco-
rations were an encouragement
tor those present to make their
own decorations this Christmas.
l'he meeting closed with the
FHA ritual.
Pat Barrow. reporter
STUDENTS PORSONED
SNEEDV1LLE, Tenn. .11' -The
carbon- Monoxide poisoning of
13 high school students during
a bus trip was under inveetiga-
tion today. School audarities
said the youths were ovet eom..
as they traveled to sosinasketba!,
genie. Some were semi-ccnsciou,
when the vehicle arrived at
destination. All were reporter
recovering today.
PAINT OR NO CHMISTMAS-Tom Maxwell, who works till mid-
n:ght as a store manager in Los Angeles, cheerfully goes about-
the sob of painting his house by exten.-;on light in the wee
hours, a job he set for himself because "My wife Marie says she
won't do any decorating kg Christmas until I paint the outside
of the rise....
THE LAST LAUGH
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. ell -
, Thousands of Indiana rabbits
may survive this winter due
to a typographical error. The
bt ate Conservation Department
confessed today that , it issued
250,900 hunting, fishing and trap-
ping licenses which cut one
month off the open season on
rabbits.
Did you know that auto deaths
are now at the rate of 100 per
day?
eepsaRe
PRESTON $300.00
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Wedding RSA, $125.00
Loge enlarged to snow detain
Prices include Fedora Tan
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Grove lIot,teniakers 1
I
The Lynn -Grove Hememakers
met in the Mame a Mrs. Clemil
ButiterWorrh ter the December
meeting with ten members and
.fur vieitors and Mrs. Berle - a
Wristher, Home Demonist rat .••n
Agent. present. . •
Visitors were Mrs. Pearl Jenes,
Mrs. C See:, Beverly .Rogers
and Master Pa'. Lamb. •
The meeting was called to
der by the president. Mts.
Beyin Mut-reek. Miss Olan
tie -device-el, the reading chaimian,
led in prayer.
Mrs. Clifton King read Luke 2.
The president presided ever
the tetteine-e iseekon ane 'rs.
Lie Crake-Meer --gave• a, in-
tesesunig ltsufl (*, making I mei
retractive and tasty. Foed
sbeuM corriplimere each ettii.-"r in
feivue, texture and c
A delicious Christmas ri,nner
f id leaders. Mrs. leetie Craw-
l. rd and -Mrs. Clover L ickhart
veth Mr!, Butterworth *he h t
-0441•IS -assistaig •;414.4 sseiViENC-- -
After the lunch, the itch:orig-
ins of gifts was ereeyed by
Abase present.
I Wiimen's $:3.98
Childreal's $2,75
The January meeting ve:1 be 2
in the home of Mrs. Carl Letk-
hare
• • • •
Stitch 4.1" Chatter
Club Ilas 1.)itiner
Lind Party
h. r•S' itch end Chatter Cub
had l• Chrienees dinner rrar y •
the h -of Mrs. AttXu.s..
W . leon, Thlersy .even.ng, De-
c, rnber 12 at 6:30.
The grim, was served dinner
and Christmas gifts from the
&cremated tree were distributed
lo die members. .
Fullioe-ring the get' exchange,
gr sip played canasta. Ai-
r. riding the Parte were Mes-
(e•mee Cha rle• Mercer. C. 0.
rxhirant. Graves Hendon, N
Mt ',teen, Ve.eler Orr, Grim
Wilson, Hugh Wilein. Breen
Tetley. Rob MeCtiist,n. T
I 41 1; enckv. Robert Smith and
Mil. Wile" hustese.
ee
the Ideal Gift
for every member
of the family on your
Christmas List
Children's
$398
There is a Nile life Slipper for
every member of the family. Vt
our Slipper Department and ch-,•;se
from the largest selection in town.
Von's Slippers- • $3.98 to 38.40
We-non's Slippers-. $2.98 to $6.50
ChilJren's $1.88 to 4.50 Men's
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Light MeterGreen Creek Probes Cheese
News
My but it is cold. All we ‘4•IL
seme snow and we would be
ready for Santa and he wouldn't
know when he got back home.
Nut any bad sickness to re-
spore just a to, cukis.
Mr. and Mrs. Torn Gordon,
Ote Bazzell and Mr. and Mrs.
Houston Miller and Mrs. Jack
Snow helped Mr. and Mrs. Bert
llobeee kill hogs Tuesday.
tEllen Hodges is still
we feeling too good and is
not able to do much.
Mr. Torn Cordons' children
from Illinois spent Thanksgiving
well their parents.
l'here is too much hunting
going on in this part of the
country rand this writer hopes
;here want be any mere as we
11,4 our birds.
4) wish' they would hunt
hawks inetead of the quail. This
writer saw six in one field last
week.
It will not be long until the
Ahoy' -children will have a long
Uhrisernas vacation and they will
certainly enjoy every minute of
;he lime. '
•
MADISON, Wis. --fill— Cheese
makers' impressions of the taste
of their product are no longer
exact enough for uee in reseandh
on ripening.
A report made by two Uni-
versity of Wisconsin researchers,
D. G. Vaicraleris and W. V.
Price. says that a new light-
measuring device called the
"spectrophotemeter" can mea-
sure cheese ripening objectively
arid quickly.
The device detects the arnourts
of two cheese protein fraertiions
in the cheese to tell whether
it is ripening properly.
Our hearts were made sad to
learn of the dearth of Mr. Elmo
Burton. We express our sym-
pathy to the family.
Bert Hodges, Tom Gordon and
Houston -Miller were in Hazel
Wednesday afternoon.
Our peddler, Joe Booker
Adams, made his last trip Tues-
day. Joe and his dad have a
race grocery stare at Midway.
We will sure mists him until
spring, when he will be seeing
us again.
BULL DOG
A is on a note of sincere apprecia-
tiOn that we thank you for your pat-
ronage and wish much holiday joy and
good cheer to you and your family!
t 6 Hendon's Service Station
/111,111MM. ad.
Analyzes Air
Inside Of Orange
RIVERSIDE, Calif. — ftrl —
Explonsition of the atmosphere
inside citrus fruits is helping
packers develop lusher oranges
and lemons for the conteumer.
Dr, Irving Mein of the Uni-
versity of Oallforrektes Citrus Ex-
periment Station is etudyng the
effects of %mires applied to rinds
upon gas exiehange between the
inner fruit and the surrouniing
air. The balance of carbon di-
oxide, oxygen, and nitrogen in
the fruit's inner atmosphere
must be steady or the fruit will
color. Lairs uses a vacuum to
drew a gas sample from the
fruit. Then he analyzes the com-
ponents to judge how waxes ef-
fect the intake at oxygen and
the outgo of carbon dioxide.
Junior Sits Still
For X-Ray On Steed
WASHINGTON — — The
junior cowboy's best friend, the
playroom hobby horse, has mov-
ed into the x-ray lab.
The specially designed steed
held sane-to-five year olds as
they sit for. chest x-nays at the
Army's Walter Reed Medical
Center.
.,Designiel by M/Sgt. Russell
Rankin and built by Clifton
Reirezel of the Army's Service
and Supply division, the x-niy
steed is more luxuriously sad-
dled than the mounts in west-
ern horse operas.
A lead shield is laced in the
back of the saddle tu protect
the youngeters' pelvic organs, an
an adepleation of a film holder is
aerached to the side to simplify
Liking lateral views of the chem.
Children gladly pose astride
;he niyn-galloping muurst, an
tichiewhient with the squirmy
-age group.
Cot. Elmer Ledsnell, chief of
the hosputrel's radiological ser-
vice, has given the bitted his
endiusaistac endorsement, and
more mudelki are to be con-
structed to ruc,e threughuta the
medical center.
Wife Dumped Out
Family Drives On
NORTH PLATTE, Neb.
A women told police here at
she and her husband had an
ergumerit while traveling and
she had intermix( hen he could
take her tags out of the ear
and go on without her.
He did Joe that.
The woman asked police to
help her find her husband,
their %kb ieuictren and their
Invoetseree green Cadillac.
JEWEL INSURANCE
TRENTON, N. J. — —
Deeectave sgt. A. R. Bolen of the
State Police asked owners of
expensive jewelry jto have their
genie photographed. Bolen said
such pictures if on file with
local police, could aid in identi-
cal.° nand rdeuvery in dem of
lose or theft.
•
4
•
At this joyous season of giving
and receiving. we take pleasure
in extending to you our heart-
felt good wishes for a very Merry
Christmas! We hope that you and
all your loved ones enjoy every
minute of this happy holiday!
WIOON Mercury-Ramitler Sales
• : •
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Afternoon And
Saturday Worst
Times For Traffic
CHICAGO —AR— If you want
to stay out of traffic accidents,
don't drive your car between the
hours of 4 arid 5 pen.
According to a recent repent
Issued by Chicago Pollee Traf-
fic Chief, Philip M.eGuire, the
greatest number of accidents oc-
cur during those hours.
The worst day for driving,
according to the report, was
Saturday.
Other facts from the report:
—More men than women were
involved in accidents, alibi:push
it Was pointed out that, more
men drive.
—More ace/diaries involved
peesons between the ages of 25
and 34.
--More accidents were caused
by skilled and serruesicilled work
-ere as compared it, rioneskilled
%waivers.
—About three-quarters of the
persons involved in ,soeidents
had from three to the years
anytime experience.
—In 13 accidents, nothing was
Mt by the cars, but the occu-
pants were injured when cars
hit bumps or stopped quickly.
Barefoot Oldster
Won't Conform
EDGEWOOD, Tex. --dR— A.
A. (Ab) Henderson, 83-year-old
chilesopher of . sorts, goes bare-
foot from springtime to /rest.
The rgged individualist ex-
plained he yen to go shoeless
as a refusal to conform when
one has a desire to do other-
wise.
"It weakens character to con-
form too much." the fanner said
"Al my life I've °untended that
the individual can build up
remittance against nearly any-
thing, including sin.
"Just practice. You take me
going barefooted. I've built up
resnuance against the elements,
and besades it makes you feel
freer not to have your feet teed
up with shoeserings."
Whiteface Mountain
Shrinks Five Feet
WILMINGTON, N. Y. —411—
Whitt face Mountain in New
York State, for many years a
*outlet mecca, has "kid" five
feet in heiigit A recendel com-
pleted survey Showed the peak's
elevution to be 4,887, menPared
with a previous recording of
4,872. Geologists gay the (iron
in height rimy be the riesidt of
the earth's crust shilling.
Mt.. Malley, however, remains
the slate's highest peak with an
elevation of 5,344 feet above
sea level..
Girl's Clothing
Got Too Heavy
OMAHA A container
conituning a girl's clothing was
Domed on the bank of the Miss-
ouri River here and touched off
a seandh for a poseible drown-
ing victim.
The search was dicatelived
however. A check with the girl's
relatives disclosed that the 17-
y -ii ;emit got tiredr 'at
carrying her clothes end left
them on the bank of the river.
AUDITORS
INDIANAPOLIS, Did, —DR_
Indiana State Auditor Roy
Combs is wondering whether
acentain ear thief is in a rut.
Only a short while ago Combs
offered his sympathy to his
predecessor, Cures Radin be-
cause a car belonging to Radin's
wtfe was stolen. Then Combs'
own auto was taken while he
ate breakfast in a downtown
hotel.
The combined shorelines of
Oklahoma bakes are greater
n the Atlantic coastline from
Maine to Key West, Fla., and
the Pacific coastline from Seat-
tle to San Diego.
Jdhn Hanmock, Samuel Adams,
Robert Treat Paine, Paul Re-
vere, the parents of Benjamin
Franklin arid victims of the-
Beaton Itfarsacre are buried in
Boston's Old Granary cemetery.
Railroads ,
Ask Uniform
Time Zones
WASHINGTON —AIR-- Arikr-
lean railroads are unhappy over
the confusion, inconvenience%
and expense caused by the na-
tion's double standard 'of time.
They don't want to side for or
against idayliele-eaving summer-
time, but would like' to see a
tunform, nationwide system put
into operation.
Philip F. Welsh, an attorney
for the American Association of
Railroads, filed a statement with
the House Interstate Commerce
Committee which said:
"When two different standerds
of time are observed, travelers
and shippers are often in a state
of uncertainty about' the time
of train arrivals and departures,
and not infrequently they inns
trains and shipments, and suffer
ether inconveniences."
Costly Confusion
Welsh estimated that the
lack of uniformity in time is
mating the carriers close to a
million dollars annually in time
-table and schedule changes.
-He said legislation is needed
The Methuen (Mass.) Memor-
ial Music Hall was built espec-
ially to house the giant pipe
organ whidh was W.Igibillt a
home when the Boston Music
Hall was torn down.
SAVE
On m en 's suits, sport
coats, topcoats. As East-
ern factories representa-
tive I can save you from
1/3 to 1/2.
Open Nights and Sunday
By Appointmtult.
814 So. 1st Phone 1236
Mayfield, Ky.
te "eliminate the confusion re-
suiting from the existence of
two different measures of time."
The legislation, he said, should
PAGE FIVE
"create for all tune zones duet
ing any given period of the
year either standard or clay-
light-eaviing time."
. MONK'S
Super Service Station
"Quick ... there's still time to fill your Hope Chest!"
says Bob Hope,
star of the "Bob Hope Plymouth Show."
"You've got a date with an angel-your Plymouth dealer!"
says Betty White,
star of "Date with the Angsis."
These great Plymouth TV stars invite you to
$500
l'You might be rich for life-easy as 1, 2, 3!"
says Lawrence Welk,
star of "Top Tunes and New Talenl."
00
Or one of 18 new Plymouths we'll be giving
away along with 450 other exciting prizes!
Think of it! Here's a contest that should make
the winner secure for the rest of his or her lift,-
and it might just be you who collects!
It's easy-just head straight for your Plym-
outh dealer and get a free entry blank. Un-
scramble the seven little puzzles and give us
your own short version of why you'll be money
Hurry to your
ahead in a new Plymouth. And while you're tt
your dealer's, take a good look at the years.
ahead Plymouth.
-11'' you buy a Plymouth during the contest
period and you're one of the top 18 weekly
winners, you:11 get double your money back in cash
immediately. Better get your entry in today!
riPt0a
Spreads a magic carpet
over bumps
SIE0
TNRA
IRO
ANSWER (YOu II get the easy clues
at your Plymooh dealer s)
SAMPLE MONEY-AHEAD
FEATURES ruzzLe
dealer today! '
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% I can 1,cate him,' "-Mrs. Presley
,t?..
I 
,
NTRY BLANK'''. 
/ , Long-distance Calls
I t hristmas Decorating Contest Tegas
t giaen collect long-distance calls
ts, . • - . Florida and Calia
i 
g
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Presley
Shudders As
Phone Rings
B. HUGH ROBERTSON
Un red Press Staff Correspondent
MEMPHIS. Tenn. Get-
ng r 'n nill sinter Elvis
Presley n the tclephnne is just
equivalent to ellnabing
M am: Evert-at—his number here
anta oil and sail!, two or
It fra-n&s are let in on the
But • while Elvis is at peace
i
ii DOORWAYS
I P CTL RE WINDOWS
i TO THRILL THE CHILDREN
! APARTMENTS
/ 0
ii
le I 's: A.ME _ _
Fl i
IC 1 ADDRESS  
:
• in n.s new ly-icqurd 5 Itehern,
• mansion. 31 , htr Presley.
fam:laa are finding thritaselves
Inras4ed
The calls are maatly from
.cen agera, but older Llks try
O. fl HICh wth the singer,
' too.
"Being Vila !Ira Prt aay in the
teleavane ta alt. I a.:i arge
Mare of :II? ear:." M. A. W.
' Presley said.
-Even ituan the ca tier is con-
sanced Elvis draessil- live here.
the party insiats tyliu are prob.,-
• Mrs. Presto) sod she has even
...a., know Elvis is there," she said.
— M James T. Presley said the
number of calls aren't what
nev used to be.
. „ "1he4- would ring my number
.-- lenat once a night.- he saitl
- and would often wake zr_e up
a: 2 or 3 a.m.-
)/ -I cart always tell when Elvis
in Memphis because. talc calls
fe, -sari coming in attain."
Mrs. H. P. Prosleynnks
— 0, Elvis "ought _ to put up with
atiat we other Presley!. hove to
leismatmeta :.-vIIIMIRLIPRIMESIRSKEIRS•aliaavalatralaicilnIMIERTIPs - .71 i,U7 „L„ up
It isn't 90 beak, when the
era are nice or dont call in the
early morning humus. she said.
I (kin't have anything asthma
the boy. but I do wish there
was some way for hi- callers to
I.
Season's best wishes
I'
- 1.
and may you count
Ph r•ie
E
this Christmas among your
very happiest....
4
may its spirit long dwell
in your home and your heart.
40.4
•
PARKER POPCOR CO.
call him and nut me."
Potatoes Sprout
Tomatoes In
Midwest State
BELLEVUE. Neb. — — Na-
ture not only played .tricks in
LeRoy Hunefeld's Allard= but,
also compired to rob him of
his claim of having something
uraque.
Hunefeld,faand a pntato Wont
in his garri.-n had FpricSed to-
ma•oes.
ar.oner had he rev tied
the fact than a airrukar repart
was made by Darwin Patter of
nuar Valley. Neb.
Neither rr...n could explain
why.
RULE SANTA CLAUS — Santa
Claus, Indiana, that is. lion-
orary mayor is 11-year-old
Heide Fowler (upper) of Dal-
hart, Tex., and honorary polkas
chief is 8-year-old Brenda Lou
Scott (lower) of Albion,
They, won Santa Claus' annual
letter contest, limited to chil-
dren 12 years of age or young-
er born Christmas or ChrLst-
mas Eve. (International)
Athletes Do
As Well Either
Hot Or Cold
SANTA BARBARA. Calif. —
V— The warm-up period long
thought to be an. assist to ath-
letes has' been sShown to have
no value. The -cold" athletea
did just as well as the "warmed
up" one.
Even in specific test activities
the warm-up did not tielp. Fur
speed, the athferes were requir-
ed to ride onatenthr mile on a
bicycle ergometer; for strength,
to throw a softball the maxi-
mum distance; and for accuracy,
te scare as many aucceas.
basketball free throws as possi-
ble in ten tries
In all. 360 tests were tried
by the researchers, but no pro -I
that warming-up increasas
:he three abilities was found
Method Overcomes
Difficulty In
Languages
l'El'ERBOROUGH. N. H.
-. Educators here report _ex-
cellent results with an experi-
child ren who are .hanalicapped
by inability to learn reading.
Writing and spelling as quickly
as other subjects.
R..beia J. Filbin, helping
teaching in the office of Su-
- perint cadent of Schiliols Lester
B. Badger. said about 10 per
cent of otherwise normal school-
age youngsters suffer horn what
is termed a aspeetiic language
Fibin said the disability in
no way indicates an intelligence
'lack. But he said this type of
child often is ambideierous and
s arsotim stutters ur has some
atAer impediment, such as re-
versing 1.V0 Ms like "was" and
Cautious Approach
The technique used to. teach
:lase youngsters here was de-
volaped by Anna Gillingham of
Branxville, N. Y. Filbin said the
system stresses an ttalphabaric
approach."
"We begin by teaching the
children a feav letters compris-
, ing one or two short vowel
sounds and camianants that
have only unequivocal sounds
and forms which do not become
another letter if reversed (as b
and dl," Fllbin said.
"When these letters are known
by their names and sriunds they
I am be made into words — syn-
thetic pronics." he said. "Slowly
new letters and letter combine.
lions are introduced and new
worcia are added and finally
used in sentences.
"These specific Language di-
ability children respond to this
type of intaruction readily and
develop..skill in reading, writing
and spelling which they /night
not cin if instructed cahervaise,"
he added.
Usual Method For Most
iFiltxn Srtre9sed that only "ap-
proximately" 10 per cent of the
Peterboraugh students are given
the special instruction and that
ahe re an receive the usual meth-
ad of instruction used in most
American schooks. The United
Press reported erroneously in an
curlier disparach that 90 per cent
Delightful Concert .( the Poterbonitagi atudenta
Is Commended
MADISON Wig. "Die
Lou Claire atate college acapel-
Ia which serenaded the
State legislature in March got
abrupt treatrnera by :he state
asserriblyin the day before ad-
journment.
Included among 38 bills and
rev,hits.s, le.iilked by the law-
maker- in .thei ru.sh to adjaurn
was a sersaitta-approved res.•ka-
tion c.rnrnending the m.xed
gr- 'upj r an Lou Claire far its
ghtful concert "
Goy. C. William O'Neill of
Ohl was la.rn on Valenane's
Day..
were profiting from the new
instruction system.)
Temdhera from other coriununt-
ties 'have been insited toiit
an a aeries of "in-eervice-train-
ing-meetings" heid weekly. Fil-
bin said the expenmentral read-
ing pri.grum has produced fa-
vorable reaction from visitors
from 'many attla)al Y- ateffls
thriaighout New England.
CAR VS. SEAR
Fire Chief's Death
Causes Collection
SACRAMENTO — t — The
badge of a fireman killed In
the line of duly caused his son
to start one of the nation's lar-
gest collections of firemen's uni-
forms and Milian-lent.
Jack Henry was killed in. 1922
righting a theater blaze. His
widow kept his budge for their
non, Jack Jr., then less than a
year old.
Now young Jack is a fireman
in ha own right—chief of the
Arcade Fire Department. Ansl
1 For More Leisure
MONDAY 
his father's badge • but which
mama started n eaesseat until
about three years agb, includes
iterns from 40 ,asatians. It. has be-
gun overflowing the large trunk%
he uses for storage.
The ways in which Henry
gathers additions for his collec-
tion are various. He writes notes
to tiregn embassies in the Uni-
ted States. keeps on the track of
U. S. foreign service officials
and trades with other collectors
of firemen's articles.
His latest acquisition was two
fire lielrnots from behind the
Iron Curtain. He said he had
been trying for years. The hel-
Christmas is a happy season of
giving, and receiving, of good
times and good cheer. Here's
k ishing you all its pleasures.
I)Ef'El1111Elt Ili, 1957-
mets arrived from Poland by
way of a U.- S. official in War-
saw.
Henry's collection includes 50
helmets, •15 complete uniforms,
350 badges and 250 iniscel4andll
t5OUS pieces. The oldest is a uni-
form from Eureka. Nev., which
bears the date 1872.
The museum in trunks has
antique hose nozzles, leather
buckets, lantern.s and brass hel-
mets from the British Isles. lie 11
said the English are the erabaest
people of all to deal with.,
A mare problem Air Henry is
finding trantdators for the maib
he gets.
Christmas if holy season: a
time to worship and rejoice.
May its deepest spiritual mean-
ing. bring you peace and joy.
MILLER FUNERAL HOME
• HAZEL, KENTUCKY
•
•
NORWICH. N. Y. —RI—
noy Janes vainly tried to swerve
his ear but it struck a 250 -
pound bear. The bear stood up,
stared at J, RIM and rrenped oft
The :et fender of Jones' oar '
was crumpled.
reeti
Have a wonderful holiday time, friends and
neighbors! Here's hoping that your Christ-
mas will be the merriest and brightest ever.
MIMI\ OIL COMPANY
and Freedom From Washday Worry
send your laundry to
Boone's
SHEETS, PILLOW CASES and TABLE CLOTHS
STARCHED and BEAUTIFULLY IRONED
TOWELS SOFTLY FLUFF DRIED
Everything Washed
Hospital Clean
to protect the health
of you and your
family.
LADIES DRESSES, BLOUSES and SKIRTS
IMMACULATELY IRONED!
Men...
Your are dressed up in
a Boone laundered shirt,
sri.w white and perfect-
ly ironed. Starched as
you like them (medium
heavy, or no starch.-- -
3 Types of Laundry Bundles For Your
Convenience and Budget
DRY WASH • FLUFF DRY - FAMILY FINISH
Items can be selected in the dry wash and fluff dry to be
ironed. •
SAME DAY SERVICE ON 'REQUEST
(In by 9:00 - Out by 4:00)
Each piece of your laundry persoruilly inspected by Mrs. Ezelle is your
guarantee of satisfaction.
Save On
Cash and
Carry!
PHONE 234
SEND YOUR LAUNDRY TO
BOONE'S Phone forPick-up and
Delivery
Service
SOUTH SIDE OF COURT SQUARE
k
4
•
•
•
•
a
.411•410wirie.. Weis-
'EMBER in, 1957.
arrived from Poland by
of a U. S. official in War-
mry's collection includes 50
tets, -15 oomplete uniforms,
badges and 250 mist-ellen.
pieces. The oldest is a uni-
trim Eureka. Nev., which
s the dale 1872.
le museum in trunks has
tile hose nozzles, leather
tets, lentern.s. and brasis hel-
; from the BritLeh Isles. He w,
the English are the (sasiest
)le of all to deal with. ,
rtajor problem tor Henry is
trig translators for the mailb
gets.
is 0 holy season', a
orship and rejoice.
'pest spiritual mean-
vou peace and joy.
)ME
LE CLOTHS
fRONED
JSES and SKIRTS
IRONED!
in
rt,
ct-
as
tm
)r Your
/IILY FINISH
fluff dry to be
lUEST
Mrs. Ezelle is your
• Phone forPick-up and
Delivery
Service
IF COURT SQUARE
V.
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-FOR SALE
F::F-SH FISH. Leonard Wood, 1
on Coldwater Road. Phone
ah7-M. Open feint noon during
k days, all day Sat. J1C
- 
WOK! Ten Alum storm win-
with Alum screen and one
$189 installed. We alSo
nave the triple track.14., cerven
paytnent. Up to 38 months to
Home Oomfor• Co., 18th and 3 USED Typewriters in excellent
Main Street. Pb .403.. D17C condition. You can get any of
6 BEDROOM house on North
17th St. Write Cody' Bray, 6718
1 
Bluth Karlov Avenue, °wee.)
29, Ill. D17C
GET YOUR fireworks at Joe
Dills Store in Model, Tenntsee.
D17P
MODERN log cabin on Sledd
Creek Kentucky. Lake lot 45.
Write R. C. Cauer, 427 Minerva
Pace, Paducah, Ky. D19C
CROSc;WORD 111'72LE0 ACROSS
1-Carols
4-Collect
11-One invaded
with vitittious
authority sii.1.1. fly12- 'truth. 46 IN.,..,..lie14-Teutonic. it. y pronoun1:i-Twial "48 LauctiongIT-Additional :,.. - I.Aoltela-l'one for 51- Yes el-- porirtilt . :.3-1I5 withEn-thurs by water 55 suit yuti
nation IA Weirder
IIIII.lernell I 511 -surpoo•24 -1411.11 iil o red 61 -1.euxe.allih. DIsinvrs, are 62 - Sioriii...1 
hr...mr 28-A alut• t•libr I
2.5.-- Imilior DOWN31 -Cossea Into
view I- ro,ilintred
33 Menial Iota,. •• tory15-Sectleity 2-King of-tin/than
•
4k• I kids
34- J
42 Ishr. e toaql
CI- PIA, I hi.m•
45- 1: .01
MI
Mil711111II
* F AMR
allMil
. i a -
•R24Frill NMI
illiiklim
..
• ,
ill
- IIII
JIM
MO4flR"
Mill
SW
Mil
Eill
111111
IIII 1111 
•''
hIll
•••• •• Lan. I/••.• ••••••••••
Arco or to Sato•eri..• Pout.
3-Ottnourk
4-South African
&Meiotic.
5-Strip of teethe,• I-- Hebrew mono,1-Parent teollou
11-Wearicra
11-C•aa•
la--Calm
11-Remains at
ease
13-Teary
16-River In Africa
21-Young shins
12-Pilfer
25-Flitiehed
27-Iroquoian
Indians
30-Singing vole*
3.-Organ of the
body
34-King of thy
Huns
34-1.1ft
37-conjuncilon
31-Thlek Mies
40--Coupled
41-Lance
44-intyndatel
47-Fat her
49-Jog
52-Metal fastener
54-Compass point
57- Loll,,
eonitirictIon
ilibbel
GU-Prefix: down
a good price.'
Taken in on trades on new
these three for
typewriters. Ask for Greene Wil-
son. Office Supply Deot , Ledger
and Times. D21nc
HOUSE, 4 large rooms, side and
back porches, 2 acres land at
Lynn Grove. Price $4,000. Con-
tact Loyd Tucker, 401 S. 13th
Street. D21C
STUMPED on that Christmas
gift? Visit the Office Supply
Department of the Ledger and
Times. Wonderful gift items that
are practical too. D21nc
AVALLA13LE NOW. Smith Co-'
rona portable typewriters. Five,.
aiffirent colors. A gift that will
be good for years ti come. Office
Supply Dept. uf the Ledger and
Times. D21 nic
01IIMM
NOTICE 1
FOR TOYS, hobby - craft and
h iusehoild gifts, shop Starks
Hardware "Where parking is 'no
problem." 13th & Poplar. Phone
1142. TF
WE WANT to hire some help.
Boys 10-14, honest, dependable
and willing to work. Edward
Perry, tileine 1659-J. Jimmie
Williams, phone 1103 or call 55.
TF
BRITS Gun Repair. Antique
guns rebuilt and repaired. Most
al. parts available. Foreign and
anique ammunition available.
Nickel plating. Lasneurr Britt,
214 North 13th Street. Phone
155-W. DRIP
ALL WOOLS $2.49 yd. Suede
flannel for ri bes and Shirts 29e
yd. Bates 6.4 (one
week only). Aeinzhan.s 3 yards
$1. Greendield ilthetea, Hwy. 94.
D16P
ELIZABETH SEIFERT'S NEW NOVEL
he Doctor's Husban
C 1957 ti Elizabeth Seifert. Reprinted bypermission of the novel's publisher.
Dodd. Mead & Co. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.
Teary tlihena
•• ri. • hue
is 3t Louis • Imre IS • rUneee
re...) us 101174 to marro Dr.
oi Loien 4enior he.ident at,
epitog Memos tells rracy of
,i.apny dist niairiagr and asks.
be his .,le 'She set epts
....drrn Ian in tn.
Dr (3 Common eminent au-
,10 aliesrms Alan Is the of-
., ee Howard Nisriet end Ot
R.gers Trocir is to oe assist-
.ftilderit at iltr•ri • The am-
Miclhael .hoye ',streets are
.itby rents SP I , penstr• apart-
•.t
ftogr.i • .1111 II. 11/11. K1WV aUre-lag ..to, rot the couple. and
• ilbey •••• .t Mil Carol Rainer.s• On oliin.i• Sb. InClampoi tees
1 baps 111 • widow
two sm.:, Ougdren rhe next
%Ir. Rem." cilia a: Michael's
forget that a•
are la se ha tie'it marriage
that aftereomi and is furious
.. fiery to lasts. that..cep the appotatm.ot On dor wayI.e. M from the irons, bureau. Ill-chaes breaks their lhaner date to
or 11 Mir looney and nor children.
A p.amus Tracy returns to duty. Twoii..,. wet Mk Imes takes Tracy todome, and asks that tke weddinxbe
t..situtned Tracy .refuses. Ti.. next▪ ..e,on friary receive. • Imre'so.., from Carol Rainey. Mrs Raineytie , to get Tracy to peptpone the
but Tracy amity refuses-ro•II though the zonniviag blonde
1.1/..t that stie may mettles. seeingMI ...lel alter he marries Tracy MI-
A , I rind Ti,.. y are married and have
• f14111 on {hell wedding sight MI-, tool walks out The next day whilewaiting fur Michael to drive her heek
',en. Tracy decides to qt.) a, lit
It, marriage and sieve, let an int
know what ha• happened.
CHAPTER 12
AT FOUR, Michael's rar drew
up before the cottage; she
took her- bag, her purse, and went
out to It. On the drive back to
the city, she sat beside tom. Once
he asked het when she went on
_ tild.X-And she answered, not sulk-
ing. not tinnsed In tone. but lip
as she would have angwered
a question from a taxi driver ..
courteously pleasant.
Fle drove the car into the base-
tnent garage, and thresijook the
-elevator up to the apartment_
There the first thing Michael did
was to pick tip the phone and
locate them each to the hompital
switchboard.
He put the phone down, then
turned to look at her.
Now heti say he's sorry,
thought Tracy, pnd then I can
. .
But-"Since we both recognize
the Importance of appearances."Tracy,- was what he said, "it will
be necessary for us to maintain
the outward signs of our mar-
riage. I'll make it as early for you
Its I can. We're both disappointed
in the way things nave gone. I
.1m sure I can count on your good
tiste rind discretion to conceal
ihe situation from others." He
good gazing at hes, for a minute,
then went past her and into the
heilroom.
ik Unbelieving, idle stood where"she Was and watched him take
sis clothes from the closet and
• .irrv then, Into the small room
the hall. lie was moving
the maid's room' Ile Insde
loyoqi trips, methodienily. neat-
ly lie emptied his half of the big
6
•
riosst, tri,n took ius Uillega nom
the drawers of the chest ard from
the shelves In the bathroom.
When lie naa final:lea. she went
Into the oesir ems eeeee I I ma
Closed the door She looked at he
key :n its lock Out did not touch
IL Feeling • nundreid years Old.
she ensilage; into a thin dress,
unpacked net bag. and put ner
Clothes away.
Before she was finished, W-
ehrle! called to her. "I'm going to
the hospital to check on a couple
of things. Good-bye."
Tracy said good-bye.
He returned at eleven. Tracy
heard him come is, and turned to
look at the clock beside her bed
to determine the time.
The next morning when she
came Into the living room, he was
there before lier, reading the pa-
per. He glanced tip and got to his
feet_ Tracy flushed. "Should I
make breakfast ?"
"Coolness, so! Why should
you? it will be much easier for
both of us to get it at the hos-
pital. In fact, I don't think any
regular meal-getting Is indicated,
with the hours you keep ..."
So they began their "married
life."
So they continued it. Michael
acted his part as well. So the face
they presented to the world was
all it should be, or near enough
that no comment was excited. A
friend or two laughed about the
Lorena determination not to act
or look 'Lite newlyweds, but no
one suspected the truth.
AS the days passed. Michael
and - retwy fettled down into a
relationship that was a great
deal like that of a brother and
sister living together, not liking
each other too well but managing
to adjust themselves to one an-
other's hours and tastes and little
faults.
And 
A 
so the weeks went by, and
sine months. Work filled
Tracy's life, and she supposed it
did for Michael. His work-or
Carol,S metimes they talked to each
other about their work. That, and
items of hospital gossip, were
their only subjects of discussion.
Sometimes they became deeply
interested in their discussion of a
ease
Sometimes they disagreed
sharply, feeling a genuine relief
In being able to argue with each
other, if only on the subject of
whether s doctor should tell the
mother of n cerebral palsied child
that the baby. would never walk.
Gradually Tracy lost her acute
hurt over the outrageous things
e had said to her on their wed-
ding night in her growing con-
cern about Michael as a doctor.
He did not seem to consider the
personal angles to a ease at all!
Saying that he was a specialist,
with the connotation of glottal-
was not the answer. lie
worked in an office headed by
Dr. O'Connell, an authority in his
••••
'field. but no One ever tree, a ,
:ntiniati .nu r
a case than did the great atici.•
lit-
01 course Tracy was not lap-
py. ano sne Min r look weu Mi-
chas] oegan to .vatcti ner, a ti.
genuine concern in nis aark eyes
One evening he watched net chile
as they sat together in the- iiv•
1ng MOT, reading, and not talk-
ing.
-Tracy?' said Michael's deep
voice.
She thought he would say that
he was going out ''tor • few min-
utes." So, without looking up
from her magazine, she said only,
"Year"
"I think you should get a di-
vorce now."
She terked. and the magazine
slipped from her nands to prawl
in a spread of color upon the car-
pet. "What?" she asked, unbe-
lieving.
raid that I would give you
a divorce. You have grounds. and
I think you should attend to it"
His voice cold that he waa sorry
for her.
"But I can't do that. Michael."
"Why, of course you can We
can't go on forever [hie way!"
She rubbed her finger tips up
througt her hale "No-" she said
again. "I mean, divorce Is impos-
sible. I'd never do a."
He leaned toward her, his face
puzzled. "For religious reasons?"
"No, I think divorce is permis-
sible under certain conditiens.
But for us- divorce isn't the
answer, Michael It would be the
easier Way. but it would solve
nothing. In your other marriage
all it did for yoU was to let ,du
forget Laura enough to get your-
self tangled up with her proto-
type. If you had worked at your
first marriage-'."
"1 couldn't have married you "
He broke off, realizing what he
was about to say, and he flushed.
"Yes," he said more gently, "1
know-"
It was the nearest they had
come to that sort of talk. And,
that night. before Tracy could
say any more, Michael put his
hands on his knees, got to his
feet, and walked out of the apart-
ment.
So-life went on. and Tracy
worked hard in an effort to en-
dive It. She kept long hours, glad
that they let her be away from
the apartment. She leaned upon
her work, deriving from it every-
thing that her life with Michael
failed to give her: companionship,
pride, and reassurance.
If Michael was not ready to
let her do anything at all with
their marriage, she would put her
entire effort into her career. And
so she worked-hard.
But It Was not enough-for she
still loved Michel, and frustra-
tion atalked her constantly, a
lurking beast always ready to
pounce.
(To be continued) , ‘s.
WILL DO washing and ironing
in my n,,Ine. Satisfaction guar-
anteed Reasonable rules. Phone
1723. D18P
- 
i SERVICES OFFERED
0EACI STOCK removed free.
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
Tankage Cu. Prompt dery ice 7
days a
collect,
week. Call long distance
Mayfield 433, Qnion Cit.
AN;
WILL DO ironing in my home.
Satisfacoon guaranteed. Phone
1913. Dlenc
Female Help Wanted
MAIDS. A-I New York homes,
live-in To $240 monthly, tree
room. board, fa-re adv a neld . Gem
Agency, 35 Lincoln, Roslyn
Heights, New York. ITC
FOR RENT  1
2 BEDROOM house, available
now Ryan Ave. Glinde Reeves,
phone 184-W. D16P
5 ROOM House north of Lynn
Grovee, See Fay Woodworth. Va
mile north of Alm° Heighits, left
first
s
road. D16P
4 ROOM HOUSE with hall, bath
on first floor. Two rooms up-
stairs. Nswly decorated. Avail-
able Dec. 16. 304 S. 3rd St. Call
F. E. McDougal. 1118-R. D18P
Fins. Opportunities
MAN or WOMAN. Notion-al firm
nieciS an operator to service a
cigarette machine route. Estab-
lished. Part or full time will net
you from $200 to $600 monthly_
Dependability, honesty and capi-
tal (secured) $1600 to t2800 will
qualify you for an interview.
Please write to Sheridan Enter-
prises, 711 W. Lake St., 509 Cal-
houn Bkig., Minneapolis 8, Minn.
ITC
I LOST & FOUND
LOST: Black and brown beagle
dog 2 months old. Reward. Joel
Evan.s, phone 2156 or 1814.
DISC
Women Fatter
But On Outside
are fatheads, but on them it
books guest.
Phis is one finding of a
acierstaftc study made by Dr.
Gam, associate professor of an-
thr pology at AM iuch College,
Yelenv Sirrinigs, Ohl°.
Dr. Garn based his conclusions
on a study of 81 men, age 40
and 107 women, age 39. He con-
cluded that men have more fat
in heir heeds than women.
Gem's study was part of a
continuing research project on
fat, its effect on metabolism and
growth.
His -guinea pigs" in the exo
penmen! were from the south-
ern Ohio area. -
For women who want to lose
some of their Set, Dr. Gern'e
advice is not to lose too much
weight at once. Airrailid initial
loss of weight won't bring de-
sired contour .ettang.
-'We may be fatheads," he
staid, "but we like you just the
way you are." 
•
Another weighty ounickislon
the duet& reachd in his survey
is :hat women are 41 per cent
than men. Nearly one
totrithe-ed female weigh. is fat.
vs .1.11 men, tat aco,,unos tor about
.,ne-faXtih a the total weight.
••1:'s obvious women have more
outer Hat," Dr. Garn pointed oust.
"ittis you can see. mrakes bite
more in.eresoing."
On Use OiinetT hand, the "in-
ner fat" that nan't ue seers on
men may be shortening their
Lives and eneangenog tu-nr
"Women are like polar bears,"
Gaol said. "They have an outer
fat whit serves as inatlat.or..-
Then he theur:zi.d li.ot it alai.
be :het, fat on women-on the ,
outside #rid at a bower temper-
ature-incteases their life span.
The Destructive Termite
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
- Licensed & Insured -
Sam Kelley
Phone 441
KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL
DAY & NITE CAFE
OPEN 4:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
SPECIAL PLATE LUNCH
Meat, 3 Veg and
Dessert 60°
CAT FISH DINNERS
750 to '1.25
'/z-doz. Fried OYSTERS
850
EXCELLENT
Roast Beef - Chops
Steaks
SPECIAL BREAKFASTS
and SUPPERS
DAY AND NITE CAFE
EAST MAIN STREET
rsAriEv
. : CuPER-
i..1A.RKET SURE IS
U P - TO-DATE
+1-1-f-tri
•
f7)R71
1.
••••••,..
•
YOU
SA ID
IT--
auirboob And
allooli
(Art"WV-
Nor, Siam
141
LOOK AT
AUNT FRITZ:
AT THE
CHECK- OUT
COUNTER
410%
II di!
AMIE an' SLATS
IT TOOK A TEAM OF VERY
EXPENSIVE DETECTIVES TO
TRACE YOU TO THIS SHABBY
SHANGRI LA NOW LET'S
PACK UP AND GO I ‘11.4HOME-roceno z
• ,
- .
' ABNER
Mem.
•
Rrad The Ledger Sports Page
Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St. Phone 262
•
ETU
Just a friendly message
to thank you for your patronage
and ..ish you and your loved ones a
holiday season full of
friendship, good cheer,
good health .ind rnua happiness!
Dowdy & Gardner
YOU F vr_:"\I GET
A St\J4:P OF
SMELLING-
SALTS WITH
THE TOTAL
t'.5.35P• - A'. • ••••k •••••
Ce /91.1.• 1.4••e .••••  1,4.00
••••
(jt f-,',ijlJT A
It TOLE Yr /s.H 11.tar
(-?•E U"..; LES HE
- <ELA1 I..4 RED"ff
AN T ̀,10U C2Ot NO
FtEiPECT? IT IS A
WELL-KNOViN
THAT CNN' V:: \.1
ALWAYS TELL THE
 -1 TRUTH?!
1.*
D-X Service
N. 4th and Pine
by Ernie Buslimiler
d fl•
ANYMORE CRACKS
OUT op yOtj AND, I
SWEAR, I'LL STOP
ACTING LIKE A
SISTER AT  
ALL, *ND-
AND- AND
WHAT?
(BUT, THIS CORPSE ISMAKIN' 130f..S YO.7IT'S PRO5LY LAFFIN' UP
ITt.SLEEVE RIGHT NOM!
1DOKIT TH' SNEAKY SMILE
ON ITS FACE!!
by Raeburn Van Buren
WASH /NY HA'
AND TURN ',CO OVER TO 
.JS OF YOU
THE POLICE,'
Ii 0,Ni511itin
by Al (app
(LADY -1-HAT IIhKAPPY LOOK 05 A RAT
WHO HAS CON1E.CLEAN,
AT THE-5 101i.t-END.F.r.
co ey F.AIc--eory FADE D- Co Fh E
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against tyranny, the reitlization '
by some neutral citizens that
freedom is everyone's fight. It
also had a competent cast —By WILLIAM IEWALD .Elliott Nugept. Walter Abel, %-United Press Staff Cierrespeadent Rathbonk, Ann Harding. ,NEW YORK RP — It was back But like so many Kraftee-en Si re 18 that "Wagon Train." fizzled.
an - NBC-TV excursion, began There is an air of cheatrekking out from the Midwest about each -Kraft Theatre," an.erevard the promised land. Cali-
fornia. 
atmosphere of insurrifient re-1 'Mr. and Mrs. Cardis James
Well, here it is almost Chris- 
hearsals. dull staging, choppy.' and daiighter. Cherye of Michi-
writing. I suspect the limpness gan hive been visitirez relativesmas and that darned wagon et the show is not so much in ay andeittended churchtrain still is .bogged down in the fault of its creative per- at K:rksey, Sunday.Indian country. Ward Bond and sonnet, but rather of its coin- Mr:. Jneuma Weight of UnionRobert Horton. the two gun- paratively.meager budget. City. Tenn., formerly of Stellatoting eentlemen who run the
. TV in Review
& TIMES --- Mi'RR A Y. KENTUCKY
• working out Meek points here
and there and geeerally leiloring
she story to his ideas.
Waited Foe Right Cast
"There I was, doing my part
in World War II and thinking
about the Civil War." he said.
-I When took the script with me.
"It's a Western drains which
stems from the war, and I think
hos every element necessary
er a good story. dt ootnibines ru-
mance, paternal love and vio-
lence., I wantesl have WO
KIRKSEY-
Route 2
News
was in Murray General Hospital
train. are filming more trouble. for three or four vereks withgetting out to the West Coast The channel swim: an eteecteci kidney. Wish forher
-thAntelgPlamee.C1I411414.s.Bleeerslaisee•0414PoOdelilleir4Sersigealilllye-er-
trooklyn 'Dodgers. TV quality show, will call it ecerge Carnell has been on_,__--. • cities after its Feb. 16 outing. • . 'he sick list with a cold and"Kraft Theatre" is a terribly Rita Cam and Hume Cornell rheumatism. • • .
irritating shcw. Week after isreelee have been added to the cast M•es Brenda Young, daughterit promises so much, but delivers of The Bridge of San_ Luis of Mr and Mrs Martin Youngso little. . Rey." a CBS-TV spec set for was married to Wilburn Wyatt
, . 
Wednesday night's drama en Jan. 21. recently. Mr. Wyatt was em-NBC-TV was typical. The play Kate Smith looked much shier played in Texas and they willhad a nereic theme — the fight mer an Wednesday night's -Patti--- make their home there.cf a few in an . •cc• in! ed country Page Show" — a v, ell-designed Mrs. Sam Christenberry is real- 
—„"--- sick at her home near West Fork
--- 
•
\
.111.1=.1••••••••••
of the season,
we send to you
our greetings
and good
wishes for a
hristmas
rich in
hope, peace
and
lova.
•
Scottie's Shell & DriNe-In
A s
Oa
A A Si
We wish you joy at Christmas.
May its true deep meaning
light your way to peace
and contentment.
With faith as your guide, with love
in your heart may you be
ricgly blessed throughout
the coming year.
Murray Lumber
Company
church.
Mr and Mrs. Edd Dillingham
from Dawson Springs. Ky.. visit-
ed his uncle. A. V. Farless and
Mrs Farless over the weekend.
Sorry to hear of the death
of - Mr. Clayton Ray who died'
suddenly at his home in Stella
a few days ago. Our sympathy
SCRAP 40-HOUR WEEK? — No,
UAW President Walter Reuth-
er tells the AFL-CIO conv(n-
tkin in Atlantic City. N J.,
"Longer hours must first be
worked in Washington before
. Detroit, Ettsburgh and
other industrial centers " Scrap-
ping of the 40-hour week was
proposed by Senator Lyndon
Johnson ID , Tc,as. as a means
of overcoming RIIS-41.1.S niisile
leud. I late, ,iationait
FREE ENTERPRISE
LONVON RP — Restaurant
owner: Leslie Romain_ was doing
a .thriring special delivery service
•
, • •
t.
By RON BURTON ;
tinned Press Staff Cori-caw:m(111one
1
 
HOLLLY WOOD —dr — You
jute can't always time tfiese
:hinge.. said producer Samuel
Geldwyn. Jr. That's who "The
Proud Rebel" will wind up be-
tween -The Sharkeighten;" and
"The Young Lovers."
It's been a tang haul, accord-
ing to Goldwyn, who first want-
ed .to make the movie during
Werki War II. Hewever, at that
erne he was. se:nee-Prat preeccu-
el a _saa,..-infaneee _lieutenant
`i."--niec-1 Nte !trients r, prciduce
3 NATO doceenerstary, "AHianee
f •r reaee."
The. reason k's in production
- erne's- ra maeer if Chine*
sehedoeng he .ii, He had been
. wen'inst to c'a" 'he oiceire abeut
about he Oivil War period some
time when two to,) O. a rS sud- I
(seedy becam 'era:lable. That'snets
why he's ring ahead new—
er-ill All Ladd and Olivia de
leavillend ars ce-seers of "The
Proud Rebel."
Gokiwyet fire obtrained the
Jemea Bdward Gran' original
teerv. hem his" Pa TTIPJUS father.
G-ldidyn, Sr. He reeieed mans
cders to seal the tale and spent
-I-M3 of time—when he had it—
goes nut In the family. on chicken today as a result while in Europe during
Mrs John Story hal a stroke of a gimmick he discevered, near in polishing Idle scTi161
and was carried 'to the Murree Romain found that the letters
Haspeal recently. c-h-i-e-k-e-n: on the combine- -
Motorists BlankMrs Bet ie Jones of near' lion letter-and-number dial tele-
ieerltsey visited her cousin. Cora • phone system correspond to 18eOn Own LicensesCztrne:1 one. dav last 
. 
week.: 
i
rnber•r•hiserek2536."
Mrs  'llota Fails-se is or. the ctateed
thentmberand *nta 
BOSTON — --- It's a 10-Isick list with u. . up his chicken-by-phone busl- eee yoki wou S1 in be awe to
Christmas will soon be here.
- and will mean a lot of traffic
on the highways. A lot oi traffic
accidents end death. so drive
ness.
ALERT YOUNGSTERS
carefully and the pc you save DU QUOIN. Ill. 88 — The Du
might be yeer own or some 'Quoin kindergarten class gou
loved .11e swift actiqn when they corn-
.Wishing all the Ledger, and plained that an outside Christmas
Time; staff a, very Merry Ci;irist- • crib exhibit showed the figure
mas and a healthy prosperous re the child Jesus clad only in
New Year rsdiape. Their teacher contacted
‘a white candle is a holy . the proper authoritiee and when
place so is the beauty of an aged the kids left school they saw
face.' that baby Jesus had been wrap-
De the best you can. Angels 'pad in swaddling clothes better
can de no more. D suirecito the 10 above zeroLAzy Any 
weather.
dress and skillful lighting helped. The Zambezi River in Africa floated railroad ties which
et...Ralph Edwards had a nice is IMO miles li had s abkize,ng.
plug for the real network Wed- -
nesday night on his NBC-TV
"This Is Your Life" — a tribute
•.• Dennis Weaver of CBS-TV's
-Gunsm.•ke"
Pat Conway of ABC - TV's
"Tombstone Territory" is getting
hitched to Pamela Duncan. an
actress who worked in an early
episode of the western.
NBC-TV's -Omnibus" w III
switch to Tuesday evening on
Jan. 14, ..Jack Paar will •ake
-Tonight" to M:arr i Beach for
the week of Jar. 13 and Arlene
Francis will 'Ate her NBC-TV
show to Silver Springs. Fla., for
two weeks in January.
CBS-TV has decided to, poi
its -New ' YOr k Pfidhannonle_
Young People'. Concerts" an Jan.
18, Feb. I. March 8 sad April
19
s
tell police your registration
number if your car., were Mahn,
said the Automobile Leese As-.
9OC7'301OTI.
ALA said 90 per cent of mo-
ue-Lets telephoning for rood ser-
vice can't• remember their rect.-
tralion.
FIRE ON THE WATER
WATERBURY. C,,nn aP —
Firegyreu received a call - "There's
a fire in the mine, •f the riv.
er."
They found that pranksters had
they
MACY'S TILLING GUAM'S—On one of the few sebway trains
'mining during the strike in New York, Jack Strauss,
(right , head of the Ft II Macy store, seems to be telling some-
thing to Bernard Gimbel, board chairman of Gimbel's store.
They were riding uptevin from:a talk with Maur Robe: t Wag-
- 'ler Strike has hurt itte.ki trade. (international Boundiesolo)ee
•
see.
er-
_ _ _
CYPRUS CASUALTY--Cyprus policeman carries one of 20 boys
In),ired when police charged a school gymnasium in Nicosia to
break up an anti-British demonstration. The students pulled
down the British flag and ran up the Greek, then met the police
With a barrage of Irish confetti. (international Radiophoto,
OwtD'ate
WrLL DUMONSTRATI
Como IN Studebaker-Pack-
ard'. ill-new Hawk-Inspired
styling ass Amertes's lowest-
priced. faU-sised ear, the
Scotsman the famous
Hawks the all-new Puts:del Thee test
the one that suits you best. Do it—leday/
Studebaker Paokard
MIDWAY MOTORS
• ' 4
MONDAY — DECEMBER 16, 1957
•
Miss
I stet
kens In aridand a fine threw:Ise.ite...4
V •u sun se ely 1 wiatted—I
bought so r of the ploture's
pusibilessies. In recLind, years I'
tee 51 asi;de deneentarily for
.The Sharktighteirs' because of
els.ing problems. Then when
it seemed almost ready to go
again, there was more difficulty.
srri we bracei for 'The Young
Lavers.' Jue as the: was about
Ii beg!n, along came Ladd and
de Havillarrd, and that's
ll:In Proud_ Bawd'
"Met', the w:.0 it gue4 :Kune-
times. You just can't always
plan :Alfred."
Gokiev.y,n ;aid he realized his
effecter-et fer the s;:x.ry was deep
when he was making the docu-
mentary in Europe during the.
War.
"That film — 'Alliance for
Peace' — had a sear who cer-
tainly sheuld nave diverted my
leltetettion from my own story if
anyone e-uld," he said. "It star-
ia a fellow Lamed Eisenhower."
Ste-
s•
I •
- -
kcSi,A0
se 1 N
ifs brightly as the Star of Bethlehem shone
in the heavens on the night that He was
born, so may the joy of Christmas
shine in your heart and bring you
happiness and peace.
• •
e
PARKER'S
STANDARD OIL AGENT
JOHN H. PARKER, Agent
Phone 300
• If you are waiting for someone to
hand you financial security -on a silver plat-
ter, you may have a long wait. Much better
to DO something about it yourself. .. and
start doing it NOW. Open a savings account
here, keep adding to it, and -hand yourself'
a successful future.
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